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AN ALGORITHM BASED ON THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING PRINCIPLE
FOR DETERMINING THE OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS WITHIN THE
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Associate prof. Valentin Gârban, Ph.D,

Titu Maiorescu University, Bucharest, Faculty of Informatics
Abstract
This paper proposes a general algorithm for determining the optimal synthesis of the dynamical systems that take
part in classes of optimal control problems of Bolza type with hamiltonian diferentiable. This algorithm is based on
the dynamic programming principle.
keywords: dynamical systems, Bolza problem, hamiltonian diferentiable, Cauchy problem

1. THE PRELIMINARY CONCEPT
In [1] then is applied the dynamic programming method for solving the optimal Bolza type control
problems with Hamiltonian diferentiable, in case of unautonomy, resulting the sufficient conditions of
optimality. Based on these conditions a general algorithm for the optimal synthesis calculus of problem like
this was elaborated.
As an application it was used the algorithm for solving it the linear–quadric problem without
restrictions (linear regulator problem), obtaining the same results like using the algorithm of Riccati
matriceal differential equation.
The principal concepts and definitions used in this paper are:
Definition 1.1
It is named (unautonomous) command system, the following:

∑ = ( E0 , EF ,U ( ⋅, ⋅) , f ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) , U ( ⋅, ⋅) ) , where:
⊂ R x R n are disjunct and nonempty sets and represent the initial and final
events multitude; in addition, EF ⊂ E0 ( E0 is dense in EF );
1). E0 , EF

2). U
values

in

(.,.) : E0 → P0 ( R m )
nonempty

sets)

is the command restriction multifunction (application with
and

has

the

property

that

its

Y0 = G(U (⋅,⋅)) = {(t, x, u)(t, x) ∈ E0 , u ∈ U (t , x)} is a relative close set in E0 × R
3). f(⋅,⋅,⋅) :

Y0 → R m

graph,

m

;

is a Peano-Lipschitz parameterized vectorial field, defined on the open set

Y ⊂ R × R n × R m and Y0 ⊂ Y ;
4). For each ( t0 , x0 ) ⊂ E0 , admitted command set U ( t0 , x0 ) in comparison with initial
point ( t0 , x0 ) is one of the sets U m ( t0 , x0 ) , U r ( t0 , x0 ) or U cp ( t0 , x0 ) of all the
applications

u ( ⋅) : t0 , t F ( t0 , x0 , u ( ⋅) )  → U ( E0 ) ⊂ R m

x (.; t0 , x0 , u( .) )
(1.1)

of the Cauchy problem

dx
= f ( t, x, u(t )),
dt

for

which

x(t0 ) = x0

the

solution

exists, is unique and defined on the whole interval

t0 , t F ( t0 , x0 , u (.) )  → U ( E0 ) ⊂ R m

and

verify the conditions:

(t F (t0 , x0 , u(⋅)), xF (t0 , x0 , u(⋅))) ∈ EF , where:
xF (t0 , x0 , u(⋅)) = x(t F (t 0 , x0 , u(⋅)); t0 , x0 , u(⋅)) ;
b). (t , x(t ; t 0 , x0 , u(⋅))) ∈ E0 , (∀ )t ∈ [t 0 , t F (t 0 , x0 , u(⋅))] ;

a).

(1.2)

(1.3)

(t ) ∈ U (t , x(t; t0 , x0 , u(⋅))), (∀)t ∈ [t0 , t F (t0 , x0 , u(⋅))]
The solution x(⋅; t 0 , x0 , u(⋅)) is named admitted trajectory for the
c). u

(1.4)
u(⋅) command. It is

demonstrated that in the conditions of this definition, the admitted commands are equivalent classes

u1(⋅) ≅ u2 (⋅) , if these are applications of the same

determined by the following equivalence relation:

type (meaning that they are measurable, bounded, ruler riglate and continuous on segments),

t F (t0 , x0 , u1(⋅)) = t F (t 0 , x0 , u2 (⋅)) = t F
[t0 , t F ].

and

u1(⋅) = u2 (⋅) almost everywhere on the interval

Definition 1.2
It

is

named

optimal

control

∑ = ( E0 , EF ,U ( ⋅, ⋅) ; f ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) , U ( ⋅, ⋅) )
C ( ⋅, ⋅; ⋅) : G ( U ( ⋅, ⋅) ) → R

problem

a

pair

( ∑, C ( ⋅, ⋅;⋅) ) ,

where

is a unautonomuos command system (definition 1.1),

is a function defined on the graph of the admitted command multifunction,

G(U (⋅,⋅)) = {t0 , x0 , u(⋅)(t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 , u(⋅) ∈ U (t0 , x0 )} and represent the cost functional
associated to the ∑ command system.
For every (t 0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 , is named optimal command for the ( ∑, C ( ⋅, ⋅; ⋅ ) ) problem,
~ (⋅) ∈ U (t , x ) , which verifies the
relative to the initial point (t 0 , x0 ) an admitted command u
0 0
~
relation: C (t , x ; u (⋅)) = min{C(t , x ; u(⋅)) u(⋅) ∈ U (t , x )},
(1.5)
0

and the solution

0

x ( ⋅; t0 , x0 , u% ( ⋅) )

0

0

0

0

is named optimal trajectory relative to the

(t0 , x0 ) . According to

this definition, an optimal control problem represents a family of minimization problems for all functionals

C ( t0 , x0 ; ⋅) : U ( t0 , x0 ) → R , when (t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0

[2], [3].

Dynamic programming method, first presupposes the solving of an infinite-dimensional

C ( t0 , x0 ; ⋅) : U ( t0 , x0 ) → R therefore determining an
~
u
t 0 , x0 (⋅) ∈ U (t0 , x0 ) for every (t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 and then solving the finite-

minimization problem of the functional
optimal command

dimensional minimization problem:

W ( t%0 , x%0 ) = min {W ( t0 , x0 ) ; ( t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0} ,
(1.6)
where: W

( t0 , x0 ) = C ( t0 , x0; u%t0 , x0 ( ⋅) ) .

The complete solution of an optimal control problem is the determination, for each

(t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 ,

of an optimal command according to

~
u
t 0 , x0 (⋅) ∈ U (t0 , x0 ) ,

determination of an optimal command selection for admitted commands multifunction

therefore the

U (⋅,⋅) .

Definition 1.3
It is named optimal synthesis of the optimal control problem

( ∑, C ( ⋅, ⋅;⋅) ) , an application

v ( ⋅, ⋅) : E0 → U ( E0 ) with the property that for every (t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 , the Cauchy problem
dx
= f ( t , x, v ( t , x ) ) , x ( t0 ) = x0
dt
(1.7)
admit the solution

x% ( ⋅; t0 , x0 ) : t0 , t%F ( t0 , x0 )  → R n , which verifies the integral equation:

x(t ) = x0 +

t

∫ f (s, x(s))ds,

~
t ∈ I (t0 , x0 ) , so that u
t 0 , x0 (⋅) defined by

t0

u%t0 , x0 ( t ) = v ( t , x% ( t; t0 , x0 ) ) , t ∈ t0 , t%F ( t0 , x0 )  ,
(1.8)
is an optimal command for the

( ∑, C ( ⋅, ⋅;⋅) ) problem with respect to (t0 , x0 ) .

Definition 1.4
It is named Bolza optimal control problem an optimal control problem
exist

g ( ⋅, ⋅) : EF → R

inferior semi-continuous and

( ∑, C ( ⋅, ⋅;⋅) ) , for which

f 0 ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) : Y → R , continuous with reference

to arguments ensemble and local-lipschitzian with reference to the second argument on the open set Y so
that the cost functional is:

(

)

C ( t0 , x0 ; u( ⋅) ) = g tF ( t0 , x0 , u( ⋅) ) , xF ( t0 , x0 , u( ⋅) ) +
tF ( t0 , x0 ; u( ⋅) )

+

∫

(

)

f 0 t , x ( t; t0 , x0 , u( ⋅) ) , u( t ) dt , ( t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0 , u( ⋅) ∈ U ( t0 , x0 )

t0
(1.9)
The Bolza optimal control problem is

( B) = ( ∑,, g ( ⋅, ⋅) , f 0 ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) ) .

An essential role in dynamic programming method presented in this paper is the value function of
an optimal control problem, defined by:
Definition 1.5
It
is

named

value

function

of

the

Bolza

optimal

control

problem

( B) = ( ∑,, g ( ⋅, ⋅) , f 0 ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) ) , the function W (⋅, ⋅) : E = E0 ∪ EF → R , defined by:

 g ( t0 , x0 ) if ( t0 , x0 ) ∈ EF
W ( t0 , x0 ) = 
 min C ( t0 , x0 , u ( ⋅) ) u ( ⋅) ∈ U ( t0 , x0 )

{

C ( ⋅, ⋅; ⋅)

where

}

if

( t0 , x0 ) ∈ E0

(1.10)

is the cost functional (1.9).

The idea for using the value function appears for the first time at Carathéodory, but that is used for
solving the variational calculus problems. The method was fundamented by Bellman in “Dynamic
Programming” edited in 1957 by Princetown University. He named it dynamic programming method
and he used it for solving a larger class of optimization problems, named dynamic problems.
2. ALGORYTHM FOR THE OPTIMAL SYNTESIS CALCULUS OF THE BOLZA PROBLEMS
WITH DIFFERENTIALE HAMILTONIAN
The algorithm is used for the determination of the optimal synthesis

v ( ⋅, ⋅) : E0 → U ( E0 )

( Bm ) = ( ∑ m, g ( ⋅, ⋅) , f m ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) ) on the command system
∑ m = ( E0 , EF ,U ( ⋅, ⋅) , f ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) , U m ( ⋅, ⋅) ) , where E0 and EF are:

(definition 1.3.) for the Bolza problem

E0 = (T0 , T ) × R n , EF = {T } × X F , X F ⊂ R n opened, T ∈ R, T0 ∈ ( −∞, T ) .
Step I

The following presuppositions are verified:

(I.1)

E0 = (T0 , T ) × R n , EF = {T } × X F , X F ⊂ R n opened, T ∈ R, T0 ∈ ( −∞, T ) ;
(I.2) Set
from

{

} is the intersection of an closed set

G (U ( ⋅, ⋅) ) = ( t , x, u) ( t , x ) ∈ E0 , u ∈U ( t , x )

R × Rn × Rm

E0 × R m ;
f ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅) and f 0 ( ⋅, ⋅)

with

(I.3) The applications

are continuous in all arguments and locally lipschitz in

correspondence with the second argument on an opened set Y that contains
(I.4) The function

g (T , ⋅) = g ( ⋅) : X F → R

Y0 = G (U ( ⋅, ⋅) ) ;

is a C2 class.

Step II The Bolza problem pseudoHamiltonian is defined by,

H ( t , x, p, u ) = p, f ( t , x, u ) + f 0 ( t , x, u ) for ( t , x, u ) ∈ Y0 , p ∈ R n

and

H ( t , x, p ) = min H ( t , x, p, u ) , where ( t , x, p ) ∈ A0 ⊂ E × R n , A0 is the set of all
u∈U ( t , x )
points
set

( ( t , x ) , p ) ∈ E0 × R n for which the function H ( t, x, p, u) reaches its minimum on the

{U (t, x ) (t, x ) ∈ E , p ∈ R }
0

n

{Uˆ ( t, x, p) = {u ∈U ( t, x) H
(II.1) For every

the multifunction is built up:

( t, x, p, u) = H ( t, x, p)} and verifies the presuppositions:
s∈ X F , ( T , s, Dg ( s) ) ∈ AF and every ( t , x, p) ∈ A , the sections

{

}

{

}

At , p = x ∈ R n ( t , x, p ) ∈ A and At , x = p ∈ R n ( t , x, p ) ∈ A

Rn ,

are opened in

H ( t , ⋅, ⋅) is continuous and C 2 class is proportional with second and third arguments (x and p) .
(II.2) The Uˆ ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅ ) multifunction is locally bounded (every point ( t , x, p) ∈ A admits a bounded
and

0

neighborhood

% ⊂A
A
0
0

so that the set

{

%
∪ Uˆ ( r , y, q) ( r , y, q) ∈ A
0

}

is bounded).

Step III We consider the associated Hamiltonian system, with terminal conditions:

 dx
n
 dt = D3H ( t, x, p) , x (T ) = s ∈ X F ⊂ R ,
and the maximal solution is determined

dp
 = −D H ( t, x, p) , p (T ) = Dg ( s )
2
 dt
X * ( ⋅, s ) = ( X ( ⋅, s ) , P ( ⋅, s ) ) : ( t ( s ) , T  → R n × R n , for any s∈ X F .
Step IV For each

t ∈ ( T0 , T ] it can be determined the section of D sets by t,

{

}

Dt = s∈ X F t ∈ I ( s) = ( t ( s) , T  ⊂ X F
opened

subsets

D% t ⊂ Dt ,

X ( t , ⋅) : D% t → X ( t , D% t )
t a D% t

(2.1)

maximal

ratio

is reversible. Let

of sets like this, with property:

{

in

with

DT = X F )

(obviously,
inclusion

(

S( t , ⋅) = X ( t , ⋅)

for

D% t

which

)

the

and all
restriction

−1
. For every selection

s∈ D% t ⇒ s∈ D% r , ( ∀ ) r ∈ [ t , T ) , is can be determined

} and there are retained only the selections for which t1 < T . The next

t1 = inf t ≤ T D% t ≠ ∅

steps of the algorithm are made for every selection like these.
Step V A selection
presupposition:

t a D% t

is chosen, with properties from step IV and it verifies the next

S( ⋅, ⋅) application, determined at the IV

differentiable on the set

(

S( t , ⋅) = X ( t , ⋅)

D% t

is

}

(

.

v ( ⋅, ⋅) : E% 0 → U ( E% 0 ) , measurable, which verifies

v ( t , x ) ∈Uˆ t , x, P ( S( t , x ) ) , ( ∀ )( t , x ) ∈ E% 0
E0

)

{

)

and is retained as an optimal synthesis for the problem
by replacing set

step:

−1

E% 0 ⊂ E0 , where: E% 0 = ( t , x ) ∈ E t ∈ ( t1, T ) , x ∈ X ( t , D% t )

Step VI It is determined an application
the condition:

th

(2.2)

( B%m ) obtained from the given problem ( Bm )

in presupposition (I.1) with set

E% 0

obtained in the 5th step. For each

( t0 , x0 ) ∈ E% 0 is retained x% ( ⋅; x0 ) = X ( ⋅; S( t0 , x0 ) ) as optimal trajectory and

u%t0 , x0 ( t ) = v ( t; x% ( t; t0 , x0 ) ) , t ∈ [ t0 , T ] , as optimal command for the ( B% m )
at the initial point

( t0 , x0 ) .

Step VII For each

X

0

problem, relative

s∈ X F

it can be determined:

t

( t , s) = g ( s) + ∫  P ( r , s) , D3H ( r , X ( r , s) , P ( r , s) )

− H ( r , X ( r , s) , P ( r , s) )  dr

T

It is calculated the value function of the problem
where

( t, x ) ∈ E% 0 ∪ E0 . The 5 , 6
th

th

( B%m ) , respectively W ( t, x) = X 0 ( t, S( t, x) ) ,

and 7th steps are returned for every selection

t a D% t

determinated at the 6th step.
The algorithm presented in this paper is very general; it is preponderantly theoretical and it can be
utilized to solve the Bolza optimal control problems if their hypotheses are consistent with the ones settled
in this paper.
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SOLVING SOME OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS USING choco LIBRARY
Lect. Radu Boriga, PhD student, Titu Maiorescu University, Bucharest
choco is a Java library for constraint satisfaction problems, constraint programming and explanation-based
constraint solving. It is built on an event-based propagation mechanism with backtrackable structures which is
optimized using backjumping and backmarking techniques. In this article we present how to model some
optimization problems by constraint satisfaction problems and how to solve them using choco.
Keywords: constraint programming, choco, optimization problem, constraint satisfaction problem, knapsack
problem
1. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM (CSP)
Although the works devoted to programming constraints have emerged since the 70s, the most clear
definition of such programming was given by Eugene Freuder 1997: ”Constraint programming represents one of
the closest approaches computer science has yet made to the Holy Grail of programming: the user states the
problem, the computer solves it.”
A constraint is a logical relationship between several variables of a problem, each variable taking values in a
given domain. It can be noted that, in general, constraints may specify partial information, are non-directional,
are declarative, are additive and are rarely independent.
From the properties listed above we can see that modeling a problem by using constraint programming lies in
determining a finite number of variables with finite domeins and a finite set of constraints between them.
Finding a solution for this problem consists in determining some acceptable values for each variable so as
not to violate any constraint. Depending on the nature of the problem, solving it can mean to identify either a
single solution or all solutions, or to identify an optimal solution, if it has been defined an objective function,
too.
Formally, a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined ([1], [2]) by a triplet (X,D,C) such as:
1.
2.
3.

Variables: X = {x1 , x 2 ,..., x n } is the set of variables of the problem.
Domain: D is a function which associates to each variable xi its domain D(xi), i.e., the possible values
that can be assigned to xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) ;
Constraints: C = {c1 , c2 ,..., cn } is the set of constraints. Each constraint cj is a relation between a subset
of variables which restricts the domain of each one (1 ≤ j ≤ n) .

We say that a constraint is satisfied if the tuple of the values of its variables belongs to the relation describing
the constraint. Thus, solving a CSP consists in finding a tuple on the set of variables such that each constraint is
satisfied.
2. ABOUT choco
choco is an efficient constraint system for research and development and a readable constraint system for
teaching ([4], [6]). It was started in 1999 within the OCRE project, a French national initiative for an open
constraint solver for both teaching and research involving researchers and practitionners from Nantes (Ecole des
Mines), Montpellier (LIRMM), Toulouse (INRA and ONERA) and Bouygues SA. Its first implementation was
in CLAIRE ([6]). In 2003, choco went through its premiere major modification when it has been implemented
into the Java programming language. The objective was to ensure a greater portability and an easier takeover for
newcomers.
In September 2008, when the second version was published, choco is being taken a step further: it offers a
clear separation between the model and the solving machinery (providing both modelling tools and innovative
solving tools), a complete refactoring improving its general performance, and a more userfriendly API for both
newcomers and experienced CP practionners ([6],[5]).
As a problem modeler choco is able to manipulate a wide variety of variable types (integer, set and real)
and to accept over 70 constraints:
• all classical arithmetical constraints (equal, not equal, less or equal, greater or equal, etc.);
• boolean operations between constraints;
• table constraints defining the sets of tuples that (do not) verify the intended relation for a set of
variables;

•

a large set of useful classical global constraints including the alldifferent constraint, the global
cardinality constraint, the nvalue constraint, the element constraint, the cumulative
constraint;
• most recent implementations of global constraints, including the tree constraint and the geost
constraint.
As a solver choco provides several implementations of the various domain types (enumerated, bounded,
list-based and integer variables) and several algorithms for constraint propagation (algorithms for table
constraints, full and bound alldifferent, parameterized cumulative, etc.). It can either be used in satisfaction mode
(computing one solution, all solutions or iterating them) or in optimization mode (maximisation and
minimisation). Search can be parameterized using a set of predefined variable and value selection heuristics.
Finally, when converting the model into a solver-specific problem, choco can enter into a pre-processor
mode that will perform some automatic improvements in the model.
3. THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM
3.1 The Binary Knapsack Problem
Firstly, we review the terms of the Binary Knapsack Problem: “Considering a set of n items, for each item
we have associated a profit pj and a weight wj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) . The objective is to pick some of the items, with
maximal total profit, while obeying that the maximum total weight of the chosen items must not exceed the
weight W which can be loaded in a knapsack. Moreover, any item can be fully charged or not at all.” Generally,
the coefficients are scaled to become integers, and they are almost always assumed to be positive.
Starting with the solution described in ([3]), it’s easy to model this problem by the next CSP:

2.

Variables: X = {x1 , x2 ,..., xn }
Domain: D ( xi ) = {0,1}, ∀i ∈ {1,2,..., n}

3.

Constraints: ∑ xk wk ≤ W

1.

n

k =1

4.

n

Goal: to maximize ∑ xk pk
k =1

Based on the CSP above mentioned, we can model and solve the problem in a few steps using choco:
1.

creating a new model:
Model m = new CPModel();

2.

creating the variables:
IntegerVariable[] x = makeIntVarArray("x", n, 0, 1, "cp:enum");
IntegerVariable c = makeIntVar("c", 1, 1000000, "cp:binary");

3.

creating the constraints:
m.addConstraint(leq(scalar(w, x), W));
m.addConstraint(eq(scalar(p, x), c));

4.

creating a new solver and loading the model into it:
Solver s = new CPSolver();
s.read(m);

5.

solving the problem:
s.maximize(s.getVar(c), false);

6.

printing all the solution:
System.out.println("Maximum benefit: " + s.getVar(c).getVal());
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
System.out.println("Object " + (i + 1) + ": " + s.getVar(x[i]).getVal());

3.2 The Bounded Knapsack Problem
The Bounded Knapsack Problem specifies for each item j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) , additionally, an upper bound uj (which
may be a positive integer) on the number of times item j can be selected.
It’s easy to see that the only a minor difference appears when we are creating the variables x1,…,xn:
IntegerVariable[] x = makeIntVarArray("x", n);
for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
x[i]=makeIntVar("x"+i,0,u[i],"cp:enum");

3.3 The Unbounded Knapsack Problem
In the Unbounded Knapsack Problem (sometimes called the Integer Knapsack Problem) we does not put any
upper bounds on the number of times an item may be selected. Anyway, it’s clear that each item j can be used at
most [W/wj] times (1 ≤ j ≤ n) .
It’s easy to see that, again, the only a minor difference appears when we are creating the variables x1,…,xn:
IntegerVariable[] x = makeIntVarArray("x", n);
for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
x[i]=makeIntVar("x"+i,0,W/w[i],"cp:enum");

4. A PAYMENT METHOD OF AN AMOUNT USING A MINIMUM NUMBER OF COINS
Let’s assume that we have an amount S and n types of coins with values v1, v2,...,vn. We want to pay the
amount S using a minimum number of coins. As the Knapsack Problem, this problem has a binary, a bounded or
an unbouded version. To avoid unnecessary exposure charge, we will consider the unbounded version.
Starting with the solution described in ([3]), it’s easy to model this problem by the next CSP:
1.

Variables: X = {x1 , x 2 ,..., x n }

2.

Domain: D ( xi ) = {0, [ S / vi ]}, ∀i ∈ {1,2,..., n}

3.

Constraints: ∑ xk vk = S

n

k =1

n

4.

Goal: to minimize ∑ xk
k =1

Based on the CSP above mentioned, we can model and solve the problem in a few steps using choco:
1.

creating a new model:
Model m = new CPModel();

2.

creating the variables:
IntegerVariable[] x = makeIntVarArray("x", n);
for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
x[i]=makeIntVar("x"+i,0,S/v[i],"cp:enum");
IntegerVariable nc = makeIntVar("c", 1, 1000000, "cp:bound");

3.

creating the constraints:
m.addConstraint(eq(scalar(v, x), S));
m.addConstraint(eq(sum(x), nc));

4.

creating a new solver and loading the model into it:
Solver s = new CPSolver();
s.read(m);

5.

solving the problem:
s.minimize(s.getVar(c), false);

6.

printing all the solution:
System.out.println("Minimum number of coins: " + s.getVar(nc).getVal());
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
System.out.println("Coin " + (i + 1) + ":" + s.getVar(x[i]).getVal());

7. CONCLUSIONS
Using constraint satisfaction problems for solving some optimization problems, or, moreover, for solving
problems which requires exhaustive searches, has multiple advantages:
•
•
•

the programmer doesn’t need to implement an exhausitve search algorithm;
the source code becomes smaller and more readable;
the optimization is made automatically, due to the implicit using of backjumping and backmarking
algorithms, but it can be defined by the programmer, too.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a general alg orithm for determining the optimal synthesis of the dynamical systems that take
part in classes of optimal control problems of Bolza type with hamiltonian diferentiable. This algorithm is based on
the dynamic programming principle.
1. THE PRELIMINARY CONCEPT
In [1] then is applied the dynamic programming method for solving the optimal Bolza type control
problems with Hamiltonian diferentiable, in case of unautonomy, resulting the sufficient conditions of
optimality. Based on these conditions a general algorithm for the optimal s ynthesis calculus of problem like
this was elaborated.
As an application it was used the algorithm for solving it the linear –quadric problem without
restrictions (linear regulator problem), obtaining the same results like using the algorithm of Riccati
matriceal differential equation.
The principal concepts and definitions used in this paper are:
Definition 1.1
It is named (unautonomous) command system, the following:

   E0 , EF ,U ,  , f ,, , U ,   , where:

 R x R n are disjunct and nonempty sets and represent the initial and final
events multitude; in addition, EF  E0 ( E0 is dense in EF );
1). E0 , EF

2). U
values

in

.,. : E0  P0  R m 
nonempty

sets)

is the command restrict ion multifunction (application with
and

has

the

property

that

its

Y0  GU ,  t , x, ut , x  E0 , u  U t , x is a relative close set in E0  R
3). f(,,) :

Y0  R m

graph,

m

;

is a Peano-Lipschitz parameterized vectorial field, defined on the open set

Y  R  R n  R m and Y0  Y ;
4). For each  t0 , x0   E0 , admitted command set U  t0 , x0  in comparison with initial
point  t0 , x0  is one of the sets U m  t0 , x0  , U r  t0 , x0  or U cp  t0 , x0  of all the
applications

u   : t0 , t F t0 , x0 , u     U E0   R m

x .; t0 , x0 , u . 
(1.1)

of the Cauchy problem

dx
 f (t , x, ut ),
dt

for

which

xt0   x0

the

solution

exists, is unique and defined on the whole interval

t0 , t F t0 , x0 , u .    U E0   R m

and

verify the conditions:

t F t0 , x0 , u, xF t0 , x0 , u  EF , where:
xF t0 , x0 , u  xt F t0 , x0 , u; t0 , x0 , u ;
b). t , xt ; t 0 , x0 , u  E0 ,  t  t 0 , t F t 0 , x0 , u ;
a).

(1.2)

(1.3)

t   U t , xt; t0 , x0 , u, t  t0 , t F t0 , x0 , u
The solution x; t 0 , x0 , u is named admitted trajectory for the
c). u

(1.4)
u() command. It is

demonstrated that in the conditions of this definition, the admitted commands are equivalent classes

u1  u2  , if these are applications of the same

determined by the following equivalence relation:

type (meaning that they are measurable, bounded, ruler riglate and continuous on segments),

t F t0 , x0 , u1  t F t0 , x0 , u2   t F
t0 , t F .

and

u1  u2  almost everywhere on the interval

Definition 1.2
It

is

named

optimal

control

   E0 , EF ,U , ; f ,, , U ,  

C  , ;  : G  U  ,    R

problem

a

pair

 , C , ;  ,

where

is a unautonomuos command system (definition 1.1),

is a function defined on the graph of the admitted command multifunction,

GU ,  t0 , x0 , ut0 , x0   E0 , u  U t0 , x0  and represent the cost functional
associated to the  command system.
For every t 0 , x0   E0 , is named optimal command for the  , C  , ;    problem,
~   U t , x  , which verifies the
relative to the initial point t 0 , x0  an admitted command u
0 0
~
relation: C t 0 , x0 ; u   minC t 0 , x0 ; u u  U t 0 , x0  ,
(1.5)
and the solution

x  ; t0 , x0 , u   

is named optimal trajectory relative to the

t0 , x0  . According to

this definition, an optimal control problem represents a family of minimization problems for all functionals

C  t0 , x0 ;  : U t0 , x0   R , when t0 , x0   E0

[2], [3].

Dynamic programming method, first presupposes the solving of an infinite -dimensional

C  t0 , x0 ;  : U t0 , x0   R therefore determining an
~
u
t 0 , x0   U t 0 , x0  for every t 0 , x0   E0 and then solving the finite -

minimization problem of the functional
optimal command

dimensional minimization problem:

W  t0 , x0   min W  t0 , x0  ;  t0 , x0   E0 ,

(1.6)
where: W

 t0 , x0   C t0 , x0 ; ut0 , x0    .

The complete solution of an optimal control problem is the determination, for each

t0 , x0   E0 ,

of an optimal command according to

~
u
t 0 , x0   U t 0 , x0  ,

determination of an optimal command selectio n for admitted commands multifunction

Definition 1.3
It is named optimal synthesis of the optimal control problem

therefore the

U , .

 , C , ;  , an application

v  ,  : E0  U  E0  with the property that for every t0 , x0   E0 , the Cauchy problem
dx
 f  t , x, v  t , x   , x t 0   x0
dt
(1.7)
admit the solution

x  ; t0 , x0  : t0 , tF t0 , x0   R n , which verifies the integral equation:

xt   x0 

t

 f s, xsds,

t0

~
t  I t0 , x0  , so that u
t 0 , x0  defined by

ut0 , x0  t   v  t , x t ;t 0 , x0   , t  t 0 ,tF t 0 , x0  ,
(1.8)
is an optimal command for the

 , C , ;  problem with respect to t0 , x0  .

Definition 1.4
It is named Bolza optimal control problem an optimal control problem
exist

g  ,  : E F  R

inferior semi-continuous and

 , C , ;  , for which

f 0  , ,   : Y  R , continuous with reference

to arguments ensemble and local -lipschitzian with reference to the second argument on the open set Y so
that the cost functional is:





C  t0 , x0 ; u     g t F t0 , x0 , u   , x F t0 , x0 , u    


tF  t0 , x0 ;u   



t0





f 0 t , x  t ; t0 , x0 , u   , u t  dt , t0 , x0  E0 , u   U t0 , x0

(1.9)
The Bolza optimal control problem is



 B   ,, g ,  , f 0 ,,   .

An essential role in dynamic programming method presented in this paper is the value function of
an optimal control problem, defined by:
Definition 1.5
It
is

named

value

function

of

the

Bolza

optimal

control

problem

 B   ,, g ,  , f 0 ,,   , the function W ,  : E  E0  E F  R , defined by:

 g  t0 , x0  if t0 , x0   E F
W  t0 , x0   
 min C  t0 , x0 , u    u    U t0 , x0  if



C  , ;  

where



t0 , x0  E0

(1.10)

is the cost functional (1.9).

The idea for using the value function appea rs for the first time at Carathéodory, but that is used for
solving the variational calculus problems. The method was fundamented by Bellman in “ Dynamic
Programming” edited in 1957 by Princetown University. He named it dynamic programming method
and he used it for solving a larger class of optimization problems, named dynamic problems.
2. ALGORYTHM FOR THE OPTIMAL SYNTESIS CALCULUS OF THE BOLZA PROBLEMS
WITH DIFFERENTIALE HAMILTONIAN
The algorithm is used for the determination of the optimal synthesis

v  ,  : E0  U  E0 

 Bm     m, g  ,  , f m  , ,   on the command system
 m   E0 , EF ,U ,  , f ,, , Um ,   , where E0 and EF are:

(definition 1.3.) for the Bolza problem

E0  T0 ,T   R n , E F  T  X F , X F  R n opened, T  R,T0   ,T
Step I

The following presuppositions are verified:

(I.1)

E0  T0 ,T   R n , E F  T  X F , X F  R n opened, T  R,T0   ,T
(I.2) Set
from

.



 is the intersection of an closed set

G U  ,     t , x, u  t , x   E 0, u U t , x 

R  Rn  Rm

E0  R m ;
f  , ,   and f 0  , 

with

(I.3) The applications

are continuous in all arguments and locally lipschitz in

correspondence with the second argument on an opened set Y that contains
(I.4) The function

;

g T ,    g   : X F  R

Y0  G U  ,   ;

is a C2 class.

Step II The Bolza problem pseudoHamiltonian is defined by,

H  t , x, p, u   p, f t , x, u   f 0 t , x, u  for t , x, u Y0, p  R n

and

H  t , x, p   min H t , x, p, u , where t , x, p  A 0  E  R n , A0 is the set of all
uU  t , x 
points
set

  t , x  , p   E0  R n for which the function H  t, x, p, u reaches its minimum on the

U t, x  t, x   E , p  R 
n

0

Uˆ  t, x, p  u U t , x  H
(II.1) For every

the multifunction is built up:

t , x, p, u   H t , x, p  and verifies the presuppositions:
s X F , T , s, Dg  s   AF and every  t , x, p   A , the sections







At , p  x  R n t , x , p  A and At , x  p  R n t , x , p  A



Rn ,

are opened in

H  t , ,  is continuous and C 2 class is proportional with second and third arguments ( x and p) .
(II.2) The Uˆ  , ,   multifunction is locally bounded (every point  t , x, p   A admits a bounded
and

neighborhood

A0  A0

so that the set



 Uˆ  r , y, q   r , y, q  A0



0

is bounded).

Step III We consider the associated Hamiltonian system, with terminal conditions:

dx
 D3H t, x, p, x T   s  X F  Rn,

 dt
and the maximal solution is determined

dp
 D H t, x, p, p T   Dg s 
2

 dt
X *  , s    X , s  , P , s   : t s ,T   R n  R n , for any s X F .
Step IV For each
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Dt  s X F t  I  s   t s  ,T   X F
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D t  Dt ,

X  t ,  : D t  X t , D t 

t  D t

(2.1)

maximal



ratio

is reversible. Let

of sets like this, with property:

t1  inf t  T D t  

in

with

DT  X F )

(obviously,
inclusion



S t ,   X  t ,  

for

D t

which



the

and all
restriction

1
. For every selection

s D t  s D r ,   r  t ,T  , is can be determined

 and there are retained only the selections for which

t1  T . The

next

steps of the algorithm are made for every selection like these.
Step V A selection
presupposition:

t  D t

is chosen, with properties from step IV and it verifies the next

S ,  application, determined at the IV

differentiable on the set



S t ,   X  t ,  



D t





v  t , x  Uˆ t , x, P  S t , x   ,  t , x  E 0
E0



is



.

v  ,  : E 0  U  E 0  , measurable, which verifies

and is retained as an optimal synthesis for the problem
by replacing set

step:

1

E 0  E0 , where: E 0   t , x   E t  t1,T , x  X t , D t 

Step VI It is determined an application
the condition:

th

(2.2)

 B m  obtained from the given problem  Bm 

in presupposition (I.1) with set

E 0

obtained in the 5 th step. For each

 t0 , x0   E0 is retained x  ; x0   X ; S t0 , x0   as optimal trajectory and

ut0 , x0  t   v  t ; x t ;t 0 , x0   , t  t 0 ,T  , as optimal command for the  B m 
at the initial point

 t0 , x0  .

Step VII For each

X

0

t

s X F

it can be determined:

 t , s  g  s    P r , s , D 3H r , X r , s , P r , s  
T

It is calculated the value function of the problem
where

problem, relative

 t, x   E 0  E0 . The 5 , 6
th

th

 H r , X r , s , P r , s    dr

 B m  , respectively W  t , x   X 0 t , St , x   ,

and 7th steps are returned for every selection

t  D t

determinated at the 6 th step.
The algorithm presented in this paper is very general; it is preponderantly theoretical and it can be
utilized to solve the Bolza optimal control problems if their hypotheses are consistent with the ones settled
in this paper.
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CREATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR THE APPLIED SOCIAL
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Abstract: The authors describe teaching strategies they have developed for graduate education in
Educational Administration, Professional Counseling and Social Work. In these applied professions, adult
learners are best served by active, engaged, and reflective teaching strategies. The strategies are based on
principles of adult learning theory and cooperative learning and have been evaluated by students as
valuable learning experiences. Three strategies, a symposium presentation, prevention program, and group
budgeting project are described in term of design, structure, outcome and evaluation. Additional strategies
are briefly described that utilize the latest technologies. The strategies aim to exemplify the process of
teaching theory to practice in the chosen profession.
Wordskey: technologies, teaching strategies, adult learning theory , cooperative learning.
INTRODUCTION
In teaching graduate students in professional master's programs in the social sciences, it has been the
authors' experience that cooperative learning approaches are particularly well suited to graduate education.
In professional programs, students are embarking on careers in which their ability to successfully interact
with a variety of people in a variety of roles is essential. As school principals, students with the master's
degree in Leadership in Educational Administration need skills in organizational leadership, effective
personnel practices, and community building in many different settings. As school and mental health
counselors, students will work with organizations, individuals, groups, families, and the larger community
in promoting mental health. Cooperative learning approaches at the graduate level accomplish the goals
described by Natasi and Clements (1991) such as "enhanced academic achievement and cognitive growth,
motivation and positive attitudes toward learning, social competence, and interpersonal relations" (p.111).
In addition, at the graduate level, cooperative learning approaches can provide "real life" experiential
learning depending on the nature of the project, utilizing the process of theory to practice.
The authors believe in the power of a "connected class." Describing a connected class as providing a
culture for growth, Belenky, Clinchy, Golberger and Tarule (1986) explain that "the connected teacher tries
to create groups in which members can nurture each other's thoughts to maturity" (p. 221). The cooperative
learning projects presented use strategies that are interactive and facilitate connected knowing. "Connected
knowing builds on the subjectivists' conviction that the most trustworthy knowledge comes from personal
experience rather than pronouncements of authorities. . .Connected knowers develop procedures for gaining
access to other people's knowledge" (pp. 112-113). Successful teaching of graduate students requires an
understanding of adult learning. Extrinsic motivation to learn as an adult may include the opportunity for a
promotion, entry to a new career, more money, or simply a need to keep up with change (Rogers, 1989).
Intrinsic motivation varies from student to student. Whatever the motivation, graduate students respond to
teaching that actively involves them in a learning process, allows for choice and working at their own pace,
is directed toward relevant or practical skills and knowledge, and makes use of their experience (Rogers,
1989). Active learning strategies, which form the basis of cooperative learning projects, have been shown
to increase student motivation, especially for graduate students (Bonwell & Eison, 1995).

Cooperative group learning projects are particularly suited to graduate students. The problem-centered
orientation to learning characteristic of adults was identified by Knowles (1970) as one of the most basic
characteristics of adult learning. According to Knowles (1984), there are four important distinctions
between adult and child learners: These assumptions are that, as a person matures, (1) self-concept moves
from one of being a dependent personality toward one of being a self-directing human being, (2) the adult
learner accumulates a growing reservoir of experience that become an increasing resource for learning, (3)
readiness to learn becomes oriented to the developmental tasks of social roles, and (4) time perspective
changes from one of postponed application of knowledge to immediacy of application, and orientation
toward learning shifts from one of subject centeredness to one of problem centeredness. (p. 39) Cooperative
learning methods, in general, share characteristics that contribute to the learning of adult students. While
working in cooperative groups, students use collaborative, pro-social behavior to accomplish learning tasks
or projects. Projects and activities are structured so that students are positively interdependent as well as
individually accountable for their learning. Successful teaching and learning for graduate students involves
organizing learning experiences that take into account these characteristics of adults. Links between what
we know about adult learning and cooperative learning led the authors to develop the variety of cooperative
learning strategies described in this paper.
GROUP INVESTIGATION: SYMPOSIUM
For graduate course titled "Legal and Social Change," the author adapted for graduate students the group
investigation model developed by Thelen (Joyce & Weil, 1986). The course description is as follows:
"Analysis of effects of legal and social change on the lives of young people and on the work of educators
and other helping professionals." Course goals are: (a) to stimulate reflection on aspects of life in our
culture that limit both freedom and the full development of human potential, (b) to consider creative
responses to these limitations, and (c) to examine one's own personal commitment to valuing of diversity,
dignity, dialogue, and democracy. The course meets weekly for two and one-half hour sessions and
typically involves 20 to 25 students.
Design
This adaptation of the group investigation model requires groups of from four to six students to confront a
social issue and report on the results of their investigation in a Symposium, a 90 minute workshop style
presentation. A Symposium is defined as "a conference or meeting for the discussion of some subject,
especially an academic topic or social problem" (Collins Dictionary and Thesaurus, 1987). Students
become experts on social issues and work through the processes of: (a) selecting and refining a topic, (b)
formulating an investigation process, (c) completing additional research and developing the workshop, (d)
and presenting the Symposium. Topics are investigated both nationally and in terms of the local area.
Structure
Symposium group members use some class time, approximately an hour from each of several class
periods, to plan and develop the Symposium presentation. Groups of from four to six persons are created by
the instructor to give students the experience of working with diversity. The first phase of the project,
selecting and refining a topic, can be structured in several ways. Sometimes the topics have been
predetermined and are simply broad categories such as changing families, welfare, poverty, or racism, for
example. When this approach is used, students' topic preferences are taken into account in making group
assignments. Other times students are put into diverse groups and then challenged to develop a topic of
interest to all. Another variation has been to assign students to groups by age diversity and to give each
group a different decade to investigate, beginning with the 1950s. Subtopics for the decade group
investigations are the same for each group and identified by the instructor. Each week a new decade is
presented and as the weeks unfold, students develop a better historical understanding of social issues such
as poverty, housing, racism, violence, and gender and lifestyle issues. Whatever the topic, each student is
expected through reading and research to become well informed about his or her Symposium topic
generally, as well as about the sub-topic specifically. Once the topics have been decided students are
guided in refining the topics through a series of questions. By the end of the first in-class planning session

sub-topics for individual research typically have been identified by each of the groups and selected by
individual
Outcome
One memorable Symposium was titled "Living with Urban Poverty." The introduction focused the
presentation with this statement: "Our group's enlightenment to the poverty that engulfs our society as a
whole has deepened our awareness of the complex avenues that lead to the inequities that our society
possesses. As a group we want to allow others to gain experience and education. Perhaps we will even
shock some with the information we have learned about urban poverty. With no food, no bed, no money,
clothes or family, circumstances beyond one's control, where would we go?" Also included in the
introduction was an opening video created by group members featuring scenes of poverty in the local
community. The video was well done, included interaction with some of the subjects being filmed, and was
thought-provoking. Individual subtopics were the following, with information conveyed through individual
presentations: Pregnant Teens, Poor Children's Education, Welfare Legislation, and Gang Problems. The
group activity was a roulette game called "Resources vs. Problems" that simulated the consequences of
poverty for the life chances of those living in poverty. The game was designed to show how those with
more resources get better educational opportunities and typically more wealthy, while poverty breeds
poverty. Students moved around the room to different dealers, experiencing the consequences of their
assigned roles and the cards they were dealt. The presentation concluded with excerpts from a commercial
video called "Life's Little Instruction Book." In a reflection about memorable concepts from presentations
other than your own, one student wrote the following: "The concept that when you start with nothing it is
very hard to gain was a very powerful message in the poverty symposium. The card game really made you
aware of this by not giving you the resources needed when you were poverty-stricken. After that activity, I
can understand why so many people feel hopeless. . . I felt this activity really gave you a feeling of what it
would be like to have your cards dealt against you."
Evaluation
Evaluation of the Symposium project has three basic components. When the Symposium project is
introduced students receive a copy of the Feedback Form that the instructor will use in assessing each
presentation. A total of 30 points are possible and each student in the group receives the same grade. The
form includes the following criteria and point specifications: (a) introduction that focuses the topic and gets
attention (3 points), (b) clear presentation of information (12 points), (c) creative participatory learning
experience (3 points), (d) clear and memorable summary/conclusion (2 points), (e) creativity in how the
investigation was carried out and in the presentation (5 points), (f) well organized and helpful handouts (3
points), and (g) Time/Activity logs that demonstrate investment of individual time and energy (2 points).
The instructor awards points and provides comments on each component, making copies of the completed
feedback form for each group member. A second component of the evaluation involves the individual
Time/Activity logs for the Symposium project. Logs are not graded as such but influence whether the
student earns the full credit available for class participation. Finally, each student in a Symposium group
evaluates the other group members. Group members develop their own criteria and award each other from
one to five points. These assessments are due the night of the presentation and also become part of each
student's class participation grade.
Students' evaluative comments about presenting the "Living with Urban Poverty" Symposium included,
"My work with the group helped me understand the desperateness of poverty. Several issues we as a group
agreed upon, but other issues brought about some intense debate, which helped me to look at more than my
own view of a given situation." Another student wrote, "As we discussed our individual topics and learned
information from one another, we were culturally more aware. Our discussions on how to create our
symposium brought more information into our world." These comments illustrate that connected knowing
works.
PREVENTION PROGRAM IN COUNSELING

In a graduate course in professional counseling, the goals for the course include providing students with
the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary for effective community counseling. A cooperative learning
project such as the development and implementation of a prevention program fulfills this goal in several
ways: (a) students learn how to work cooperatively as a team to plan, develop, and implement a program
much in the same way they will when working for a community agency; (b) students acquire first-hand
knowledge of community resources available and how to access those resources; and (c) students learn the
process for developing community/agency based prevention programs from the initial stage of assessment
to the final evaluation.
Design
The overall design of the cooperative project encompassed four phases: assessment of the needs of the
target population, development of prevention activities to meet those needs, presentation of the program,
and evaluation of the total program and component parts. Students worked in cooperative groups through
each phase of the design. In a class of 20 students, four groups of five were used. During class time, group
members were assigned roles such as reporter, recorder, time-keeper, and facilitator to assist with the group
process. Work outside of class was structured as the students desired. At the end of one phase, students
have the option to work with a different group. During the assessment phase each group was assigned
separate areas to research to avoid overlap in information gathering. For example, one group was assigned
to research the Internet and current literature while another was to interview professionals in the field. After
completing the research, each group presented their information to the entire class.
With the necessary background information shared, groups moved to the next phase of designing
prevention activities based on the research. The initial task of developing goals was accomplished by each
group sharing their ideas and final goals were then developed by consensus of the whole class. Each group
was then assigned a goal from which to brainstorm ideas for activities that would accomplish the goal.
When the activities were formulated and agreed upon, students were provided with the opportunity to
decide with which activity they wanted to work. After developing a detailed plan for the activity, along
with resources needed and an evaluation component, the total program was developed from the activities of
the five groups. The program was implemented by the students with clients from a cooperating community
agency. Clients and professional staff provided evaluative information for further development of the
prevention program. At the end of the project, students evaluated themselves, their peers, and the program.

Outcome
Prior to the semester's start, the course instructor arranged for the prevention program to be developed in
collaboration with a local community counseling agency. The director of a program serving homeless youth
agreed to assist with access to information and clients. A prevention program on preventing HIV/AIDS was
agreed upon due to the high risk of homeless youth to contract HIV/AIDS. A small grant for materials and
resources was obtained from the university. Student groups obtained information about HIV/AIDS and
homeless youth from investigating current literature, the Internet, interviewing professionals who provide
services for homeless youth, and by interviewing former homeless youth program clients. Based on this
research they developed the following goals for the prevention program which was now entitled All
Individuals Deserve Support (AIDS): (a) to educate Homeless Youth Case Managers in HIV/AIDS
prevention information and methods for the purpose of ongoing education and support of their clients; (b)
to incorporate homeless youth into program development and implementation; (c) to provide client specific
information materials; and (d) to integrate the program into existing services as appropriate. The activities
designed to meet these goals included developing a resource library consisting of client-appropriate
brochures, pamphlets, videos, books and other materials organized for accessibility and housed in the
offices of the homeless youth program; in service training program for the case managers who provide
direct service and support to the homeless youth addressing current information about AIDS/HIV and its
transmission and how to talk to clients about prevention; a three-part psycho educational group for clients

focused on developing self-esteem and assertiveness; and development of a peer helper program where
homeless youth who had successfully completed the program would assist those still struggling with
homelessness and related concerns. The first activity, designed to serve as an 'attention-grabber" was a
pizza dinner and talk with a person living with AIDS. The speaker, who was close in age to the audience,
told her story and answered questions. The other activities were scheduled following this initial program.
Evaluation
Evaluation for grading consisted of an activity log and a portfolio completed by each student as well as an
evaluation of the student by his or her group members. The activity log was a listing and description of all
activities related to the project and the time involved. The portfolio included all materials found and
developed as a part of the project. At the initial group meeting, students were assigned the task of
developing a method for evaluating the contribution of each group member. Groups developed the criteria
for evaluation based on their expectations of themselves and each other in the group process. The instructor
assigned a grade for participation based on the group evaluation and the activity log for individuals and a
single group grade for the group's performance in the program. Student comments regarding the prevention
project included, "I've learned more from this project and the people I worked with than any other so far"
and "This was an excellent learning opportunity, working with real clients was so much more satisfying
and assisted in my understanding of what I will face after graduation." Overall, quantitative and qualitative
evaluations by students suggest that they find this a valuable learning experience on many different levels.
BUDGETING A POVERTY LEVEL INCOME
When teaching about cultural competence, the “isms” related to gender, race, and ethnicity tend to be
more commonly addressed. Teaching strategies that establish a micro as well as macro understanding of
poverty and class issues that reaches students at both the cognitive and affective levels can be more
challenging to find. One author has used a variation of the “Budgeting a Poverty Level Income” exercise
from Lieberman’s (1998) The Social Workout Book: Strength Building Exercises for the Pre-Professional.
As stated in the text, the goals of the workout are to explore assumptions and enable critical thinking about
the meaning of poverty, the reality of the poverty threshold, minimum wage debates, and welfare reform in
the United States.
Design
Lieberman (1998) provides an introductory reading that sets the stage regarding the macro poverty policy
issues as well as describing an imaginary family of four with two recently laid off parents and two
children, ages two and six. The family has recently moved in search of new jobs and has been able to bring
a few belongings with them. This is followed by a family annual line item budget listing the following
thirteen categories: housing, utilities, maintenance, transportation, education, insurance, food, wardrobe,
personal care/sundries, medical care, dependent care, discretionary expenses (entertainment, birthdays,
vacation, holidays, postage), and miscellaneous. The class is divided into small groups and assigned two,
three, or four of the budget subcategories, depending on the size of the class. Each group must research the
items in their categories, and make decisions about things such as renting or owning a home, owning a car
vs. using a bus pass, private vs. public schools, and so on. The ultimate goal is to access as many resources
as possible as economically as possible in order to stay within the annual poverty budget figure for that
year ($18,400 for a family of four in 2003). Students keep notes about how they arrived at their figures and
bring it all to class on the assigned day.
Outcome
In class, a sheet of newsprint is posted on the wall for each budget category with line items listed for each
category. Each group presents their research to the class, fills in the budgeted numbers for each line item,
and subtotals that budget category on the newsprint. On the final sheet of paper, the class totals all the
subtotals to find out how close to the poverty budget figure they have come. This entire process is
accompanied by much discussion about how various monetary decisions could be made. Over the five
years of using this class exercise, the closet any class came to the poverty line threshold was double the

amount. The class that came in the closest to the actual figure forgot several items such as disposable
diapers for the two year old child.
Evaluation
The exercise concludes with students writing a reflection paper after the classroom part of the exercise is
conducted. Students respond to questions such as: 1) prior to completing this project, how reasonably did
you believe that the government poverty-line calculation for a family of four represented the funds needed
for a particular family to live on? 2) What are three budget items you consider necessary but had not really
thought about prior to this project and where would you cut this budget? 3) How has completing this
workout changed your thinking about how poverty is defined or how one defines what is essential for an
adequate standard of living? And 4) If you could change policy, what would you change?
Students report that this exercise made a lasting impact on their understanding of poverty and how macro
policy affects families in micro ways on a daily basis. The reflection papers repeatedly reveal changed
self-awareness on both cognitive and affective levels from both students who have and have not been
touched by poverty in their lives. Students begin to understand how they can consciously make choices as
social workers that can influence policy change and its implementation.
ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
Recent advances in technology have increased the opportunities for creative teaching strategies for
graduate students. For institutions of higher education with access to Internet2, many opportunities exist for
the social sciences. Internet2 is a research and development consortium led by over 200 US universities
working in partnership with industry and government to develop and deploy advanced network applications
and technologies. Internet 2 allows for face to face interactions with people who are located at another
Internet2 site, university or organization. Internet2 can be used to bring groups of students from different
universities together in real time to work together on projects. Another use has been to invite a leader in the
profession to join a class and present a lecture utilizing Internet 2. Recently, at Bradley University, the
Theatre Department received an award for a collaborative production that utilized Internet 2. Bradley
UniversityTheatre, the University of Waterloo in Canada, and the University of Central Florida, were
awarded the 2008 ORION Learning Award of Merit (The Ontario Internet2 Award) for their collaborative
production of Alice (Experiments) in Wonderland, which was performed simultaneously on the three
campuses. Through the use of broadband computers, 2-D and 3-D sets with multiple screens and lighting
effects, the three institutions staged the play simultaneously in front of a live audience. Eleven actors
appeared on stage in each venue. Romania is one of the countries currently developing a memorandum of
understanding to partner with Internet2.
Information about Internet2 can be accessed at
www.intenet2.edu/info/.
In addition to Internet2, virtual communities such as Second Life provide opportunities for teaching and
learning. In a graduate course in counseling, the entire class participated in group projects on Second Life,
choosing their individual avatars and working together in the virtual community to develop a grief
counseling component for the public. Information about the Second Life virtual community is available at
http://secondlife.com/whatis/ and ttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOFU9oUF2HA.
CONCLUSIONS
Johnson and Johnson (1994) identify five elements that must be present for effective cooperative learning.
The elements include positive interdependence, individual accountability, group processing, interpersonal
and group skills, and face to face interaction. These elements contribute to successful adult learning as
described by Knowles (1984). The group investigation, prevention program and other cooperative learning
projects described exemplify this approach to learning. Graduate students report that some of the most

important learning occurs through the planned interactions, research and processing. Although significant
investment in planning and preparation time is required for cooperative learning projects, the learning that
results is well worth the effort.
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Summary
The energy is to day the most important problem of the world. We need more energy that we produce, so
the prices are growing and we pollute when using this energy, much mote than we expected 20 years ago.
In the paper we discuss three kind of solutions: (1) finding more classical sources of energy and using them
without producing more carbon dioxide; (2) finding new sources of energy, at reasonable costs; (3)
reducing the consumption of energy, using new and/or better technologies.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The energy was always an essential supply. It becomes more and more important as industry developed,
beginning with the end of 18-th century, as population grows, as pour countries based on primitive
agriculture became industrial and richer and used a much larger amount of energy (table 1).
Table 1 : World energy request, 1900 -2030 [thousand billions BTU/year]
energy request
1900
2004
2030
Developed countries
Undeveloped countries
Source : ftp://ftp.fao.org

197.4
150.0

239.8
206,9

298.0
403.5

Forecast grow
% 2004-2030
0,8
2.6

Until 1973, the demand was well covered by supplies, at very low costs. But then the main oil owners
discovered that their deposits of fossil combustibles, oil and gas, are limited and will exhaust at a
measurable time horizons, in fact in a few decades. So, the energy price jumped 20 times in two month!
But, new field of oil were discovered (as in the North Sea), the most energy consuming technologies of
manufacturing were replaced, so the prices lowered then stayed stable until the year 2000.
But, at the beginning of 21-th century, the energy problem becomes again very important, due to three
new factors:
- the very, very fast development of two, (eventually three) very large and, till then, very pour
countries: China, India and Brazil. In China, the GDP grows, from year 2000, with 10 % per year!
This grows has as result that now these three countries are the main energy demanding (fig..1)
1
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-

[www.eia.doe.gov]. The production did not follow the growing request of oil, so the prices
exploded. And, very probably, it will remain here, in the optimistic forecast.
the political instability of Middle East, Nigeria and Central America (the most important oil
producers) and their anti-occidental position, contributed also to a rise of oil prices.
the hypothesis of green house effect due to the production of larger amounts of carbon dioxide
than the atmosphere can assimilate became credible. This hypothesis was suggested by scientists
in the 1970 years, but until the mid of 1990-th it was strongly denied by politicians and
economists. If we do not stop burning fossil fuels, the world goes to a catastrophe.

Fig. 1. The variation of oil demand [Source : www. seekingalpha.com]
The crisis could be solved by replacement of fossil fuels. Another resource of energy, abundant, cheap
and not producing carbon dioxide would respond to all the three problems listed here.
Do we have such a resource ? The answer is NO, at least for a short horizon of time. But, in time, there
are some solutions which could prove their applicability, especially from the economic point of view,
because, technically, the most important elements are already known. We shall shortly review these
solutions.
2. THE PROBLEM OF OIL SUPPLY
2.1. A lot of people says that the oil reserve are finishing. But this is not entirely true. There are reserves
not discovered yet, especially in hardly accessible areas, such as Eastern Siberia, or oil existing at more
than 7000 m depth. Thirty years ago, we did not have technologies available for such drills, but now they
are operating. Of course, the costs are higher, but such costs can be covered by expensive oil. And the fact
that the oil will be expensive is sure (Fig. 2). A more expensive oil can be obtained also starting from oil
shale. [www.planetizen.com]. Oil shale are fine-grained sedimentary rocks containing relatively large
amounts of organic matter from which significant amounts of oil and combustible gas can be extracted by
distillation [emd.aapg.org].

Fig.2. Real and nominal oil prices. [Source : en.wikipedia.org]
There are enormous amount of oil shale, which can give more than 5 trillions barrels of oil. To
day, the oil production from conventional resources is around 100 millions barrels/day and the reserves are
estimated at 1.1 trillions barrels [en.wikipedia.org].
Another available technology consists of underground coal gasification [www.ogj.com] (the technology
which allowed Germany to continue the war between august 1944 and may 1945).
So, we can provide oil, but what about carbon dioxide? It can be retained by some technologies developed
in the last ten years and known as carbon sequestration. Some power plants already used them
[fossil.energy.gov].
2.2. Another solution could consist of using recyclable carbon, i.e. fuels based on carbon taken from the
atmosphere and not from underground reserves. So, the amount of free carbon dioxide would remain
constant. We have here the gasohole, a mixture of gas and alcohol obtained from grains or the biodiesel,
obtained from vegetal fats. Also such fuels are now economically available; probably their use will be
limited by the needs of land for food production. The world population grows, his needs grow faster, and so
more and more food has to be produced.
3. NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RESOURCES
The second important way to avoid energy penury consists of using non conventional resources, i.e.
resources whose conversion in useful energy is more expensive, usually due to the lack of technical
experience. Such technologies are studied from the years 1950. The first economically interesting results
are obtained in the last ten years [adsabs.harvard.edu].
3.1. The wind power is the form of energy which, starting from the year 2000, is produced at
competitive costs. The investments in research and development, sustained especially by Denmark, were of
about tem billions dollars until economically interesting results appeared. Now, there are estimations that in
Dobrogea can be installed in the next future wind farm having a capacity of producing electricity larger
than three groups from the nuclear power plant from Cernavoda, at much smaller investments. It is very
interesting to see what it will happen.
3.2. The solar power is the second interesting way to replace fossil combustibles. For hot water, it works
for more than ten years. Now, in Romania, such a device pays its investment in some 8 years and in future
this time will shorten. Photo electric cells has yet to wait, the electricity produced remains very expensive.
But, the third technology, producing electricity by steam obtained with large mirrors evolved after a 30
years pause. The problem consisted of very large surfaces blocked by the mirrors. But such surfaces exist in
airport and now they began to be used. Again, is a way to be watched [www.treehugger.com].
3.3. People speak a lot about hydrogen who could replace classical combustibles. But hydrogen, as gas
stocked and burned is not an acceptable solution to day. The solution is to start from hydrocarbons, transfer
the hydrogen in a combustion cell and obtain electricity. So, we come back to hydrocarbons. But the
solution is really interesting because, by this way, the yield in producing electricity is double comparing
with a classical engine for a car. Toyota Prius is a good example, but the same example shows that the
investment is still expensive.

3.4. The most promising way to produce energy is nuclear fusion. Scientifically, we can solve the
problem. Technically, we try to do so [news.bbc.co.uk]. Economic data do not exist yet, but very probably
the costs will not be excesive. So, in the next thirty years or so, we will be able to say that we solved both
problems: energy and planet heating due to the green house effect.
4. ENERGY-EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES
Perhaps, the best solution is not to produce more energy, but to need less. To day, the yield of a car is 25
%, so three quarts of the gasoline is burned useless. A power point burning classical combustibles has a
yield of 33...36 %, so, again we are loosing two third of the fuel. But things are evolving in the good sense.
In the last years, a new type of thermal power plant, using supercritical steam, has a yield of 48 % that
means a 40 % improvement [www.alstom.com]. The mileage of cars is also continuously improving. The
houses are loosing less and less heat, due to a much better insulation of walls. The light bulbs are also less
consuming, the home appliances (refrigerators, freezers, cleaners, etc) also [www.consumerreports.org].
5. CONCLUSIONS
Al these changes lead to two main conclusions:
-

Always when a major crisis appears, people find the solution to solve it; usually, even more
solution are proposed until a major innovation impose himself. It is very important that our
students understand that there are no problems without solutions, always more than one; these
solutions has to be searched, find and compared.

-

Very frequently, some of these solutions are already known, but are not used because too
expensive; every raise in the costs of raw materials or other change in environmental conditions
allows them to enter to the market. Some times, the new solution, in time, became even cheaper or
simpler, due to technologic achievements. So, in such cases, the economic aspects are the as
important as the technical ones.
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Abstract: EU integration has imposed upon Romania, modifications and supplement the current internal
legislation, the most important are the modifications brought to law 31/1990 regarding commercial
companies and those regarding the regulations in fiscal problems. In current practice there are many cases
of increasing or decreasing the social capital and also very often theses action are undertook without
knowing or respecting the proper accounting or fiscal regulations. The corporate governance imposes the
transparency of fiscal and accounting information, because they are the corner stone of every decision and
must help different categories of users in choosing the optimal solutions, especially for the fiscal
management of every company. Recent reality certifies the fact that Romania has achieved progress in
company administration and the implemented reforms have improved the judicial and reglementation
system. This study wants to present some legislative aspects regarding the decrease in social capital and
propose directions for solving or preventing the fiscal risks that are implied.

A) LEGAL REGULATIONS:
a1)Law 31/1990 republished mentions at article 103, line (1) that “a company cannot acquire her own
shares, either direct, either through persons who act in their own name but for the companies benefit,
except the case in which the shareholders extraordinary general assembly decides otherwise, respecting the
following dispositions”. At the same article line (5), it is mentioned that “payment of these shares will be
made only from dividends or from available reserves of the company, excepting the legal reserves, declared
at the last annual approved finance situation”
Still at article 104, it is said that “restrictions from article 103 are not applicable when the company
obtains a majoritary number of its own shares, free of all constrains if done in one of the following
situations: a) with the purpose of reducing social capital, according to article 207, by rendering out of
use a number of its own shares equal to the value of the reduction”.
Article 207, line (1), letter (c), stipulates “social capital may be reduced by acquiring own shares and
taking them off the market”. Also, at line 2 “social capital may be reduced, only when this reduction is not
motivated by losses by […] giving back to shareholders a quota from their shares, proportional with the
capital reduction and equally calculated for every share or social part”
In conformity with article 158, law 31/1990 republished, if managers receive information that, after a
severe loss, the net active, calculated as a difference between the total of actives and the companies’ debt,
represents less then half of the value of the social capital, they will call for an extraordinary general
assembly in order to either re-create the capital, reduce it to its present value or dissolving the company.
This is why it is recommended to verify this condition, before reducing the social capital.
a2) Law 571/2003 regarding the fiscal code defines the dividend in title I “General dispositions”, at
chapter III “Definitions”, as being “a distribution in money or in products, made by a company to a
participant to that company, due to the fact that this persons owns shares of that company, except the

following : […] b) a distribution in money or in products, made in connection with the buy back of shares,
other then the buy back that is not part of any plan, that does not modify the percentage of shares of any
share holders […]”
Interpretation: In the situation in which a buy back of own shares occurs, in order to reduce social
capital, this has fiscal implications regarding the taxation of dividends if the society does not buy back
shares from all the share holders in equal measure.
B) Accounting registration linked to the operation of buying back own shareholders, at a
higher price then their nominal value
b1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
There are two accounting techniques to register this; one is based on admitting financial expenses
the other on reducing other reserves as follows:
b1.1) accounting treatment means admitting some expenses:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
109
b)

=

5121

buy back price

Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:
%
1012
668

=

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price and
nominal value
b1.2) accounting treatment means utilizing resources:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:
%
1012
1068

=

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price
and nominal value

Interpretation of the two accounting techniques used:
In case the company has admitted to fiscal expenses, from a fiscal point of view the will be
considered fiscal non-deductible, because it is considered they must be supported from the accounting
profit distributed. If the reserves of the entity are used, in the limit of the law, the size of its own capital
decreases, like in the case mentioned and interpreted before, the fiscal incidence appears only if the
reserve must be submitted to fiscal taxation.
b2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
From an accounting point of view, the registrations are identical with the one presented at point b1),
using the two accounting techniques mentioned before.
From a fiscal point of view, the difference between the buy back price and the nominal value of
the shares bought back and taken of the market is considered a dividend. Thus we must calculate and
register the taxation on dividends, with the help of the formula of reduced hundred. The obligation of
declaring the taxes on dividends goes to the company for the shareholders that have left the company.
635

=

446

taxing dividends

From a fiscal point of view, this expense in non deductible when calculating the taxes on income.
The names of the used accounts:
1012 Social capital submitted
109 Own shares
1068 Other reserves
446 Other taxes and taxation
5121 Reserves in lei at banks
635 Expenses with other taxes and taxation
668 Other financial expenses
C) Accounting registrations of the operation of buying back own shares, at a lower price then
their actual nominal value
c1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
From an accounting point of view, the two techniques of registrations refer to admitting a fiscal
income, or making new reserves like this:
c1.1) Admitting a financial income:
a) buying back shares, at a lower price then their actual nominal value:
109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%

nominal value of shares
109
buy back price
768 difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

From a fiscal point of view, the income is non taxable when calculating profit income.
c1.2) making up new reserves:
a) Buying back shares, at a lower value then their actual nominal value:
109
=
5121
buy back price
b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%
109
1068

nominal value of shares
buy back price
difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

c2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
The accounting treatment is the same as the one presented at point c1), in the two other variants:
From a fiscal point of view we also consider that the difference between the nominal value of
shares and the buy back price is considered a dividend and the expenses is non deductible when
calculating the taxation on profit.
635

=

446

taxation on dividends
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ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION - PREMISED ON THE INCREASE OF THE
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Abstract: The continual degradation of the living environment implies the necessity of its permanent protection
as it is a provocation, preoccupation and worry of the century. Nowadays pollution is a world wide issue, a
permanent risck factor, the eradication of which means taking a wide range of supporting measures.These
measures should be reciprocallay correlated and benefiting from the active participation of all the states of the
world. In this context the pollution of all environments:soil, water and air are the consequences of an aggressive
industrialization and urbanization. The excessive use a large variety of substances express the disrespect for
people’s and the planet’s health. The economic agents will act as a shield to reduce polluting agents, wastage of
materals and energy, recycling of will be done using its residual energy. A new technology and the permmanent
control of the degree of pollution, the residue will be turn to a good use and deposited in the appropriate place,
avoiding the manufacturing of risky nondegradable substances, will repay the damage in case of pollution
intensifying the actions against pollution while promoting ecological parties.
Key words: environment protection, competitive capacity , pollution, residual energy, ecological parties.
JEL Classification: Q50

The continual degradation of the living environment implies the necessity of its permanent protection as it is a
provocation, preoccupation and worry of the century.
Professor Bari said that:
„Now at the beginning of the 21-th century the future of cicilization is modelled by some clear tendencies
relatated to the environment, such as:population and temperature increase, decrease of running water resorces
and agricultural terrain per inhabitant, the decrease of wooded areas as well as the disappearance of animals and
plamts”1.
Nowadays pollution is a world wide issue, a permanent risck factor, the eradication of which means taking a
wide range of supporting measures.These measures should be reciprocallay correlated and benefiting from the
active participation of all the states of the world.
Thus, as professor Suian states:
„Environment protection is one of the global issues for which more and more common and concerted actions on
basis of agreed criteria”2.
In this context the pollution of all environments:soil, water and air are the consequences of an
aggressive industrialization and urbanization.The excessive use a large variety of substances express the
disrespect for people’s and the planet’s health” 3.
Thus the E.U. actions promote environment protection.
The world economic crisis the negative impact of which various fields of activity suffer from sets to all the states
the issue of counterballancing its effects by fighting for a propicious and not polluting environment.
In this respect the E.U. in consensus among all member states about various actions ofenvironmen promotion
and protection while garanteeing that:”man is the master and not the victim of the major changes taking place on
global level.”4.
„Thus the E.U. activity in of environment protection is based on launching a programme called „Environment
2010, Our Future, Our Choice”, in whch the following needs are emphasized:
 climate changes attenuation and slowing down,
 wild flora and fauna protection,
 issues related to environment and health,
 conservation of natural resources and efficient administration of debris5.
All along the period of time to which this period refers, as well as the 5 preceeding programmes during 30 years
in which the standards had been established. The E.U. introduces a corresponding environment protection
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system. The issues are extremely varied and they refer to: sound pollution, desertification, habitat protection,
exhaust gases, industrial accidents, water quality and setting up an information and assistance network in case of
ecological disaster emergencies.
The concerns regarding the noxious effects of pollution on health have been examined in The environment and
health protection action plan for 2004-2010”, which establishes the relationship between the environment and
health.
Thus the European Regulations are flexible and ment to establish the same level of the E.U. territory.
The reviewing of the old laws related to chemical substances led to the replacement of the old laws on a new
central data base.The central data base will be administered by the Central European Agency for chemical
substances with the headquarters in Helsinki.It’s purpose is to avoid the contamination of the soil, water and air
in order to protect bio diversity and improve the health and the security of the citizens.
The E.U. maintains the competitive level of European industry while the reduction of consunption will
contribute to the decrease of global warming process. The E.U. has a decisive role in putting into practice of the
Kyoto Protocol regarding climate changes and atmosphere pollution.
As a E.U. member, Romania has adhered to the principles of protection and fights against environment pollution
launched by the E.U. since 2007. Romania is promoting colaboration related environment protection with all the
interested countries regardless of their level of development” 6.
At the basis of this strategy there is „the concept of durable development which is inkeeping with the
requirements of the present without compromising the future.” 7
Ecodevelopment becomes a new strategy with the purpose of improving the quality of life and the
permanent protection of nature. In accordance with with the principles of global development Romania has
drawn up a series of measures against pollution and for the limitation of environment degradation.The purpose
of these measures is the progress of Romania’s economy to the level of european standards by bettering the
quality of life and the protection of nature.
The actions are mainly concerned with:
 decreassing polluting agents emission,
 sewage and capture of polluting agents,
 treating the polluion agents to reduce their noxious action.
„The issues may be looked upon synthetically while referring to the main economical branches which are a
source of polluion of the environment” 8. The intervention takes place in the following fields:
In industry and transportation pollution reduction is possible by the use of technological solutions concerning the
long term efect on the environment as well as efficiency having in mind the long term effect upon the
environment.This is done by the introduction of new technology, replacing the old one; sewage and capture of
polluting agents at the source, purifying, neutralizing of the polluting agents.The emissions of toxic fumes during
transportation may be reduced or eliminated by using high efficiency vehicles which use small amounts of fuel,
choosing pure gasoline without lead, using alcohol instead, by the large scale introduction of the electric engine
endowed with toba catalitica.A good example is Romania’s participation to nonpolluting European projects.
Romania is part of the ECORALIS project launched at Berlin on 29.05.2009 and is focused on environment
protection, the developement and emprovement of the railway activity, a more efficient railway system would
lead to environment protection.
ALLIANCE pro SCHIENE consders that this project is a basic environment protection instrument which could
improve the competitineness of Romanian railway system, as having more efficient energy is an economic
issue.
Romania’s participation to the ECORALIS project is a unique strategic oportunity. Romania is represented in
this project by INTERGRAL CONSULTING R.D.- Bucharest, UP of Timişoara and the Timişoara CFR
Regional. Our envolvement with this European project demonstrates our capacity and interest in the E.U.
priorities regarding environment and living conditions. 9
2. In the field of the reduction of the polluting agents of the human segment which result from wrapping waste
action is taken by making ecological wrappings, recyclyng them by dimensioning of
home and industrial consumption prevents the degradation of the
environment by gathering paper, glass. plastic and matal to be reused.
A good management of household industrial waste prevents and involvement limits the vitiation of the
environment.This is done by:
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a smaller quantity of waste as well the improvement of the technological process,
the partial or total reuse where the effluent is,
the storage, sorting and redirecting it towards recycling plants,
burning waste in specific instalations in order produce energy and reduce the bulk of effluent,
organizing a network aimed at monitoring the environment factors and the effects upon the flora and
fauna in the storage area of the household and industrial effluent.
3. In oreder to reduce the effects of atmosphere polluting agents, the polluting sources will be situated in close
relation to the dominant winds in order to prottect human settlements and crops.
The environment has a natural capacity to clean itself depends on the waste and on human intervention.
4. Protective courtains of vegetation and hedges will be planted to depollute the atmosphere by retaining gasses
and powders and the absorbtion of depolluting agents from the soil. Hedges and protective courtains reduce
sound and atmospheric pollutution.
Another measure is fighting against deforestation.
5. The agricultural activities that could limit the vitiation the environment are:
 establishing the appropriate dosage of mineral and organic fertilisers,
 the use of selected pesticides with reduced remnat period,
 the deminishing of the amount of waste waters resulting from farming complexes,
 cultivation of species of plants and of amimals that could resist rodents and bugs,
 agricultural and technical measures to achieve the best density per hectar,
 the purification and reuse of effluent by means of irrigation, according to the legal technical internal
norms.
6. Food protection is achieved by using them fresh and with no additives, preservers, dyes, strictly abiding by the
storage conditions as well as the hygene and duration of use.
7. In order to preserve the areas of high ecological, biologicaland aestethic value in Romania there are more
than 1,200, 000 hectars which have been declaredligallyprotected areas being biosphere and natural
reservations, and natural parks”10
The Reserves are protect the fauna, flora. They are geological, geomorphological and paleonthological reserves
which sometimes protect unique samples.
Acording to the Statistics Yearbook 1994 one may see the information bellow:
Crt.
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Legally protected areas
Biosphere reservations
The Retezat reservation
The Rodna reservation
The Danube Delta reservation
natural parks
natural reservations

No.

Surface,hectars

3
1
1
1
12
571

702.300
54.400
56.700
591.200
396.761
1.512.006

In Romania environment protection is legal being achieved by means of a series of organizations .The Ministery
of places Environment and Durable Development is the leading forum while promoting an unpolluted
environment.Other authorities are:
 the territorial town halls,
 pers fiz si juridice
 environment protection agencies in Bucharest and in every county.
The first law was law no. 9 which apperared in 1973, a frame law which places Romania among the first states
involved in environment protection.
Law no137 was published in 1995. Law no 5 appeared in 2000 and it concerns the fitting out of the national
territory.Law no 462 regarding the regime of protected areas,conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora
and fauna.
By adopting these laws Romania responded to the European requirements regarding environment protection.A
real network of protected areas and natural monuments appeared. Romania is also integrated in the international
community’s preoccupation regarding environment protection.
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In 1972 Romania took part in The World Conference at Stockholm and where The Environment
Declaration, which is made up of 26 principles regarding the rights and obligations of the states concerning the
environment as well as the ways and means of developing cooperation. World Environment Day was proclaimed
on the 5th of July.
After 1990 Romania adhered to the concept of durable development which is in accordance with the present and
is not compromising the future.The agreements to which Romania adhered are:
 Law no.98/1992 to protect The Black Sea against pollution, which has been signed in Bucharest.
 Law no. 6/1993 to prevent ship pollution which has been signed in London,
 Law no. 13/1993 protect wildlife and of natural habitats which has been signed in Berne,
 Law no. 78/1993 the physical protection of nuclear materials which has been signed in Vienna,

Law no. 84/1993 regarding the protection of the ozone layer
 Law no. 24/1995 regarding which has been signed in Vienna and Monntral,
 Law no. 14/1995 regarding the ratification of the agreement for the protection and durable use of the
Danube River,
 Law no. 43/1995 regarding nuclear security which has been signed in Vienna,
 Law no.13/1998 regarding the conservation of migrating species and wild animals which has been
signed in Bonn,
 Law no.86/2000 regarding the access to environment issueswhich has been signed in Aarhus,
 Law no. 3/2001 regarding the ratificatrion of the Kyoto protocol on climate changes.
The followeeng agreements are inportant:Rio+10 Earth Summit 2002, ten years after Rio, regarding the durable
world development and Earth Summit 2002 from Johannesburg.These vital issues were looked upon from the
point of view of economic reconciliation for a long and prosperous future.
Conclusions:
One has to mention the fact that that the basis of all the measures meant to indicate an unpolluted
environment.The economic agents will act as a shield to reduce polluting agents, wastage of materals and
energy, recycling of will be done using its residual energy. a new technology and the permmanent control of the
degreeof pollution, the residue will be turn to a good use and deposited in the appropriate place, avoiding the
manufacturing of risky nondegradable substances, will repay the damage in case of pollution intensifying the
actuions against pollution while promoting ecological parties.
„Acting like that ecodevolopement becomes a new strategy of the socio-economic development, the purpose of
which is the improvement of the quality of life and the protection of nature. 11
Thus the fight against pollution makes the world hope for a better life and a brighter futer as well as a garanty for
suvival.
Not only the E.U but all the „world’s states will have to look unpon pollution realistically abiding by the
principle of precaution adopted in 1992 by the Rio Convention” 12.
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The satellite immages. Aquisition, validation and processing with new
technology.

Lecturer Nidelea Marinela
Abstract:
Within the European Politics for Geographic Information, Geographic information represents a complex
part in continous development of informational society having a wide range of aplicability. This can be
categorized into: spatial, geographic information and descriptive, qualitative information. These two types
of data can be integrated in the same information mamagement system by a Geographic Informational
System. (GIS). With the end of realizing an infrastructure of spatial data at European and global level the
implementation of the most recent acquisition techniques is pursued as well as the processing and the
integration of data in an efective system of geospatial data.
Key Words: Geographic Informational System, georeferentiate points, DGPS, Spatial filters, digital
modeling

1. Introduction –general background
Geographic information represents, within the European Policy for Geographic
Information a complex part of information society which changes continously and which
has a wide range of applicability. This can be groupped into two categories: spatial,
geographic information and descriptive, qualitative information. These two types of data
can be integrated within the same information management system by creating a
Geographic Informational System.
The terrestrial surface can be represented starting from a series of measurements to
determine the position of characteristic points after which these points shall be projected
on a plane surface depending on how large the surface is. The position of these points is
determined from other points the position of which is well known. These points form a an
infrastructure which is called geodezic network.
The multitude of georeferentiate points form an image defining the structure of a map. In
order to realize this map with the highest degree of accuracy and veracity, the immages
aquired through various aquisition methodes are subject to more sophisticated techniques
for modelling and processing.

2. Methodes for the determination of terrestrial geographic position
and image
In what follows we will present the principles and the phenomena which lay at the
foundation of GPS as well as the positioning systems used to obtain spatial data within
the research project named “Inovative Technology for Marine and Terrestrial Scanning
for digital modeling of ground”.

2.1. The principle for positioning by GPS with the use of radio signals on artifficial
satelites.
By placing radio signal transmitters on artificial Earth satellites, the coverage aria is
extended to the whole planet and thus we can “3-D” determine the coordinates of a point
( latitude, longitude, altitude). Determining the position of a receptor requires knowledge
of the distances from this receptor to the three transmitters compared to two as it was
necessary in the case of terrestrial systems.
Another important difference is that now transmitters are mobile ( they are not fixed( they
move constantly on circumterrestrial orbites. This implies the need for highly accurate
information on the parameters of the orbite as well as on the moment a determination
took place. This information is contained in the complex signal emitted via the satellite.
Moreover the respective satelites are permanently supervised from many stations set up
in different locations on the globe having the mission to determine the corrections of the
parameters of the orbites and the forecast of these perameters for the next 24 hours.
A “chain” of geodezic satellites that send necessary signals fot the positioning of
location forms “a satellite navigation system”. The most well known but not the only one
is GPS. ( Global Positioning System )
2.2. Positionning by DGPS
“Diferential GPS”, is a concept that contains a series of measurement techniques to
improve measurement accuracy ( related to autonomous GPS positionning)
In fact, diferential measurements presupose the pinpointing ( in a point called basis ) of
differences between the spatial position produced autonomously and the spatial position
very well known by previous measurements.
These differences ( also named differential corrections) are then applied either postprocessing ( in the bureau phase: post-processing DGPS) either in real time ( in the field:
real time DGPS)
There are a series of advantages in the case of post processing: redundancy, feedback,
optimal filters of raw data, higher precision. The domain of milimeters in the case of
derivate measurements recievers the ......phase.
2.3. Practical implications of reciprocal radio transmission by GDPS of the RTK type
The GPS user shall stop in the point for which altimetric and planimetric positionning is
wanted only for the strict amount of time. Time is determined by various factors among
which type of receivers ( one or two frequencies with unidirectional or bidirectional radio
transmission) the quality of radio modems, the distance from the GPS base of the mobile
stations ( rovers) the satellite configuration ( the geographic one as well) the obstruction
degree both at the base and in the rover, the latency of GPS receivers and last but not least the
fixing/tracking degree on the same satellites of the base and of the rover.

The satellite configuration received by the base is transmitted by radio under the form of
bynary list of the rover and this has to comply and to couple from the point of view of the
received signal at the same satellites in the respective configuration.
There are two possibilities:
a)transmission is realized in uni-dimensional direction from the base to the rover.

Fig. 2.3.1. uni directional transmission from base to the rover
b) transmission /communication is done in a bidimensional direction from base to rover and from
rover to base

.
Fig. 2.3.2. transmission from base to rover and from rove to base

3. Ways to remove noises.
The immage captured by the satellite is composed of information and noise from many
sourses reminding of the noise produced by the sensor during the aquisition or the noise
from digitized photographic document. Any operation that processes any pixel
independently of the value of the neighbouring pixels, results in undiferentiated rise of the
level of the noise and of the information in the immage.Whether it is Gaussian noise,
uniform noise, salt and pepper noise, it is necessary that the resulting immages are subject to
a corresponding minimizing noise level removal a prosess which is done by filtering. (
mediation filters, filters orders.
3.1.Spatial filters for noise removal
The main categories of spatial filters used to remove noises are filters orders. and
mediation filters.
filters orders. are non linear filters implemented by ordering the neighbouring pixels
from the one with smaller value of gray levels to the one with the greatest value of the
gray levels. This is done to select the „correct” value whereas in the case of mediation
filters an average value of the neighbours was some way or other.
Mediation filters are as a rule linear filters applied by an operation of convolution of the
immage with a nucleus of convolution and they function better with uniform noise or
with Gaussian noise. filters orders. Work better with salt and pepper noises, negative
exponential noises and Ryleigh noises.
In practice both filter types lose high frequency information when trying noise removal.
A filter which changes behaviour relying on the characteristics of the gray levels of the
neighbours is called an adaptive filter.
3. Aplication. DYNASCAN project. The inovative technology for integrated
digital modeling terrestrial and undersea of coastal and riberane zones.

The used technology relies on the research and development of a solution of system
interconection used in modern methods of relief investigation : LIDAR scanning (Light
Detection and Ranging), high and low frequency echosounds scanning, unifascicle and
rotative, positioning on the basis of global satelites system, assessement of the moving
targets and syncronization.
To develop new technologies the project includes the realization of a prototype of inertial
platforme equipped with complex underwater and over terrestrial scanning systems that
can be placed both on ship and on ground, as well as the validation of new mixed water
ground technologies as an alternative to unifunctional air solutions terestrial or marine.
This work is something new at national level. During the development of the project and
with the end of the rehabilitation of the |Sulina cannal immages of the same type were
processed and groupped in data sets as can be seen from the following immage.

Fig. 4.1. Digital model of ground obtained by classical measurements o Sulina cannal.

Fig. 4.2. Integrated relief scanning solution. Sulina Cannal.
Geometric processing of immages in the proceses that occur at the level of digital
fotometric systems is done by the soft of digital fotometric application ti bring in
coincidence the stereo immage plan with the plan on the field.
5. Conclusions and findings
The digital model of the field presented as application of the project is in compliance with
requests for projecting and monitoring engineering works through objectivity, accuracy
and the density of spatial data, as well as through the rapid provision of the final product,
the rise in labour productivity the difficult arias included.
The linear filtering applied with the end of the improvement of immage quality calculates
the new value of a pixel in the immage as a linear combination of a number of values in
the original immage. Thios is done by a simple mediation mask. The move of the mask
led to the concept of tehnica ferestrei glisante. The following coding system gives an
exemple of this filtering by using a 3X3 mask of elements.

float w[3][3];
int img[ N ][ M ], img_out[ N ][ M ];
//copiez in imag. finala prima si ultima linie din imag. Originala
for( i=0; i < NRCOL; i++ )
{
img_out[0][i] = img[0][i];
img_out[N-1][i] = img[N-1][i];
}
//copiez in img. finala prima si ultima coloana din img. Originala
for( i = 0; i < N; i++ )
{
img_out[i][0] = img[i][0];
img_out[i][M-1] = img[i][M-1];
}
//filtrarea propriuzisa
for( i = 1; i < N-1; i++ )
for( j = 1; j < M-1; j++ )
img_out[i][j] = round(
w[1][1]*img[i][j] + w[1][0]*img[i][j-1] +
w[1][2]*img[i][j+1] + w[0][1]*img[i-1][j] +
w[0][0]*img[i-1][j-1] + w[0][2]*img[i-1][j+1] +
w[2][1]*img[i+1][j] + w[2][0]*img[i+1][j-1] +
w[2][2]*img[i+1][j+1] );

As a conclusion the fact must be noticed that the immages obtained are subject to a
complex technologic process so that we can obtain from detailed content of these
immages with a high degree of accuracy, the geometric position of the topographic
objects.
Of course we must emphasize that during the whole process of data aquisition and
processing, errors may appear that cummulate and in the end these must not surpass the
current standards.
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PEM – STANDARDUL DE POŞTĂ ELECTRONICĂ CU FACILITĂŢI DE
SECURITATE
Prof. univ. dr. ing. Ciprian Răcuciu
Drd. ing. Dragoş Glăvan
Abstract:
In this thesis is presented Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM), an Internet standard that provides for secure
exchange of electronic mail. PEM employs a range of cryptographic techniques to allow for confidentiality,
sender authentication, and message integrity. The message integrity aspects allow the user to ensure that a
message hasn't been modified during transport from the sender. The sender authentication allows a user to
verify that the PEM message that they have received is truly from the person who claims to have sent it. The
confidentiality feature allows a message to be kept secret from people to whom the message was not addressed.
Cuvinte cheie: poştă electronică, securitate, algoritmi criptografici, confidențialitate, integritatea legăturii.
1. INTRODUCERE
Cu siguranţă serviciul de poştă electronică este una dintre cele mai folosite facilităţi de comunicaţie din
prezent. Există însă mulţi utilizatori care încă nu au avut posibilitatea, interesul sau poate curajul să-i cunoască
avantajele. Cert este că, în scurt timp, e-mail-ul va deveni un instrument indispensabil pentru oricine.
Sistemul de e-mail este una dintre cele mai importante aplicaţii folosite pe sistemele de calcul, ducând
în acelaşi timp la dezvoltarea şi răspândirea la nivel global a internetului.
Printre principalele avantaje ale sistemului de poştă electronică, care au dus la răspândirea sa, sunt:
- fiabilitatea, garanţia că mesajele ajung la destinatar;
- timpul scurt, de ordinul secundelor sau a minutelor, între momentul în care un mesaj este expediat şi
momentul în care ajunge la destinatar;
- securitatea, putându-se utiliza mecanisme de criptare a conţinutului mesajelor;
- flexibilitatea, permiţând trimiterea într-un mesaj electronic (de obicei ca ataşament) a oricărui tip de
date: multimedia, documente, semnături electronice, facturi de plată, etc.
În ceea ce priveşte însă securitatea, poşta electronicǎ nu oferă condiţiile ideale. Mesajele pot fi
interceptate, în mod voit sau din eroare, de către persoane neautorizate sau de către administratorii sistemelor de
calcul. În cele mai multe versiuni de sisteme, UNIX, derivate Berkeley, incluzând şi pe cele de pe Sun, este
folosit programul Sendmail pentru a recepţiona şi trimite poşta electronică. Versiunile mai vechi de Sendmail au
unele deficienţe privind securitatea, permiţând penetrarea în sistem, obţinerea unor drepturi de acces şi activarea
unor programe sau scripturi în mod ilegal. O astfel de deficienţǎ a fost folositǎ de către Viermele Internet.
Se considerǎ cǎ poşta electronicǎ este un mediu deschis, ceva similar cărţilor poştale, a căror
confidenţialitate este deosebit de precarǎ. De exemplu, avocaţii şi clienţii lor folosesc zilnic poşta electronicǎ,
dar au realizat cǎ mesajele schimbate prin reţea pot fi citite de către persoane străine. Şi chiar dacǎ intuiesc
vulnerabilitatea poştei electronice, comoditatea şi credinţa cǎ numărul mare de mesaje care circulǎ în Internet
face improbabilǎ interceptarea corespondenţei, conduc la folosirea fără precauţie a e-mail-ului. Cei implicaţi
trebuie sǎ reţină cǎ sentimentul de intimitate este fals. Datorită faptului cǎ poşta electronicǎ este memoratǎ sub
formǎ digitalǎ, aceasta se pretează a fi supusă unei analize la scarǎ foarte mare cu ajutorul unor programe
speciale şi, ca urmare, mijloacele de selectare a unei anumite corespondenţe de interes sunt mult mai eficiente
decât în poşta tradiţionalǎ.
O soluţie pentru asigurarea confidenţialităţii mesajelor transmise prin Internet ar putea consta în
utilizarea unui soft adecvat protecţiei criptografice a scrisorilor schimbate prin poșta electronică. Pentru
asigurarea securităţii acestui serviciu, specialiştii recomandǎ standardul PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) şi
programul PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), dar deosebit de utilizat este şi standardul MOSS (Microsoft Office
Sharepoint Server), în multe privinţe foarte asemănător cu PEM.
Scopul declanșării proiectului PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) l-a constituit necesitatea asigurării
securităţii transmisiilor între utilizatorii poştei electronice din rețeaua Internet. Eforturile au început în 1985 în
cadrul comisiei PSRG (Privacy and Security Research Group), sub auspiciile consiliului IAB (Internet
Architecture Board). Rezultatele cercetării s-au concretizat în RFC-urile (Request for Coment) 1421-1424 care
constituie propuneri de standarde pentru Internet. Aceste RFC-uri sunt produsul grupului de lucru PEM din
interiorul IEFT (Internet Engineering and Task Force), care face parte din IAB (Internet Architecture Board).
2. SERVICII DE SECURITATE PENTRU POŞTA ELECTRONICĂ
Standardul PEM oferă o varietate de servicii de securitate pentru utilizatorii poştei electronice:

confidenţialitatea (secretizarea) mesajelor;
autentificarea originii mesajelor;
integritatea legăturii în reţea;
nerepudierea mesajelor prin dovada originii.
Aceste servicii, definite şi în modelul de referinţǎ al securităţii, OSI, pot fi divizate în douǎ grupe:
- toate mesajele prelucrate în PEM încorporează facilităţile de autentificare, integritate şi nerepudiere;
- confidenţialitatea este un serviciu opţional, la alegerea utilizatorului.
(a)Confidenţialitatea protejează conţinutul mesajelor împotriva citirii lor neautorizate, de către alte
persoane decât receptorii specificaţi de emiţător. Obiectivul acestei protecţii îl constituie fie ascultarea şi
înregistrarea neautorizată a traficului de pe liniile de comunicaţii, fie posibilitatea accesului la cutiile de scrisori,
care sunt de fapt nişte fişiere disc; împotriva unor astfel de atacuri se preferǎ secretizarea (criptarea) mesajelor.
(b)Autentificarea originii mesajelor permite receptorului unui mesaj prin poşta electronicǎ sǎ determine
în mod sigur identitatea emiţǎtorului scrisorii. Este un serviciu de securitate foarte util astǎzi, când în sistemele
de poştǎ electronicǎ este relativ uşor sǎ forţezi emiterea unor scrisori în numele unor alţi utilizatori. Acest lucru
creeazǎ mari semne de întrebare asupra credibilitǎţii mesajelor primite prin poşta electronică.
(c)Integritatea legǎturii în reţea furnizeazǎ receptorului siguranța cǎ mesajul primit este identic cu
mesajul emis la origine. Acest serviciu protejeazǎ împotriva unor atacuri care vizeazǎ modificarea mesajelor
aflate în tranzit prin reţea. Deşi cele douǎ servicii de autentificare şi de integritate au fost descrise separat, ele
sunt furnizate de obicei în tandem.
(d)Împiedicarea nerecunoaşterii mesajului de cǎtre expeditor (nerepudierea mesajelor) garanteazǎ
integritatea şi originea datelor din punctul de vedere expeditorului, nu al destinatarului. Se împiedicǎ astfel ca
expeditorul unui mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ sǎ nege transmiterea scrisorii. De asemenea, se permite scrisorilor sǎ
fie transmise mai departe la alţi destinatari, care sǎ poatǎ verifica identitatea originii (nu numai a intermediarului)
mesajului. La recepţie, se poate verifica cǎ mesajul nu a fost alterat, inclusiv (ulterior) de cǎtre emiţǎtorul sǎu
autentic. O utilizare deosebită a acestui serviciu este pusă în evidență în activitățile comerciale, când trebuiesc
transmise prin e-mail comenzi sigure, care sǎ fie apoi confirmate şi a cǎror recepţie sǎ poatǎ fi doveditǎ.
a)
b)
c)
d)

3. INTEGRAREA PEM ÎN SISTEMELE DE POŞTǍ ELECTRONICǍ
Încă din proiectare s-a intenţionat ca PEM sǎ fie utilizat în conjuncţie cu sistemele de poştǎ electronicǎ
existente la ora actualǎ în rețeaua Internet.

Figura 1 - Integrarea PEM în sistemele de poştă actuale

Implementarea serviciilor
de securitate în conformitate cu
standardul PEM se face peste
infrastructura de poştǎ electronicǎ
existentǎ. Existǎ douǎ variante de
integrare (figura 1):
1) Cu includerea funcţiilor de
securitate în User Agent (UA);
avantajul
acestei
variante
constǎ in obţinerea unei
interfeţe
mai
bune
cu
utilizatorul.
2) Fară modificarea User Agentului, prin realizarea unui filtru
de securizare a mesajelor în
exteriorul
UA.
Avantajele
acestei
variante
sunt:
posibilitatea folosirii filtrului în
conjuncţie cu o gama largǎ de
programe de tip UA existente şi
excluderea problemelor de
integrare.

4. ALGORITMI CRIPTOGRAFICI UTILIZAŢI ÎN PEM
Pentru a se putea folosi serviciile de securitate oferite de PEM, acesta foloseşte o varietate de algoritmi
criptografici, aceştia fiind necesari pentru cifrarea mesajelor, pentru distribuţia cheilor criptografice utilizate la
cifrare şi descifrare, pentru verificarea integrităţii mesajelor şi pentru autentificarea emiţătorului şi receptorului
unui mesaj informațional.
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În cazul sistemelor criptografice simetrice (cu cheie secretǎ) se foloseşte aceeaşi cheie atât la cifrarea
cât şi la descifrarea mesajelor. Cheia secretǎ este folositǎ atât de către emiţător cât și de către receptor. PEM
foloseşte sisteme simetrice pentru a asigura secretizarea conţinutului scrisorilor. În sistemele criptografice
asimetrice (cu chei publice), în procesele de cifrare şi de descifrare, se foloseşte o pereche de chei distincte (dar
matematic legate una de alta). Una dintre aceste chei este menţinutǎ secretǎ şi este cunoscutǎ doar de către
proprietarul ei. În acelaşi timp, cealaltă cheie (perechea ei) este făcutǎ publicǎ, motiv pentru care a apărut
denumirea de criptografie cu cheie publicǎ. Sistemele criptografice cu chei publice sunt folosite de PEM în
procesul de semnăturǎ digitalǎ şi de distribuţie sigurǎ a cheilor de cifrare.
Standardele PEM nu specificǎ în mod concret algoritmii criptografici care sǎ fie folosiţi pentru
asigurarea serviciilor de securitate. Un standard distinct (RFC 1423) identificǎ o listǎ de algoritmi care pot fi
utilizaţi în PEM, listǎ care poate fi îmbogăţitǎ odată cu definirea altor algoritmi noi.
Algoritmii criptografici, în contextul PEM-ului, sunt folosiţi în trei scopuri:
a) Criptarea datelor.
Dacǎ se doreşte serviciul de confidenţialitate a datelor, atunci reprezentarea ASCII a mesajului este
trecutǎ printr-un algoritm de criptare a datelor. Acesta poate fi: DES (în varianta CBC) sau IDEA (în variantele
CBC sau CFB). Parametrii acestui algoritm (fiecare de 8 octeţi) sunt:
- cheia de criptare a datelor (DEK – Data-Encryption Key);
- vectorul de iniţializare (IV – Initialization Vector).
b) Integritatea mesajelor.
Dacǎ se doresc serviciile de securitate, de integritate şi de autentificare a expeditorului, atunci
reprezentarea ASCII, a mesajului conținut, este prelucratǎ printr-un algoritm de dispersie (hash) denumit
Message Digest (MD). Algoritmul va realiza un rezumat (digest) al mesajului, numit MIC (Message Integrity
Check). În standardul PEM sunt definiţi trei algoritmi în acest scop:
- RSA-MD5 (RFC 1321);
- RSA-MD2 (RFC 1319);
- MAC (Message Authentification Code) – calculat folosind varianta CBC a DES.
c) Criptarea cheilor.
După ce au fost generate, cheile de criptare şi MIC-urile sunt trimise la receptor, ca parte a mesajului
PEM. Pentru criptarea cheilor se utilizează un algoritm aparte. La momentul actual sunt definiţi trei algoritmi în
acest scop:
- DES-ECB (varianta Electronic CodeBook a algoritmului DES);
- DES-EDE (varianta Encrypt-Decrypt-Encrypt sau Triple Encryption a algoritmului DES);
- RSA (algoritmul de criptare cu chei publice RSA).
În cadrul standardelor PEM se încurajează folosirea sistemelor cu chei publice în distribuţia cheilor,
datoritǎ uşurinţei gestionǎrii lor în comunităţile de utilizatori numeroase şi foarte larg distribuite. Abordarea
sistemelor cu chei publice în standardul PEM se face utilizând conceptul de certificat, aşa cum a fost el definit în
recomandările CCITT X.509. Un certificat de cheie publicǎ reprezintă o structurǎ de date folositǎ pentru a se
putea asocia în mod sigur o cheie publicǎ la nişte atribute de utilizator. Atributele pot fi, de exemplu, informaţii
de identificare (nume, adresǎ) sau informaţii de autorizare (dreptul de a folosi o resursǎ). În structura
certificatului sunt următoarele câmpuri:

Versiunea – permite sǎ se facă distincţie între versiuni succesive ale formatelor de certificat;

Numărul serial – identificǎ în mod unic certificatul dintre cele emise de aceeaşi entitate;

Algoritmul de semnăturǎ – identificǎ algoritmul folosit pentru calcularea semnăturii digitale la acel
certificat;

Emitent – conţine numele distinct al entităţii (autorităţii) care a creat certificatul şi garantează pentru
legătura corectǎ cheie publicǎ – subiect; de fapt, este numele autorului certificatului;

Subiect – conţine numele distinct al entităţii care reprezintă subiectul certificării şi proprietarul cheii
publice cuprinse în certificat;

Valabilitate – cuprinde intervalul de timp (data de început şi cea de sfârşit) în care certificatul este
valabil;

Cheie publicǎ subiect – conţine un identificator al algoritmului folosit precum şi parametrii ceruţi de
algoritm, care constituie cheia publicǎ a subiectului – proprietar al certificatului;

Semnătura – conţine semnătura digitalǎ a certificatului şi este adăugatǎ celorlalte câmpuri ale acestuia.
De exemplu, funcţia de dispersie poate fi MD5, iar algoritmul cu chei publice, RSA. Semnătura se aplicǎ de
către autoritatea Emitentǎ, folosind cheia sa privatǎ şi poate fi verificatǎ oriunde, folosind cheia publicǎ a
Emitentului.
După cum se vede, problema obţinerii cheii publice a unui utilizator Subiect constǎ în validarea
semnăturii digitale a certificatului acestuia, care se face cu cheia publicǎ a Emitentului. Obţinerea cheii publice a
Emitentului este o problemǎ similarǎ cu cea de validare a certificatului acestuia. Ca urmare, procesul de validare
a certificatelor este recursiv şi se bazează pe un graf de certificare.
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5. PRELUCRAREA UNEI SCRISORI PEM
De regulǎ, autorul unui mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ securizatǎ este un utilizator obişnuit, nu un specialist
în criptografie şi, de aceea, se doreşte minimizarea implicării sale în tehnologia de securizare a mesajului.
Un mesaj PEM este format din header-e (antete), urmate de un corp. Un mesaj de poştǎ electronicǎ este
format, de fapt, din trei mesaje imbricate:
 mesajul exterior – mesajul ce este prezentat MTA-ului local. Corpul acestui mesaj este
constituit dintr-un “mesaj cu securitate sporitǎ”;
 mesajul cu securitate sporitǎ – conţine informaţia care furnizează serviciile de sporire a
securităţii. Corpul acestui mesaj este numit “mesajul interior”;
 mesajul interior – mesajul pe care doreşte sǎ îl trimită expeditorul în forma sa de dinainte ca
serviciile de securitate sǎ fie apelate; el va fi disponibil în mailbox-ul destinatarului după ce
aceste servicii de securitate au fost implementate, transmiţând în condiţii sigure mesajul la
destinaţie.
O scrisoare este formatǎ din douǎ zone: antetul mesajului şi conţinutul mesajului.
Datele conţinute în antet vor trece de obicei nemodificate prin prelucrările PEM. Poate face excepţie
câmpul Subiect-scrisoare care, dacǎ este senzitiv, poate fi omis sau înlocuit cu o informaţie benignǎ (“Encrypted
Message”). Indiferent de situație, este necesar ca identificatorul receptorului sǎ rămână în clar, deoarece pe baza
lui se realizează controlul procesului de criptare.
În poşta electronicǎ clasică, antetul este separat de conţinut printr-o linie liberă. În cazul folosirii PEM,
în cadrul conţinutului mesajului sunt mai multe câmpuri care constituie antetul-PEM şi care sunt despǎrţite prin
separatori proprii. Aceste informaţii din antetul-PEM sunt folosite de receptor pentru a valida integritatea şi
autenticitatea mesajului primit şi pentru a descifra mesajul. După acest antet-PEM, înainte de mesajul propriuzis, este inserată o linie liberă.
Conţinutul mesajului PEM este
încadrat la început şi la sfârşit de douǎ mesaje
separatoare.
În standardele PEM se definesc patru
tipuri de mesaje PEM care permit realizarea a
diferite combinaţii de servicii de securitate:
1) MIC-CLEAR – este un tip de
mesaj care foloseşte un algoritm criptografic
pentru verificarea integrităţii şi autenticităţii
mesajului (MIC); nu se foloseşte cifrarea
pentru secretizarea mesajului;
2) MIC-ONLY – este un tip de
mesaj care oferǎ aceleaşi servicii de securitate
ca MIC-CLEAR, dar la care se adaugǎ o
codificare opţionalǎ, care asigurǎ trecerea
mesajului prin diferite calculatoare gateway
fără a se modifica, lucru care i-ar afecta
procesul de verificare a integrităţii;
3) ENCRYPTED – este un tip de
mesaj
care
adaugă
serviciul
de
confidenţialitate la cele de integritate şi
autentificare. Se foloseşte şi codificarea de la
MIC-ONLY deoarece, altfel, ieşirea binarǎ a
procesului de cifrare ar face ca mesajul sǎ nu
fie capabil sǎ tranziteze acele sisteme de
poştǎ electronicǎ care nu permit transferarea
de date binare, ci doar text;
4) CERTIFICATE REVOCATION
(mesaj de revocare a autorizării) – care îi
comunică unui UA cǎ o autoritate de acordare
a autorizărilor (certificatelor) a revocat una
sau mai multe dintre aceste autorizări.

Figura 2 Prelucrarea unei scrisori PEM
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Părţile componente ale PEM:
• aducerea la forma canonică, numită canonizare, realizează transformarea mesajului din reprezentarea
sa nativă, specifică calculatorului pe care s-a introdus scrisoarea, într-o formă standard, specifică reţelei. Tipul de
canonizare folosit este specificat în câmpul Content Domain din antetul-PEM. De exemplu, aplicarea RFC 822
înseamnă utilizarea canonizării specifice protocolului SMTP pentru poşta neprotejată. O altă posibilitate poate fi,
de exemplu, ASN.1;
• calculul valorii de integritate a mesajului (MIC – Message Integrity Code). Singura cerinţă impusă de
standard, în aceast caz, este ca PEM să folosească un algoritm de calcul MIC foarte puternic, bazat pe o funcţie
de dispersie one-way, greu inversabilă. Acest lucru reprezintă o consecinţă a nevoii de a se evita situaţia în care:
un mesaj creat de utilizatorul A este adresat atât lui B cât şi lui C, însă atunci când ajunge la B, el este modificat
de acesta şi trimis mai departe la utilizatorul C, fără ca acesta să-şi dea seama că a primit un mesaj fals. Valoarea
MIC este calculată pentru versiunea canonizată a mesajului, pentru a putea fi verificată de reţele eterogene din
punctul de vedere al resurselor de calcul. Algoritmul folosit pentru calculul MIC este specificat în antetul PEM,
în câmpul MIC-Info. Pentru a se asigura şi autentifica emiţătorul, precum şi pentru nerepudierea mesajului prin
dovedirea originii, MIC trebuie protejat în aşa fel încât să fie specific emiţătorului autentic. Pentru aceasta, MIC
este semnat printr-un cifru cu chei publice (RSA), folosind cheia privată a emiţătorului scrisorii. Această
semnătură poate fi verificată de către orice utilizator cu ajutorul cheii publice a emiţătorului. Câmpul MIC-Info
conţine valoarea MIC semnată. Pentu ca recepţia să se poată stabili în mod sigur, realizarea legăturii dintre MIC
şi emiţătorul mesajului, antetul PEM conţine un câmp care permite identificarea originii mesajului. Acest câmp
conţine certificatul de cheie publică al emiţătorului mesajului care va fi folosit de receptor pentru verificarea
integrităţii valorii MIC. În mesajul PEM pot exista mai multe câmpuri Issuer-Certificate care conţin alte
certificate din ierarhia de emitere a lor, necesare pentru validarea valorii MIC. Pentru mai multă siguranţă, faţă
de atacatori profesionişti, în cazul în care mesajul este cifrat pentru confidenţialitate, se va cifra cu aceeaşi cheie
şi acelaşi algoritm simetric şi valoarea MIC semnată, din câmpul MIC-Info;
• cifrarea reprezintă al treilea pas (opţional) în prelucrarea PEM a mesajului. În acest caz apare în
antetul PEM, în câmpul Proc-Type, valoarea ENCRYPTED. Pentru a se aplica algoritmul de cifrare, se generează
la emiţător o cheie de cifrare care va fi folosită pentru protecţia unui singur mesaj. Algoritmul solicită în plus,
faţă de cheie, o valoare aleatoare de 8 octeţi de iniţializare, numită Initialization Vector. Această valoare este
inclusă ca parametru în câmpul DEK-Info din antetul PEM. Mesajul este cifrat o singură dată, indiferent de
numărul de destinatari cărora le este adresată. Un fapt foarte important de menționat îl constituie transmiterea
sigură a cheii de cifrare a mesajului la destinatari. Acest lucru se realizează folosind cheia publică a
destinatarului, cu ajutorul căreia se cifrează cheia mesajului, proces numit anvelopare. Numai destinatarul
autentic care deţine cheia privată pereche, va putea descifra în clar cheia de mesaj; apoi, cu aceasta va face
descifrarea mesajului confidenţial. În cazul în care sunt mai muţi destinatari, cheia unică de mesaj va fi cifrată cu
fiecare cheie a fiecărui destinatar, toate acestea fiind păstrate în câmpuri Key-Info din antetul PEM. Aici se
precizează algoritmul folosit pntru cifrarea cu cheie publică. Fiecare câmp Key-Info este precedat de un câmp
Recipient-ID-Asymmetric, care identifică destinatarul sub forma numelui distinct al emitentului certificatului său
şi prin numărul serial al certificatului său, conform recomandărilor X.509;
• codificarea în vederea transmisiei are rolul de a converti mesajele de tip MIC ONLY şi ENCRYPTED
PEM în şiruri de caractere care pot fi transmise în sistemele de transport al mesajelor. Codificarea se face pe
cuvinte de 6 sau 7 simboluri ASCII, ceea ce asigură o compatibilitate cu protocolul SMTP, recunoscut de toate
sistemele de poştă din rețeaua Internet.
La recepţie, algoritmul PEM presupune să se parcurgă mai întâi mesajul, apoi se analizează antetul
PEM pentru a identifica tipul mesajului şi versiunea PEM. În funcţie de aceste informaţii se parcurg mai mulţi
paşi de prelucrare: decodificarea, descifrarea și verificarea integrităţii mesajului.
6. PEM versus PGP
Cele mai utilizate sisteme de e-mail "sigur" sunt PGP şi PEM.
În mod intenţionat, PGP se bazează pe algoritmi de criptare existenţi, care au fost analizaţi anterior în
detaliu. Sistemul foloseşte amprente de timp, iar în procesul de criptare se aplică şi algoritmul de compresie al
cunoscutului program ZIP (creat de Ziv şi Lempel, 1977). Pentru asigurarea unei securităţi adecvate, utilizatorul
poate alege lungimea cheii de criptare (mai exact, pentru algoritmul RSA): uzuală (384 biţi = 48O, poate fi
spartă de "cei cu bugete mari"), comercială (512 biţi = 64O - poate fi spartă de "organizaţii care se ocupă de
securitatea statului"), militară (1024 biţi = 128O - "nici un pământean nu o poate sparge"). În abordarea iniţială,
o cheie de 2048 biţi = 256O era considerată "extraterestră" (care să nu poată fi spartă de nimeni), dar azi se
discută şi despre chei de 4096 de biţi, şi este foarte probabil ca resursele de calcul ale viitorului să poată
"descifra" şi cifruri cu asemenea chei.
Mesajele trimise folosind PEM sunt mai întâi convertite într-o forma canonică, apoi este calculat un cod
de dispersie al mesajului folosind MD2 sau MD5. După aceasta, se realizează concatenarea codului de dispersie
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şi a mesajului propriu-zis, șir care ulterior este criptat, folosind algoritmul DES. Mesajul criptat este apoi
codificat, utilizând o codificare în baza 64, şi transmis destinatarului. Ca şi PGP, fiecare mesaj este criptat cu o
cheie unică, inclusă în mesaj. Cheia poate fi protejată cu RSA, sau DES.
În procesul de criptare, se foloseşte algoritmul DES, ceea ce este considerat "suspect" de către
specialişti, ţinând cont de lungimea mică a cheii DES (56 de biţi). Cheile folosite de PEM sunt certificate de o
autoritate de certificare, fiind valabile pentru o anumită perioadă de timp. Practic, fiecare utilizator va folosi o
asemenea cheie privată, specifică şi confidenţială, acordată şi validată după reguli riguroase de certificare;
această cheie va fi folosită în paralel cu cheia publică. Politica autorităţilor de certificare este destul de complexă,
existând o organizare ierarhică, cu trei niveluri. Astfel, administrarea cheilor este structurată după principii mai
complexe decât în cazul PGP. Evident, există şi un mecanism de revocare a cheilor, în cazul compromiterii lor,
ceea ce face ca trimiterea unui mesaj să fie în mod necesar precedată de verificarea automată a celei mai recente
liste de revocări.
În PEM, autentificarea este obligatorie, pe când în PGP este opţională. Paradoxal este însă faptul că
PGP, care nu este un standard oficial, are "cultura" Internet-ului, corespunzând principiilor nescrise care au dus
la expansiunea acestuia, comparativ cu standardul oficial PEM. Aplicația lui Zimmerman s-a dovedit a fi o
soluţie foarte performantă şi în plus, a fost distribuit gratuit, pe când PEM, s-a dezvoltat în etape, folosind mai
multe standarde Internet pentru diverse componente şi o structură organizatională rigidă, pe cele trei niveluri, cu
tipuri diferite de autorităţi de certificare şi completată cu reglementări oficiale de certificare. Implementările
PEM au apărut mai târziu decât cele ale PGP şi s-au dovedit ceva mai putin inspirate, din punct de vedere
calitativ, cantitativ şi al disponibilității pe diverse platforme. De aceea, PGP a devenit un pachet tipic pentru
Internet, mult mai larg folosit decât PEM.
Pentru utilizatorii obişnuiţi ai Internet-ului, cei mai convenabili algoritmi de criptare sunt cei cu cheie
publică fiindcă folosirea lor nu implică schimbul preliminar de chei pe canale de transmisie protejate, ca în cazul
algoritmilor cu cheie secretă. Cheia publică poate fi distribuită fără restricţii pe intranet sau Internet, iar mesajele
criptate cu această cheie de către un emiţător vor putea fi decriptate numai utilizând cheia privată, care este
deţinută exclusiv de către destinatar. Astfel, nici măcar expeditorul nu ar putea realiza decriptarea mesajului
trimis.
7. CONCLUZII
Sistemul de poştă electronică este în acest moment o aplicaţie necesară pentru utilizatorii de
calculatoare și alte dispozitive ce permit accesul la e-mail, iar protocoalele implementate pentru manipularea
mesajelor electronice oferă utilizatorilor siguranţa că acestea ajung la destinaţie în timp util.
PEM - Privacy Enhanced Mail (poștă cu confidențialitate sporită) este un standard oficial care oferă o
varietate de servicii de securitate pentru utilizatorii poştei electronice, respectiv asigurarea secretului şi
autentificarea sistemelor de mail bazate pe standardul uzual.
Multe instituţii nu se împacă cu ideea că prin Internet doi utilizatori pot schimba mesaje fără să poată fi
"supravegheaţi". Cu toate acestea motto-ul lui Zimmerman nu s-a schimbat: "dacă dreptul la confidenţialitate
este în afara legii, atunci doar cei aflaţi în afara legii vor beneficia de confidenţialitate".
BIBLIOGRAFIE:
1. Guidelines on Electronic Mail. Guidelines Mail Security - Recommendations of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology - Miles Tracy, Wayne Jansen, and Scott Bisker – National Institute of Standards
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Abstract: Those of us working to improve student learning, and seeking to exploit e-learning to do so,
have to ride each new wave of technological innovation in an attempt to divert it from its more natural course of
techno-hype, and drive it towards the quality agenda. We have to build the means for e-learning to evolve and
mature as part of the educational change process, so that it achieves its promise of an improved system of higher
education.

Keywords: eLearning, higher education, interactive technologies , internet, weblog,
Higher education plays an essential role in society, creating new knowledge,
transferring it to students and fostering innovation. Institutions throughout Europe are
working to modernise, both in terms of the courses they offer and the way they operate.
Europe has around 4,000 higher education institutions, with over 17 million students and 1.5
million staff.1 Some European universities are amongst the best in the world, but overall
potential is not used to the full. Curricula are not always up-to-date, not enough young people
go to university after finishing school and not enough adults have ever attended university.
European universities often lack the management tools and funding to match their ambitions.
Governments and higher education institutions are looking for ways to creating better
conditions for universities.
The European Commission has published a modernisation agenda for universities which was
welcomed by the Member States and the main stakeholders in higher education. The
modernisation agenda for universities is part of the Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Jobs. The
main fields of reform are:




Curricular reform: The three cycle system (bachelor-master-doctorate), competence
based learning, flexible learning paths, recognition, mobility.
Governance reform: University autonomy, strategic partnerships, including with
enterprises, quality assurance.
Funding reform: Diversified sources of university income better linked to
performance, promoting equity, access and efficiency, including the possible role of
tuition fees, grants and loans.

Curricular reforms are also promoted through the Bologna Process, in which 46 countries in
the wider Europe are working towards establishing the European Higher Education Area by
2010. The European Commission is helping member states and neighbouring countries in
their modernising efforts through policy initiatives, discussion papers and forums, as well as
1

http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-policy/doc62_en.htm

through EU programmes such as Erasmus, Tempus and Erasmus Mundus.
The European Commission helps EU member states and neighbouring countries in their
modernising efforts through policy initiatives, discussion papers and events, as well as
through EU programmes promoting mobility in education such as Erasmus, Tempus and
Erasmus Mundus.
The most recent EU policy initiatives include:




In the field of University-Business Cooperation we develop a platform for a structured
dialogue between the relevant stakeholders and look at ways to reinforce the links
between higher education and companies in areas such as curriculum development,
governance, entrepreneurship, continuing education, mobility and knowledge transfer.
A Council Resolution on modernising universities for Europe's competitiveness in a
global knowledge economy of 23rd November 2007

PROFESSORS are constantly looking for presentation methods that resonate with
students. They also look for ways to make more efficient use of their own time. Social
software, also called social networking tools, can help with both objectives, according to
chemistry professors who have integrated these Web-based methods into their work.
Although professors say adding the software can increase their own workload, the students
have responded positively.2
„The key COMPETENCES are : communication in the mother tongue ;
communication in foreign languages; competences in math, a sciene and technology; digital
competence; learning to learn; interpersonal, intercultural and social competences ;
entrepreneurship ; cultural expression.” 3
Electronic learning or eLearning is a general term used to refer to computerenhanced learning. It is used interchangeably in so many contexts that it is critical to be clear
what one means when one speaks of 'eLearning'. In many respects, it is commonly associated
with the field of advanced learning technology (ALT), which deals with both the technologies
and associated methodologies in learning using networked and/or multimedia technologies.4
Many technologies can be, and are, used in eLearning, including blogs. Teachers should strive
to promote a new quality in information and knowledge which would allow students to master
the scientific, social and cultural knowledge and thus serve the ideals of sustainable
development and responsible citizenship. This with the purpose of stressing the public service
role of higher education and its contribution to building a culture of peace.5 Creativity is a key
competency skill sought after by many employers. And yet, one of the major criticisms of
2

Rachel Petkewich- “New Education Tools” http://pubs.acs.org/cen/education/85/8517education.html
3
Ján Figel’ Commissioner for Education, Training, Culture and Multilingualismla -“Key competences for
lifelong learning in Europe ”
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4
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business schools relates to its lack of programs that promote creative and/or innovative
thinking. This could be compounded by the fact that a large number of programs are
currently offered online.
Consequently, the issue of whether online education stifles or enhances students’
creativity is brought to the forefront. Using this question, the authors engaged in an inquiry
process dealing with university students’ perceptions of how online courses impact their
creativity. Based on students’ feedback, it appears that taking online courses generally
enhances their creativity. They are not only more inclined to be creative thinkers, but also
more likely to be organized and exercise critical thinking.
A student who is learning in a way that uses information and communication technologies
(ICTs) is using e-learning. These interactive technologies support many different types of
capability:
 internet access to digital versions of materials unavailable locall;


internet access to search, and transactional services;



interactive diagnostic or adaptive tutorials;



interactive educational games;



remote control access to local physical devices;



personalised information and guidance for learning support;



simulations or models of scientific systems;



communications tools for collaboration with other students and teachers;



tools for creativity and design;



virtual reality environments for development and manipulation;



data analysis, modelling or organisation tools and applications;



electronic devices to assist disabled learners.

For each of these, there is a learning application that could be exploited within HE.
Each one encompasses a wide range of different types of interaction – internet access to
services, for example, includes news services, blogs, online auctions, self-testing sites, etc.
Learning technologies have been developing haphazardly, and a little too rapidly for
those of us who wish to turn them to advantage in learning. This becomes apparent if we
compare these technological developments with the historical development of other key
technologies for education. Table 1 shows some of the main developments in information,
communication, and delivery technologies over the last three decades, and against each one
proposes a functional equivalent from the historic media and delivery technologies. The story
begins with interactive computers because the move away from batch processing brought
computing to non-programmers. The user had access to a new medium which responded
immediately to the information they put in. As a medium for information processing, it was
radically different from the much more attenuated relationship between reading and writing,
thus creating a new kind of medium for engaging with ideas.

Date

New technology

1970’s

Interactive

Old technology
equivalent
Writing

Learning support
function
New medium for

computers

1980’s

Local hard drives
and floppy discs
WIMP interfaces

Paper
Contents, indexes,
page numbers
Printing

Internet
Multimedia
1990’s

Worldwide Web

Photography, sound,
and film
Libraries

Laptops

Published books

Email

Postal services

Search engines

Bibliographic
services
Broadcasting,
telephones

Broadband
2000’s

articulating and engaging
with ideas
Local storage with the user

3G Mobiles

Paperbacks

Blogs

Pamphlets

Devices for ease of access
to content
Mass production and
distribution of content
Elaborated forms of
content presentation
Wide access to extensive
content
Personal portable access to
the medium
Mass delivery of
communications messages
Easier access to extensive
content
Choice of elaborated
content and immediacy of
communication
Low-cost access to
elaborate content
Personal mass publishing

Table 1: New media and delivery technologies for information processing and
communications compared with their functional equivalents for reading and writing6
In the past five years, the number of online technologies has exploded, with many of
them being well-suited for teaching and learning. Those applications defined as "Web 2.0"
hold the most promise because they are strictly Web-based and typically free, support
collaboration and interaction, and are responsive to the user. 7„Learning and Technology:
innovationas in Web-Based Training “. This blog will allow us to share experiences with
learning and
the
application of
technology to
the
learning processhttp://leekraus.blogspot.com/.
The most commonly used (and discussed) tools are described in Table 2.8
Table 2. Web 2.0 Applications
TYPE

FUNCTION

Communicative

To share ideas,
information, and

TOOLS


Blogs

6
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These applications have great potential to be used in a way that is learner-centered, affordable, and accessible for teaching
and learning purposes.
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http://connect.educause.edu/Library/EDUCAUSE+Review/WikisandPodcastsandBlogsO/44993

TYPE

FUNCTION

TOOLS

creations

Collaborative

Documentative

Generative

Interactive



Audioblogs



Videoblogs



IM-type tools




Podcasts
Webcams



Editing/writing tools



Virtual communities of



practice (VCOPs)
Wikis

To collect and/or present
evidence of experiences,
thinking over time,
productions, etc.



Blogs




Videoblogs
E-portfolios

To create something new
that can be seen and/or
used by others



Mashups



VCOPs



Virtual Learning Worlds
(VLWs)



Learning objectives



Social bookmarking




VCOPs
VLWs

To work with others for a
specific purpose in a
shared work area

To exchange information,
ideas, resources, materials

Given the easy access to and increasing availability of these tools, it is no surprise that
so many of them are being discussed in professional meetings and publications related to
teaching and learning. Table 3 lists a few sources for identifying these and other emerging
instructional and related technologies.
Table 3. Emerging Technologies9

SOURCE

SYSTEMS

LEARNING
TECHNOLOGIES

Gartner, Hype Cycle  Repositories
Open-source e Global library
for Higher
learning applications
digitization projects
Education, 2006 10
 Course management E-portfolios
systems
 Higher education
9

http://www.technologyreview.com/Blog
(http://www.gartner.com/DisplayDocument?id=493481)
11
http://www.nitle.org/index.php/nitle/laboratory
10

DEVICES

INFRASTRUCTURES

Personally owned
devices with
campus network
access 11

Internet 2 / nextgeneration Internet
E-learning

SOURCE

SYSTEMS
enterprise portals
 RFID library
materials
management

LEARNING
TECHNOLOGIES

DEVICES

Podcasting

INFRASTRUCTURES
Web services for
administrative
applications

Learning content

CRM for enrollment
management
ID and access
management
New Media
Consortium and
EDUCAUSE
Learning Initiative,
2007 Horizon Report

User-created content

Mobile
phones

Social networking
Virtual worlds

12

EDUCAUSE
Learning Initiative)
NITLE 13







Creative
Commons
Facebook
RSS

Massively
multiplayer
educational gaming
Open journaling




Web 2.0
Wireless

Digital storytelling

3D visualizations
Blogs
Podcasting and
Wikis

The students noted, however, that online instructors are largely instrumental in enhancing
creativity. Weblogs (blogs) are personal websites which make it easy to record daily entries. I
blog to learn.14 Blogs let me read content from a single individual, unadulerated with
corporate claptrap. On the outbound side, my blogs stick memories in my head -- the teacher
always learns more than the student. Blogs are gut-simple to set up. Go to Blogger to see for
yourself.15 Build a Blog, to start your own blog, go to blogger.com. A blog account is free!
There are instructions for building your personal, company, or team blog.16
A blog (an abridgment of the term web log) is a website where entries are commonly
displayed in reverse chronological order. "Blog" can also be used as a verb, meaning to
maintain or add content to a blog.Many blogs provide commentary or news on a particular
subject; others function as more personal online diaries. A typical blog combines text, images,
12
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14
http://www.webblog.ca/design.html
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and links to other blogs, web pages, and other media related to its topic. The ability for
readers to leave comments in an interactive format is an important part of many blogs. Most
blogs are primarily textual, although some focus on art (artlog), photographs (photoblog),
sketchblog, videos (vlog), music (MP3 blog), audio (podcasting) are part of a wider network
of social media. Micro-blogging is another type of blogging which consists of blogs with very
short posts. As of December 2007, blog search engine Technorati was tracking more than 112
million blogs.17 18
History.Before blogging became popular, digital communities took many forms,
including Usenet, commercial online services such as GEnie, BiX and the early CompuServe,
e-mail lists and Bulletin Board Systems (BBS). In the 1990s, Internet forum software, such as
WebEx, created running conversations with "threads". Threads are topical connections
between messages on a metaphorical "corkboard". Some have likened blogging to the MassObservation project of the mid-20th century. The World History Blog is a history blog
maintained by a blogger who uses the name Miland Brown.19 Few details are know about
Miland other than he is an academic in North America. The posts generally deal with a wide
range of historical issues or topics. Miland also posts about teaching history. The blog has
been featured in USA Today and the Internet Scout Report . The first post is from December
31st, 2003. 201983–1990 (Pre-HTTP).Usenet was the primary serial medium included in the
original definition of the World Wide Web.21 It featured the Moderated Newsgroup which
allowed all posting in a newsgroup to be under the control of an individual or small group.
Brian E. Redman and a few associates posted summaries of interesting postings and threads
taking place elsewhere on the net. With its serial journal publishing style, presence on the preHTTP web and strong similarity to the common blog form which features links to interesting
and cool places on the net chosen by the blogger, mod.ber had many of the characteristics
commonly associated with the term "blog”. It ceased operation after approximately 8 months.
Brad Templeton calls the newsgroup rec.humor.funny (which he founded) the world's
oldest still existing blog.
1994–2001.The modern blog evolved from the online diary, where people would keep
a running account of their personal lives. Most such writers called themselves diarists,
journalists, or journalers. A few called themselves "escribitionists". The Open Pages webring
included members of the online-journal community. Justin Hall, who began eleven years of
personal blogging in 1994 while a student at Swarthmore College, is generally recognized as
one of the earliest bloggers, as is Jerry Pournelle. Dave Winer's Scripting News is also
credited with being one of the oldest and longest running weblogs. Another early blog was
17
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Technorati est un moteur de recherche sur Internet spécialisé dans le domaine des blogs.
En août 2006, Technorati en indexait plus de 50 millions.Technorati a été fondé par Dave Sifry et a son siège
social à San Francisco en Californie, aux États-Unis.( http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technorati ).
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The World Wide Web (commonly shortened to the Web) is a system of interlinked hypertext documents
accessed via the Internet. With a Web browser, a user views Web pages that may contain text, images, videos,
and other multimedia and navigates between them using hyperlinks. The World Wide Web was created in 1989
by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, working at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. Since then, Berners-Lee has played an active
role in guiding the development of Web standards (such as the markup languages in which Web pages are
composed), and in recent years has advocated his vision of a Semantic Web. Robert Cailliau, also at CERN, was
an early evangelist for the project.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
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Wearable Wireless Webcam, an online shared diary of a person's personal life combining text,
video, and pictures transmitted live from a wearable computer and EyeTap device to a web
site in 1994. This practice of semi-automated blogging with live video together with text was
referred to as sousveillance, and such journals were also used as evidence in legal matters.
Early weblogs were simply manually updated components of common websites.
However, the evolution of tools to facilitate the production and maintenance of web articles
posted in reverse chronological order made the publishing process feasible to a much larger,
less technical, population. Ultimately, this resulted in the distinct class of online publishing
that produces blogs we recognize today. For instance, the use of some sort of browser-based
software is now a typical aspect of "blogging". Blogs can be hosted by dedicated blog hosting
services22, or they can be run using blog software23, such as WordPress, Movable Type,
Blogger24 or LiveJournal, or on regular web hosting services.
Types. There are various types of blogs, and each differs in the way content is delivered or
written. By media type A blog comprising videos is called a vlog, one comprising links is
called a linklog, a site containing a portfolio of sketches is called a sketchblog or one
comprising photos is called a photoblog. Blogs with shorter posts and mixed media types are
called tumblelogs. An Artlog is a form of art sharing and publishing in the format of a blog,
but differentiated by the predominant use of and focus on Art work rather than text. A rare
type of blog hosted on the Gopher Protocol is known as a Phlog .
By device , Blogs can also be defined by which type of device is used to compose it. A blog
written by a mobile device like a mobile phone or PDA is called a moblog.25 Genre. Some
blogs focus on a particular subject, such as political blogs, travel blogs, fashion blogs, project
blogs26, education blogs, niche blogs, classical music blogs, legal blogs (often referred to as a
blawgs) or dreamlogs. Education blogs are becoming a means for educators, students, and
education administrators to interact more effectively than ever before. Technorati currently
tracks 63.1 million blogs. Over 5,000 of them are about education. There are over 30,000
blogs hosted at edublogs.org alone. 27. A blog can be private, as in most cases, or it can be for
business purposes. Blogs, either used internally to enhance the communication and culture in
a corporation or externally for marketing, branding or PR purposes are called corporate blogs.
Blog search engines . Several blog search engines are used to search blog contents (also
known as the blogosphere), such as Bloglines, BlogScope, and Technorati. Technorati, which
is among the most popular blog search engines, provides current information on both popular
searches and tags used to categorize blog postings. Research community is working on going
beyond simple keyword search, by inventing news ways to navigate through huge amounts of
information present in the blogosphere, as demonstrated by projects like BlogScope. With
more than 22 million blogs online, blogs are becoming a media form of their own. While they
offer the benefits of marketing products, discussion of specialised topics, and channel for
political activism and social change, they present significant political and legal risks. The
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emergence of blogging has brought with it a range of legal ramifications. Since blogging is a
relatively new phenomenon, a substantial body of case law simply does not exist.28
The right software is important for
your blog, especially if you’re a
business with lots of web traffic.
Blog software can range from
simple to complicated where you
would need someone to configure
it for you. There are many companies out there with web blog software. Now that blogs are
becoming more and more mainstream, even more software companies are designing their own
blog software. Please feel free to click on any of the links you see on this page to find
software for your blog29.1„You are viewing a feed that contains frequently updated
content. When you subscribe to a feed, it is added to the Common Feed List. Updated
information from the feed is automatically downloaded to your computer and can be viewed
in Internet Explorer and other programs. „ 30Create a blog is necessary and easy.31 32 33

Fig. 2. Create a blog represented with Microsoft Project.
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Abstract: The authors describe teaching strategies they have developed for graduate education in
Educational Administration, Professional Counseling and Social Work. In these applied professions, adult
learners are best served by active, engaged, and reflective teaching strategies. The strategies are based on
principles of adult learning theory and cooperative learning and have been evaluated by students as
valuable learning experiences. Three strategies, a symposium presentation, prevention program, and group
budgeting project are described in term of design, structure, outcome and evaluation. Additional strategies
are briefly described that utilize the latest technologies. The strategies aim to exemplify the process of
teaching theory to practice in the chosen profession.
Wordskey: technologies, teaching strategies, adult learning theory , cooperative learning.
INTRODUCTION
In teaching graduate students in professional master's programs in the social sciences, it has been the
authors' experience that cooperative learning approaches are particularly well suited to graduate education.
In professional programs, students are embarking on careers in which their ability to successfully interact
with a variety of people in a variety of roles is essential. As school principals, students with the master's
degree in Leadership in Educational Administration need skills in organizational leadership, effective
personnel practices, and community building in many different settings. As school and mental health
counselors, students will work with organizations, individuals, groups, families, and the larger community
in promoting mental health. Cooperative learning approaches at the graduate level accomplish the goals
described by Natasi and Clements (1991) such as "enhanced academic achievement and cognitive growth,
motivation and positive attitudes toward learning, social competence, and interpersonal relations" (p.111).
In addition, at the graduate level, cooperative learning approaches can provide "real life" experiential
learning depending on the nature of the project, utilizing the process of theory to practice.
The authors believe in the power of a "connected class." Describing a connected class as providing a
culture for growth, Belenky, Clinchy, Golberger and Tarule (1986) explain that "the connected teacher tries
to create groups in which members can nurture each other's thoughts to maturity" (p. 221). The cooperative
learning projects presented use strategies that are interactive and facilitate connected knowing. "Connected
knowing builds on the subjectivists' conviction that the most trustworthy knowledge comes from personal
experience rather than pronouncements of authorities. . .Connected knowers develop procedures for gaining
access to other people's knowledge" (pp. 112-113). Successful teaching of graduate students requires an
understanding of adult learning. Extrinsic motivation to learn as an adult may include the opportunity for a
promotion, entry to a new career, more money, or simply a need to keep up with change (Rogers, 1989).
Intrinsic motivation varies from student to student. Whatever the motivation, graduate students respond to
teaching that actively involves them in a learning process, allows for choice and working at their own pace,
is directed toward relevant or practical skills and knowledge, and makes use of their experience (Rogers,
1989). Active learning strategies, which form the basis of cooperative learning projects, have been shown
to increase student motivation, especially for graduate students (Bonwell & Eison, 1995).

Cooperative group learning projects are particularly suited to graduate students. The problem-centered
orientation to learning characteristic of adults was identified by Knowles (1970) as one of the most basic
characteristics of adult learning. According to Knowles (1984), there are four important distinctions
between adult and child learners: These assumptions are that, as a person matures, (1) self-concept moves
from one of being a dependent personality toward one of being a self-directing human being, (2) the adult
learner accumulates a growing reservoir of experience that become an increasing resource for learning, (3)
readiness to learn becomes oriented to the developmental tasks of social roles, and (4) time perspective
changes from one of postponed application of knowledge to immediacy of application, and orientation
toward learning shifts from one of subject centeredness to one of problem centeredness. (p. 39) Cooperative
learning methods, in general, share characteristics that contribute to the learning of adult students. While
working in cooperative groups, students use collaborative, pro-social behavior to accomplish learning tasks
or projects. Projects and activities are structured so that students are positively interdependent as well as
individually accountable for their learning. Successful teaching and learning for graduate students involves
organizing learning experiences that take into account these characteristics of adults. Links between what
we know about adult learning and cooperative learning led the authors to develop the variety of cooperative
learning strategies described in this paper.
GROUP INVESTIGATION: SYMPOSIUM
For graduate course titled "Legal and Social Change," the author adapted for graduate students the group
investigation model developed by Thelen (Joyce & Weil, 1986). The course description is as follows:
"Analysis of effects of legal and social change on the lives of young people and on the work of educators
and other helping professionals." Course goals are: (a) to stimulate reflection on aspects of life in our
culture that limit both freedom and the full development of human potential, (b) to consider creative
responses to these limitations, and (c) to examine one's own personal commitment to valuing of diversity,
dignity, dialogue, and democracy. The course meets weekly for two and one-half hour sessions and
typically involves 20 to 25 students.
Design
This adaptation of the group investigation model requires groups of from four to six students to confront a
social issue and report on the results of their investigation in a Symposium, a 90 minute workshop style
presentation. A Symposium is defined as "a conference or meeting for the discussion of some subject,
especially an academic topic or social problem" (Collins Dictionary and Thesaurus, 1987). Students
become experts on social issues and work through the processes of: (a) selecting and refining a topic, (b)
formulating an investigation process, (c) completing additional research and developing the workshop, (d)
and presenting the Symposium. Topics are investigated both nationally and in terms of the local area.
Structure
Symposium group members use some class time, approximately an hour from each of several class
periods, to plan and develop the Symposium presentation. Groups of from four to six persons are created by
the instructor to give students the experience of working with diversity. The first phase of the project,
selecting and refining a topic, can be structured in several ways. Sometimes the topics have been
predetermined and are simply broad categories such as changing families, welfare, poverty, or racism, for
example. When this approach is used, students' topic preferences are taken into account in making group
assignments. Other times students are put into diverse groups and then challenged to develop a topic of
interest to all. Another variation has been to assign students to groups by age diversity and to give each
group a different decade to investigate, beginning with the 1950s. Subtopics for the decade group
investigations are the same for each group and identified by the instructor. Each week a new decade is
presented and as the weeks unfold, students develop a better historical understanding of social issues such
as poverty, housing, racism, violence, and gender and lifestyle issues. Whatever the topic, each student is
expected through reading and research to become well informed about his or her Symposium topic
generally, as well as about the sub-topic specifically. Once the topics have been decided students are
guided in refining the topics through a series of questions. By the end of the first in-class planning session

sub-topics for individual research typically have been identified by each of the groups and selected by
individual
Outcome
One memorable Symposium was titled "Living with Urban Poverty." The introduction focused the
presentation with this statement: "Our group's enlightenment to the poverty that engulfs our society as a
whole has deepened our awareness of the complex avenues that lead to the inequities that our society
possesses. As a group we want to allow others to gain experience and education. Perhaps we will even
shock some with the information we have learned about urban poverty. With no food, no bed, no money,
clothes or family, circumstances beyond one's control, where would we go?" Also included in the
introduction was an opening video created by group members featuring scenes of poverty in the local
community. The video was well done, included interaction with some of the subjects being filmed, and was
thought-provoking. Individual subtopics were the following, with information conveyed through individual
presentations: Pregnant Teens, Poor Children's Education, Welfare Legislation, and Gang Problems. The
group activity was a roulette game called "Resources vs. Problems" that simulated the consequences of
poverty for the life chances of those living in poverty. The game was designed to show how those with
more resources get better educational opportunities and typically more wealthy, while poverty breeds
poverty. Students moved around the room to different dealers, experiencing the consequences of their
assigned roles and the cards they were dealt. The presentation concluded with excerpts from a commercial
video called "Life's Little Instruction Book." In a reflection about memorable concepts from presentations
other than your own, one student wrote the following: "The concept that when you start with nothing it is
very hard to gain was a very powerful message in the poverty symposium. The card game really made you
aware of this by not giving you the resources needed when you were poverty-stricken. After that activity, I
can understand why so many people feel hopeless. . . I felt this activity really gave you a feeling of what it
would be like to have your cards dealt against you."
Evaluation
Evaluation of the Symposium project has three basic components. When the Symposium project is
introduced students receive a copy of the Feedback Form that the instructor will use in assessing each
presentation. A total of 30 points are possible and each student in the group receives the same grade. The
form includes the following criteria and point specifications: (a) introduction that focuses the topic and gets
attention (3 points), (b) clear presentation of information (12 points), (c) creative participatory learning
experience (3 points), (d) clear and memorable summary/conclusion (2 points), (e) creativity in how the
investigation was carried out and in the presentation (5 points), (f) well organized and helpful handouts (3
points), and (g) Time/Activity logs that demonstrate investment of individual time and energy (2 points).
The instructor awards points and provides comments on each component, making copies of the completed
feedback form for each group member. A second component of the evaluation involves the individual
Time/Activity logs for the Symposium project. Logs are not graded as such but influence whether the
student earns the full credit available for class participation. Finally, each student in a Symposium group
evaluates the other group members. Group members develop their own criteria and award each other from
one to five points. These assessments are due the night of the presentation and also become part of each
student's class participation grade.
Students' evaluative comments about presenting the "Living with Urban Poverty" Symposium included,
"My work with the group helped me understand the desperateness of poverty. Several issues we as a group
agreed upon, but other issues brought about some intense debate, which helped me to look at more than my
own view of a given situation." Another student wrote, "As we discussed our individual topics and learned
information from one another, we were culturally more aware. Our discussions on how to create our
symposium brought more information into our world." These comments illustrate that connected knowing
works.
PREVENTION PROGRAM IN COUNSELING

In a graduate course in professional counseling, the goals for the course include providing students with
the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary for effective community counseling. A cooperative learning
project such as the development and implementation of a prevention program fulfills this goal in several
ways: (a) students learn how to work cooperatively as a team to plan, develop, and implement a program
much in the same way they will when working for a community agency; (b) students acquire first-hand
knowledge of community resources available and how to access those resources; and (c) students learn the
process for developing community/agency based prevention programs from the initial stage of assessment
to the final evaluation.
Design
The overall design of the cooperative project encompassed four phases: assessment of the needs of the
target population, development of prevention activities to meet those needs, presentation of the program,
and evaluation of the total program and component parts. Students worked in cooperative groups through
each phase of the design. In a class of 20 students, four groups of five were used. During class time, group
members were assigned roles such as reporter, recorder, time-keeper, and facilitator to assist with the group
process. Work outside of class was structured as the students desired. At the end of one phase, students
have the option to work with a different group. During the assessment phase each group was assigned
separate areas to research to avoid overlap in information gathering. For example, one group was assigned
to research the Internet and current literature while another was to interview professionals in the field. After
completing the research, each group presented their information to the entire class.
With the necessary background information shared, groups moved to the next phase of designing
prevention activities based on the research. The initial task of developing goals was accomplished by each
group sharing their ideas and final goals were then developed by consensus of the whole class. Each group
was then assigned a goal from which to brainstorm ideas for activities that would accomplish the goal.
When the activities were formulated and agreed upon, students were provided with the opportunity to
decide with which activity they wanted to work. After developing a detailed plan for the activity, along
with resources needed and an evaluation component, the total program was developed from the activities of
the five groups. The program was implemented by the students with clients from a cooperating community
agency. Clients and professional staff provided evaluative information for further development of the
prevention program. At the end of the project, students evaluated themselves, their peers, and the program.

Outcome
Prior to the semester's start, the course instructor arranged for the prevention program to be developed in
collaboration with a local community counseling agency. The director of a program serving homeless youth
agreed to assist with access to information and clients. A prevention program on preventing HIV/AIDS was
agreed upon due to the high risk of homeless youth to contract HIV/AIDS. A small grant for materials and
resources was obtained from the university. Student groups obtained information about HIV/AIDS and
homeless youth from investigating current literature, the Internet, interviewing professionals who provide
services for homeless youth, and by interviewing former homeless youth program clients. Based on this
research they developed the following goals for the prevention program which was now entitled All
Individuals Deserve Support (AIDS): (a) to educate Homeless Youth Case Managers in HIV/AIDS
prevention information and methods for the purpose of ongoing education and support of their clients; (b)
to incorporate homeless youth into program development and implementation; (c) to provide client specific
information materials; and (d) to integrate the program into existing services as appropriate. The activities
designed to meet these goals included developing a resource library consisting of client-appropriate
brochures, pamphlets, videos, books and other materials organized for accessibility and housed in the
offices of the homeless youth program; in service training program for the case managers who provide
direct service and support to the homeless youth addressing current information about AIDS/HIV and its
transmission and how to talk to clients about prevention; a three-part psycho educational group for clients

focused on developing self-esteem and assertiveness; and development of a peer helper program where
homeless youth who had successfully completed the program would assist those still struggling with
homelessness and related concerns. The first activity, designed to serve as an 'attention-grabber" was a
pizza dinner and talk with a person living with AIDS. The speaker, who was close in age to the audience,
told her story and answered questions. The other activities were scheduled following this initial program.
Evaluation
Evaluation for grading consisted of an activity log and a portfolio completed by each student as well as an
evaluation of the student by his or her group members. The activity log was a listing and description of all
activities related to the project and the time involved. The portfolio included all materials found and
developed as a part of the project. At the initial group meeting, students were assigned the task of
developing a method for evaluating the contribution of each group member. Groups developed the criteria
for evaluation based on their expectations of themselves and each other in the group process. The instructor
assigned a grade for participation based on the group evaluation and the activity log for individuals and a
single group grade for the group's performance in the program. Student comments regarding the prevention
project included, "I've learned more from this project and the people I worked with than any other so far"
and "This was an excellent learning opportunity, working with real clients was so much more satisfying
and assisted in my understanding of what I will face after graduation." Overall, quantitative and qualitative
evaluations by students suggest that they find this a valuable learning experience on many different levels.
BUDGETING A POVERTY LEVEL INCOME
When teaching about cultural competence, the “isms” related to gender, race, and ethnicity tend to be
more commonly addressed. Teaching strategies that establish a micro as well as macro understanding of
poverty and class issues that reaches students at both the cognitive and affective levels can be more
challenging to find. One author has used a variation of the “Budgeting a Poverty Level Income” exercise
from Lieberman’s (1998) The Social Workout Book: Strength Building Exercises for the Pre-Professional.
As stated in the text, the goals of the workout are to explore assumptions and enable critical thinking about
the meaning of poverty, the reality of the poverty threshold, minimum wage debates, and welfare reform in
the United States.
Design
Lieberman (1998) provides an introductory reading that sets the stage regarding the macro poverty policy
issues as well as describing an imaginary family of four with two recently laid off parents and two
children, ages two and six. The family has recently moved in search of new jobs and has been able to bring
a few belongings with them. This is followed by a family annual line item budget listing the following
thirteen categories: housing, utilities, maintenance, transportation, education, insurance, food, wardrobe,
personal care/sundries, medical care, dependent care, discretionary expenses (entertainment, birthdays,
vacation, holidays, postage), and miscellaneous. The class is divided into small groups and assigned two,
three, or four of the budget subcategories, depending on the size of the class. Each group must research the
items in their categories, and make decisions about things such as renting or owning a home, owning a car
vs. using a bus pass, private vs. public schools, and so on. The ultimate goal is to access as many resources
as possible as economically as possible in order to stay within the annual poverty budget figure for that
year ($18,400 for a family of four in 2003). Students keep notes about how they arrived at their figures and
bring it all to class on the assigned day.
Outcome
In class, a sheet of newsprint is posted on the wall for each budget category with line items listed for each
category. Each group presents their research to the class, fills in the budgeted numbers for each line item,
and subtotals that budget category on the newsprint. On the final sheet of paper, the class totals all the
subtotals to find out how close to the poverty budget figure they have come. This entire process is
accompanied by much discussion about how various monetary decisions could be made. Over the five
years of using this class exercise, the closet any class came to the poverty line threshold was double the

amount. The class that came in the closest to the actual figure forgot several items such as disposable
diapers for the two year old child.
Evaluation
The exercise concludes with students writing a reflection paper after the classroom part of the exercise is
conducted. Students respond to questions such as: 1) prior to completing this project, how reasonably did
you believe that the government poverty-line calculation for a family of four represented the funds needed
for a particular family to live on? 2) What are three budget items you consider necessary but had not really
thought about prior to this project and where would you cut this budget? 3) How has completing this
workout changed your thinking about how poverty is defined or how one defines what is essential for an
adequate standard of living? And 4) If you could change policy, what would you change?
Students report that this exercise made a lasting impact on their understanding of poverty and how macro
policy affects families in micro ways on a daily basis. The reflection papers repeatedly reveal changed
self-awareness on both cognitive and affective levels from both students who have and have not been
touched by poverty in their lives. Students begin to understand how they can consciously make choices as
social workers that can influence policy change and its implementation.
ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
Recent advances in technology have increased the opportunities for creative teaching strategies for
graduate students. For institutions of higher education with access to Internet2, many opportunities exist for
the social sciences. Internet2 is a research and development consortium led by over 200 US universities
working in partnership with industry and government to develop and deploy advanced network applications
and technologies. Internet 2 allows for face to face interactions with people who are located at another
Internet2 site, university or organization. Internet2 can be used to bring groups of students from different
universities together in real time to work together on projects. Another use has been to invite a leader in the
profession to join a class and present a lecture utilizing Internet 2. Recently, at Bradley University, the
Theatre Department received an award for a collaborative production that utilized Internet 2. Bradley
UniversityTheatre, the University of Waterloo in Canada, and the University of Central Florida, were
awarded the 2008 ORION Learning Award of Merit (The Ontario Internet2 Award) for their collaborative
production of Alice (Experiments) in Wonderland, which was performed simultaneously on the three
campuses. Through the use of broadband computers, 2-D and 3-D sets with multiple screens and lighting
effects, the three institutions staged the play simultaneously in front of a live audience. Eleven actors
appeared on stage in each venue. Romania is one of the countries currently developing a memorandum of
understanding to partner with Internet2.
Information about Internet2 can be accessed at
www.intenet2.edu/info/.
In addition to Internet2, virtual communities such as Second Life provide opportunities for teaching and
learning. In a graduate course in counseling, the entire class participated in group projects on Second Life,
choosing their individual avatars and working together in the virtual community to develop a grief
counseling component for the public. Information about the Second Life virtual community is available at
http://secondlife.com/whatis/ and ttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOFU9oUF2HA.
CONCLUSIONS
Johnson and Johnson (1994) identify five elements that must be present for effective cooperative learning.
The elements include positive interdependence, individual accountability, group processing, interpersonal
and group skills, and face to face interaction. These elements contribute to successful adult learning as
described by Knowles (1984). The group investigation, prevention program and other cooperative learning
projects described exemplify this approach to learning. Graduate students report that some of the most

important learning occurs through the planned interactions, research and processing. Although significant
investment in planning and preparation time is required for cooperative learning projects, the learning that
results is well worth the effort.
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Summary
The energy is to day the most important problem of the world. We need more energy that we produce, so
the prices are growing and we pollute when using this energy, much mote than we expected 20 years ago.
In the paper we discuss three kind of solutions: (1) finding more classical sources of energy and using them
without producing more carbon dioxide; (2) finding new sources of energy, at reasonable costs; (3)
reducing the consumption of energy, using new and/or better technologies.
keywords: dioxide carbon, world energy, oil, non convetional oil resource

1.

INTRODUCTION

The energy was always an essential supply. It becomes more and more important as industry developed,
beginning with the end of 18-th century, as population grows, as pour countries based on primitive
agriculture became industrial and richer and used a much larger amount of energy (table 1).
Table 1 : World energy request, 1900 -2030 [thousand billions BTU/year]
energy request
1900
2004
2030

Developed countries
Undeveloped countries
Source : ftp://ftp.fao.org

197.4
150.0

239.8
206,9

298.0
403.5

Forecast grow
% 2004-2030
0,8
2.6

Until 1973, the demand was well covered by supplies, at very low costs. But then the main oil owners
discovered that their deposits of fossil combustibles, oil and gas, are limited and will exhaust at a
measurable time horizons, in fact in a few decades. So, the energy price jumped 20 times in two month!
But, new field of oil were discovered (as in the North Sea), the most energy consuming technologies of
manufacturing were replaced, so the prices lowered then stayed stable until the year 2000.
But, at the beginning of 21-th century, the energy problem becomes again very important, due to three
new factors:
- the very, very fast development of two, (eventually three) very large and, till then, very pour
countries: China, India and Brazil. In China, the GDP grows, from year 2000, with 10 % per year!
This grows has as result that now these three countries are the main energy demanding (fig..1)
1
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-

[www.eia.doe.gov]. The production did not follow the growing request of oil, so the prices
exploded. And, very probably, it will remain here, in the optimistic forecast.
the political instability of Middle East, Nigeria and Central America (the most important oil
producers) and their anti-occidental position, contributed also to a rise of oil prices.
the hypothesis of green house effect due to the production of larger amounts of carbon dioxide
than the atmosphere can assimilate became credible. This hypothesis was suggested by scientists
in the 1970 years, but until the mid of 1990-th it was strongly denied by politicians and
economists. If we do not stop burning fossil fuels, the world goes to a catastrophe.

Fig. 1. The variation of oil demand [Source : www. seekingalpha.com]
The crisis could be solved by replacement of fossil fuels. Another resource of energy, abundant, cheap
and not producing carbon dioxide would respond to all the three problems listed here.
Do we have such a resource ? The answer is NO, at least for a short horizon of time. But, in time, there
are some solutions which could prove their applicability, especially from the economic point of view,
because, technically, the most important elements are already known. We shall shortly review these
solutions.
2. THE PROBLEM OF OIL SUPPLY
2.1. A lot of people says that the oil reserve are finishing. But this is not entirely true. There are reserves
not discovered yet, especially in hardly accessible areas, such as Eastern Siberia, or oil existing at more
than 7000 m depth. Thirty years ago, we did not have technologies available for such drills, but now they
are operating. Of course, the costs are higher, but such costs can be covered by expensive oil. And the fact
that the oil will be expensive is sure (Fig. 2). A more expensive oil can be obtained also starting from oil
shale. [www.planetizen.com]. Oil shale are fine-grained sedimentary rocks containing relatively large
amounts of organic matter from which significant amounts of oil and combustible gas can be extracted by
distillation [emd.aapg.org].

Fig.2. Real and nominal oil prices. [Source : en.wikipedia.org]
There are enormous amount of oil shale, which can give more than 5 trillions barrels of oil. To
day, the oil production from conventional resources is around 100 millions barrels/day and the reserves are
estimated at 1.1 trillions barrels [en.wikipedia.org].
Another available technology consists of underground coal gasification [www.ogj.com] (the technology
which allowed Germany to continue the war between august 1944 and may 1945).
So, we can provide oil, but what about carbon dioxide? It can be retained by some technologies developed
in the last ten years and known as carbon sequestration. Some power plants already used them
[fossil.energy.gov].
2.2. Another solution could consist of using recyclable carbon, i.e. fuels based on carbon taken from the
atmosphere and not from underground reserves. So, the amount of free carbon dioxide would remain
constant. We have here the gasohole, a mixture of gas and alcohol obtained from grains or the biodiesel,
obtained from vegetal fats. Also such fuels are now economically available; probably their use will be
limited by the needs of land for food production. The world population grows, his needs grow faster, and so
more and more food has to be produced.
3. NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RESOURCES
The second important way to avoid energy penury consists of using non conventional resources, i.e.
resources whose conversion in useful energy is more expensive, usually due to the lack of technical
experience. Such technologies are studied from the years 1950. The first economically interesting results
are obtained in the last ten years [adsabs.harvard.edu].
3.1. The wind power is the form of energy which, starting from the year 2000, is produced at
competitive costs. The investments in research and development, sustained especially by Denmark, were of
about tem billions dollars until economically interesting results appeared. Now, there are estimations that in
Dobrogea can be installed in the next future wind farm having a capacity of producing electricity larger
than three groups from the nuclear power plant from Cernavoda, at much smaller investments. It is very
interesting to see what it will happen.
3.2. The solar power is the second interesting way to replace fossil combustibles. For hot water, it works
for more than ten years. Now, in Romania, such a device pays its investment in some 8 years and in future
this time will shorten. Photo electric cells has yet to wait, the electricity produced remains very expensive.
But, the third technology, producing electricity by steam obtained with large mirrors evolved after a 30
years pause. The problem consisted of very large surfaces blocked by the mirrors. But such surfaces exist in
airport and now they began to be used. Again, is a way to be watched [www.treehugger.com].
3.3. People speak a lot about hydrogen who could replace classical combustibles. But hydrogen, as gas
stocked and burned is not an acceptable solution to day. The solution is to start from hydrocarbons, transfer
the hydrogen in a combustion cell and obtain electricity. So, we come back to hydrocarbons. But the
solution is really interesting because, by this way, the yield in producing electricity is double comparing
with a classical engine for a car. Toyota Prius is a good example, but the same example shows that the
investment is still expensive.

3.4. The most promising way to produce energy is nuclear fusion. Scientifically, we can solve the
problem. Technically, we try to do so [news.bbc.co.uk]. Economic data do not exist yet, but very probably
the costs will not be excesive. So, in the next thirty years or so, we will be able to say that we solved both
problems: energy and planet heating due to the green house effect.
4. ENERGY-EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES
Perhaps, the best solution is not to produce more energy, but to need less. To day, the yield of a car is 25
%, so three quarts of the gasoline is burned useless. A power point burning classical combustibles has a
yield of 33...36 %, so, again we are loosing two third of the fuel. But things are evolving in the good sense.
In the last years, a new type of thermal power plant, using supercritical steam, has a yield of 48 % that
means a 40 % improvement [www.alstom.com]. The mileage of cars is also continuously improving. The
houses are loosing less and less heat, due to a much better insulation of walls. The light bulbs are also less
consuming, the home appliances (refrigerators, freezers, cleaners, etc) also [www.consumerreports.org].
5. CONCLUSIONS
Al these changes lead to two main conclusions:
-

Always when a major crisis appears, people find the solution to solve it; usually, even more
solution are proposed until a major innovation impose himself. It is very important that our
students understand that there are no problems without solutions, always more than one; these
solutions has to be searched, find and compared.

-

Very frequently, some of these solutions are already known, but are not used because too
expensive; every raise in the costs of raw materials or other change in environmental conditions
allows them to enter to the market. Some times, the new solution, in time, became even cheaper or
simpler, due to technologic achievements. So, in such cases, the economic aspects are the as
important as the technical ones.
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FISCAL IMPLICATIONS IN THE ACCOUNTING OF TRANSPORT
COMPANIES
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Abstract: In transport companies, due the large number of interactions between accounting and fiscal
system, it is necessary to analyze the implications of taxation system in accounting problems. The
peculiarities of transport system impose the treatment of problems in a specific manner, the main objective
of fiscal management in a company being that of fiscal effectiveness, as component of the general
management of the transport companies’ activities.
On the other side, the fiscal harmonization in the transport field at European level has as objective the
elimination of distortions in competition environment between transport operators through the
harmonisation of taxation systems and the introduction of some fairly mechanisms to be applied for the use
of infrastructure
keywords: world economy, fiscal system, taxation system

INTRODUCTION
In studying the relation accounting – taxation system it is difficult to establish a priority relation, both
are conditioning each other. On the one side, the accounting offers the subject for taxation system in the
phase of determination the fiscal duties and, on the other side the taxation system influences the accounting
by specific regulations (Mates, 2004).
Transport companies, whose business decisions are influenced, at a large extent, by fiscal rules, need to
define the fiscal management as a distinctive component of activity. The peculiarities of transport system
impose the treatment of problems in a specific manner, the main objective of fiscal management in a
company being that of fiscal effectiveness, as component of the general management of the transport
companies’ activities.
The world economy at this moment is characterized by the influences induced by the globalization
phenomenon. Regarding this, it can be highlighted the importance of the transport systems. The evolution
of transport system has important effects on the extension of globalization process, but, in the same time,
the transportation is strongly influenced by the globalization processes. The strategic alliances offer the
possibility of a better connectivity for networks of the transport systems, generating new demand for
transport services. In what it concerns the influences of transportation on global trade, the existence of a
reliable infrastructure and advanced transport and logistics systems are conditions for the development of
globalization phenomenon.
Transport within the EU area, in terms of either networks or the services provided on those networks,
is by definition a sector in which responsibilities are shared between the European Union, Member States,
local authorities, and public and private operators.
Supranational organizations such as the EU are gaining competences. These developments are
expected to have large impacts on patterns of location and international trade. And these have obvious
transport implications. Four main research questions have been identified:
 impacts of reduction of trade restrictions on international trade, where from a sustainability
perspective both favorable (higher efficiencies in transport) and unfavorable effects (volumes increase) can
be distinguished;
 the stronger position of the EU in international transport matters may have far reaching effects on
regulatory regimes and hence on the structure of sectors such as aviation;
 interoperability of transport networks (for example lack of standardization of railway operations
in Europe) and ways to improve this;
 the shift of power away from national to regional and local authorities may have important
implications for transport systems at these levels.
Besides the other economical aspects related to transport, the generated financial flows, accountancy of
implied elements in this process are essential elements in analysis of transportation process. Large numbers
of cases in which business decisions are affected by the fiscal regulations impose the delimitation of the
fiscal administration as a distinctive component in the activity of transport firms.
Globalization is accompanied, in the same time, by costs and advantages. This situation can be
highlighted also in what it concern the taxation system. For companies, the evolution to a non-boundaries

world, offers the possibility to reduce their charges and duties, being known that a fiscal planning is
necessary for their costs reduction strategy. On the other hand, this opened the way to a creative
accounting, many times this leading to a lack of fiscal discipline.
2. PECULIARITIES IN RELATION ACCOUNTING - FISCAL SYSTEM IN TRANSPORT COMPANIES
In the accounting field, in conditions of the globalization, the accounting norms and financial
information know a process of harmonization, while, regarding the taxation system, every country has its
own taxes and duties and, in consequence, it can’t be expected a similar harmonization in this field. The
accounting and fiscal rules have different objectives and they are based on different principles. While from
accounting viewpoint the company is perceived as an economic entity, for the taxation system this is
perceived as an autonomous entity. As result, the different rules used by accounting and taxation system
leads to results that can’t be reasonable compared.
A most important part of European continental countries, for determination of fiscal results, rely on
subordination principle, in other words, the accounting records being the base for taxation. On the other
hand, the countries with Anglo-saxon accounting tradition apply two series of distinctive rules, one for
commercial results and the other for fiscal results.
The rules related to financial accounting are based on the principle of reliable image. The companies
have as objective to give as exact as possible image to investors and other economic actors on the financial
situation of their economic entity at a given time: financial position, results and cash-flow. On the other
side, the taxation rules have as objective to define the fiscal debt of the company, but these can be used also
for other than fiscal objectives.
These rules have to be conceived to maintain the economic neutrality, aiming that different
commercial decisions not being influenced by fiscal measures. More, the state is interested in long term
profitability of the economic entities. By different fiscal measures, for example in the transport field, the
authorities aim to influence the behavior of transport companies regarding the environment problems.
In an economy with the accounting dominated by fiscal system, the companies, to pay fewer taxes,
have the interest to choose accounting methods that minimize the result of financial period. As result, it can
be observed in their activities practices like digressive amortization or shortening the amortization period.
When the fiscal considerations are missing, the companies choose, for consolidated accounts, less
conservative methods to give closer results to trusty image.
Regarding the accounting treatment of fixed assets, as general rule, the historical cost is taken as
reference, but it can be identified, in the same time, a tendency to get closer to fair value for some assets.
The principle of fair value is preferred because it offers an image of company as objective as possible.
In fiscal field, the evaluation rules and depreciation methods of corporal assets are different from one
country to another. The reevaluations are possible only for particular categories of assets and only in certain
conditions, the surplus value being levied when they occur. The amortization is authorized according to the
standardized methods.
The accounting treatment recognizes interest related to inventories purchased with deferred settlement
terms as expense over financing period. From taxation point of view, for entered inventories cost is
represented by the invoice price less trade and other discounts, respectively the net invoice price. To this
price should be added transportation and other charges occurred by the acquisition of stocks.
Regarding the inventories valuation, the accounting treatment allowed by International Accounting
Standard 2 highlights that for items that are interchangeable the cost of inventories shall be assigned by
using the first-in, first-out or weighted average cost formula, formula used for all inventories with similar
nature and use to the entity. For income tax purpose, the Romanian transport companies can use for this
type of inventories first-in, first-out (FIFO), last-in, first-out (LIFO) and weighted average cost formula.
From the accounting point of view the losses of inventories and the write-off of them to net realizable
value shall be recognized as expenses in the period when they occur. In what it concern the fiscal
implications the write-off is not deducted for tax purpose, while losses due to normal business operations
are deductible.
In public transport companies an important role have the investments and operation subsidies. The
subventions for assets are been recognized in balance sheet as deferred revenue, receiving subsidies being
for company a gain that can be registered immediately as income, but is should determine as a part of
resources received as subventions to go back to state as income tax. In the case of subsidies for company
operating, their aim is to cover some losses, these don’t generate profit at their receiving and, in
consequence, it’s no risk that the state to retain a part of a received subsidy.

For example, the governmental subsidies in maritime transport have as objectives improving the safety
and quality as to technical standards and to the vessel operation, keeping the vessel under Romanian flag,
staff training, enhancing the competitiveness and developing maritime skills.
In what it concerns the direct aids aimed to cover operating losses, they should be exceptional,
temporary and digressive, being possible to be granted only if they contribute at the rectification, renewal
and development of the Romanian commercial fleet and their level is proportional with the losses they seek
to alleviate.
In maritime transport, companies can benefit by the fiscal measures aimed to improve competitiveness.
One of them is related to investments in new ships as part of companies’ patrimony, for which it can be
used the accelerated depreciation. Regarding the taxation system, Romanian companies have the possibility
to replace the normal taxation system with a net tonnage operated tax, payable irrespective of the
company’s actual earnings, profits or losses. For companies that reinvest the profit in getting new ships can
be practiced a tax free basis on profits made on the sale of ships.
The state intercession by partial or total repayment of contributions on salaries to maritime company
generally is being considered as the equivalent of a low taxation system, providing that it is linked to the
provisioned taxes, without any over-compensation component.
The state aids for investments are allowed, for Romanian maritime companies, only if they meet the
safety rules on sea. These grants are offered for improving equipments from the board of the vessels or for
promoting the use of safe vessels.
Regarding the VAT for services, many countries commonly use VAT at a time when services involve
the physical presence of the supplier, the main rules being that services are taxable at the place of the
supplier of the service. In the same time, it can be put in evidence a growing number of exceptions to this
rule, which reflect developments in business environment. Differences in rules regarding the place of
service may lead to situations where the cross-border service is either not taxed or taxed in both country,
that of the supplier and that of the costumer. Even within the EU, where the Sixth VAT Directive has set
harmonized rules for the place of service, Member States have not implemented these rules identical in
their national VAT legislation.
Related to the preferential VAT taxation, there can be put in evidence different taxation schemes for
different transportation modes. For example, in Columbia, the standard VAT is 16 %, while for air
commercial transport is applied a reduce tax 10 %. On the other side, for pleasure boats and some
categories of vehicles higher values are applied, respectively between 20 and 25 %.
In what it concerns the fiscal harmonization in the transport field at European level there are a series of
documents related to taxation of transport activities. This has as objective the elimination of distortions in
competition environment between transport operators through the harmonization of taxation systems and
the introduction of some fairly mechanisms to be applied for the use of infrastructure.
3. TAXATION SYSTEM IN TRANSPORTATION FIELD
At European level, the European Transport Ministers established the reform policy of taxation in
transport by two CEMT resolutions: the Resolution 2000/3 regarding the taxes and duties related to
transport and, in particular, to international road transportation and the Resolution 1998/1 regarding the
public strategy related to internalization of external transport costs (CEMT, 2005).
These resolutions foresee the gradual reform of taxes and dues aimed to improve the transports
efficiency, to avoid the competition discrimination and distortion as well as to supply challenges for
reduction the transports impacts on the environment and for managing the congestion. It is necessary to
adopt a global treatment, related to all transport taxes ad charges, including also fuel taxation. Of these
types of instruments, the fuel taxes are probably the most appropriate to correct the external costs. On the
other side, fixed taxes have the advantage that they can be made dependent on the emission characteristics
of the vehicles.
Regarding the problem of potential discrimination and distortion of competition, this can be avoided
using taxes and dues on transportation based on territoriality, not nationality, electronically collected, like
kilometric toll road or charges as Euro-vignettes, abolishing the transit charges. Tolls and user charges may
not discriminate, directly or indirectly, on the grounds of the nationality of the hauler or the origin or
destination of the vehicle.
To stimulate the reduction of transports impacts on the environment, it needs to differentiate taxes and
charges to encourage the technological developments and behavioral changes. These have to be modulated
in time and space, taking in accounts the type of vehicles.

There are numerous vehicle types that pay motor vehicle taxes: light vehicles, trailers, heavy vehicles
and special mobile vehicles. Not all vehicles of the same type pay the same taxes or fees because many
taxes and fees are bases on multiple criteria such as age, weight, length, ownership or use.
In many countries the taxes on the purchase and ownership of cars are differentiated according to the
environmental characteristics of the vehicles.
The current trend is to discourage the purchase of new diesel cars, this being as one the most important
environmental measure that can be taken in the transport sector.
There are countries that have taken in account the introduction a kilometre charge on trucks for the
vehicles in transit, to improve the drawbacks of Euro-vignette, which was conceived only for highways,
covering infrastructure costs and not external costs. Some European countries have already introduced a
toll on truck transport that is related to the number of kilometres driven, besides other characteristics of the
vehicle (eg, Switzerland has introduced a toll on the complete network and Austria charges a toll on
highways and expressways).
To eliminate distortions of competition between transport undertakings in the Member States of
European Union, Romania needs to harmonize the levy systems and the establishment of fair mechanisms
for charging heavy goods vehicles for the use of certain infrastructures.
In what it concerns the congestion problem, it needs to use, also, a space and time differentiation for
taxes and charges, being possible to use in urban areas a zone related pricing scheme applicable at peak
hours. However, it is more difficult to differentiate taxes in function of time and place of travel. Fuel taxes
do not allow for this, and therefore are not an appropriate instrument to correct for congestion. Also,
parking charges can make an important contribution to solving urban transport problems.
Congestion charging in major urban areas is a controversial subject, as it levies large amounts of money
against frequent users of vehicles in these areas (Rowbotham, 2007).
For the short to medium run there are used the following measures to reduce the environmental impact:
the taxation of cars in function of their environmental damage, parking charges, public transport fares, a
cordon toll around cities and a kilometre charge on trucks. For the long run it is necessary to analyse the
introduction of the more sophisticated tolls and their effects on transport companies.
In air transport, related to the environmental protection, the tax on air transport noise pollution is
payable by all aircraft operators or owners, on account of the taking offs of aircrafts whose MTOW
(Maximum Taking off Weight) is greater than or equal to two tons from the airports concerned. The
companies liable to pay the tax (aircrafts’ operators or aircrafts’ owners) must declare the details necessary
to set the tax on a monthly or quarterly basis, when the amount of the payable sums for the first month of
the quarter is lower than 1000 Euros.
Aviation taxation is an indirect tax paid by the provider of airline services to the authorities, but the
incidence of the taxation is borne more widely, as part of the burden is passed to travelers and shippers. The
amount passed on depends on the conditions of supply and demand in the relevant transport markets.
In maritime transport, tonnage tax represents an alternative method of taxing profit. The tonnage tax
method allows shipping companies to calculate their profits on the basis of a specified notional profit per
day depending on the tonnage of the ship concerned. The profit established to each ship for the accounting
period may be calculated in one of two ways, depending on the circumstances.
One method is that the daily profit is simply multiplied by the number of days in the accounting
period. Alternatively, where the ship was operated by the company as a qualifying ship for only part of the
period, the daily profit should be multiplied by the number of days in that part of the accounting period.
The tonnage tax profits for a company should be calculated with reference to the net tonnage of each
qualifying ship operated by the company. There are additional provisions governing the calculation of the
company’s shipping profits, like as gains on foreign currency transactions. On the other side, for example,
income form investments should not be construed as relevant shipping income.
Related to the environmental problems and congestion, at European level it is necessary to place a key
focus on measures to facilitate the shift to the alternative modes, such as rail or shipping, or towards
multimodality. Shift in transport can be achieved with appropriate economic signals such as regulatory,
pricing and fiscal measures. Although fiscal incentives can be applied to encourage the cleanest light duty
vehicles classes.
Regarding European inland shipping, a solution can be the development of plans to increase capacity at
seaports by eliminating some of the lengthy administrative procedures, including documentary checks and
physical inspections by customs, health, veterinary and immigration control officials, that continue to apply
to shipments between European ports, in the same way they do for shipments to third countries.

In what it concerns the shift to rail sector solutions can be:
 Improved interoperability of systems which can be facilitated by a Community support to the
establishment of technical specifications. Progress in the introduction of interoperable systems can be
accelerated by a specific support to infrastructure investments;
 Rail undertakings should receive incentives for the use of rail infrastructure by a reduction in the
fees charged, corresponding to the estimated external costs saved by the shift of transport volumes to
railways.
 Fiscal incentives or exemptions granted to companies or transport operators providing rail freight
and combined transport services;
 Policy on infrastructure investment, regional and local infrastructure subsidies;
 Road tax and tolls in congested corridors;
 Increase technical unit efficiency of rail;
 Fuel tax.
Besides measures regarding the shift to another means of transport, it can be used a series of other
measures:
 ICT applications to the transport system (real time travel information, travel planning);
 Strategies for improving driving behaviour, energy-efficiency and traffic safety among drivers;
 Ecological driving (speed limits);
 Increased load factor;
 Fiscal policy to promote ecologically sustainable activities via economic incentives.
Besides taxes and tolls, fiscal harmonization at European level supposes also the use of a standard and
permanent accounting system for expenditure on infrastructure in respect of transport by rail, road and
inland waterway, with a view to the development of a system for charging the use of infrastructure.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In a global economy, based on international norms it can be relieved the tendency of disconnection the
accounting from fiscal system. Related to the accounting policy, the option for one or other method is
determined by the “need of truth” and it can’t be neglected the management interests of company as object
of accounting reflection and fiscal levy. The peculiarities of transport system impose the treatment of fiscal
management problems in a specific manner, one of the objectives being that of fiscal effectiveness, as
component of the general management of the transport companies’ activities.
In what it concerns the fiscal harmonization in the transport field, at European level, taken over also by
the Romanian regulations, that has as objective the elimination of distortions in competition environment
between transport operators through the harmonisation of taxation systems and the introduction of some
fairly mechanisms to be applied for the use of infrastructure.
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Abstract: EU integration has imposed upon Romania, modifications and supplement the current internal
legislation, the most important are the modifications brought to law 31/1990 regarding commercial
companies and those regarding the regulations in fiscal problems. In current practice there are many cases
of increasing or decreasing the social capital and also very often theses action are undertook without
knowing or respecting the proper accounting or fiscal regulations. The corporate governance imposes the
transparency of fiscal and accounting information, because they are the corner stone of every decision and
must help different categories of users in choosing the optimal solutions, especially for the fiscal
management of every company. Recent reality certifies the fact that Romania has achieved progress in
company administration and the implemented reforms have improved the judicial and reglementation
system. This study wants to present some legislative aspects regarding the decrease in social capital and
propose directions for solving or preventing the fiscal risks that are implied.

A) LEGAL REGULATIONS:
a1)Law 31/1990 republished mentions at article 103, line (1) that “a company cannot acquire her own
shares, either direct, either through persons who act in their own name but for the companies benefit,
except the case in which the shareholders extraordinary general assembly decides otherwise, respecting the
following dispositions”. At the same article line (5), it is mentioned that “payment of these shares will be
made only from dividends or from available reserves of the company, excepting the legal reserves, declared
at the last annual approved finance situation”
Still at article 104, it is said that “restrictions from article 103 are not applicable when the company
obtains a majoritary number of its own shares, free of all constrains if done in one of the following
situations: a) with the purpose of reducing social capital, according to article 207, by rendering out of
use a number of its own shares equal to the value of the reduction”.
Article 207, line (1), letter (c), stipulates “social capital may be reduced by acquiring own shares and
taking them off the market”. Also, at line 2 “social capital may be reduced, only when this reduction is not
motivated by losses by […] giving back to shareholders a quota from their shares, proportional with the
capital reduction and equally calculated for every share or social part”
In conformity with article 158, law 31/1990 republished, if managers receive information that, after a
severe loss, the net active, calculated as a difference between the total of actives and the companies’ debt,
represents less then half of the value of the social capital, they will call for an extraordinary general
assembly in order to either re-create the capital, reduce it to its present value or dissolving the company.
This is why it is recommended to verify this condition, before reducing the social capital.
a2) Law 571/2003 regarding the fiscal code defines the dividend in title I “General dispositions”, at
chapter III “Definitions”, as being “a distribution in money or in products, made by a company to a
participant to that company, due to the fact that this persons owns shares of that company, except the

following : […] b) a distribution in money or in products, made in connection with the buy back of shares,
other then the buy back that is not part of any plan, that does not modify the percentage of shares of any
share holders […]”
Interpretation: In the situation in which a buy back of own shares occurs, in order to reduce social
capital, this has fiscal implications regarding the taxation of dividends if the society does not buy back
shares from all the share holders in equal measure.
B) Accounting registration linked to the operation of buying back own shareholders, at a
higher price then their nominal value
b1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
There are two accounting techniques to register this; one is based on admitting financial expenses
the other on reducing other reserves as follows:
b1.1) accounting treatment means admitting some expenses:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
109
b)

=

5121

buy back price

Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:
%
1012
668

=

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price and
nominal value
b1.2) accounting treatment means utilizing resources:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:
%
1012
1068

=

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price
and nominal value

Interpretation of the two accounting techniques used:
In case the company has admitted to fiscal expenses, from a fiscal point of view the will be
considered fiscal non-deductible, because it is considered they must be supported from the accounting
profit distributed. If the reserves of the entity are used, in the limit of the law, the size of its own capital
decreases, like in the case mentioned and interpreted before, the fiscal incidence appears only if the
reserve must be submitted to fiscal taxation.
b2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
From an accounting point of view, the registrations are identical with the one presented at point b1),
using the two accounting techniques mentioned before.
From a fiscal point of view, the difference between the buy back price and the nominal value of
the shares bought back and taken of the market is considered a dividend. Thus we must calculate and
register the taxation on dividends, with the help of the formula of reduced hundred. The obligation of
declaring the taxes on dividends goes to the company for the shareholders that have left the company.
635

=

446

taxing dividends

From a fiscal point of view, this expense in non deductible when calculating the taxes on income.
The names of the used accounts:
1012 Social capital submitted
109 Own shares
1068 Other reserves
446 Other taxes and taxation
5121 Reserves in lei at banks
635 Expenses with other taxes and taxation
668 Other financial expenses
C) Accounting registrations of the operation of buying back own shares, at a lower price then
their actual nominal value
c1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
From an accounting point of view, the two techniques of registrations refer to admitting a fiscal
income, or making new reserves like this:
c1.1) Admitting a financial income:
a) buying back shares, at a lower price then their actual nominal value:
109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%

nominal value of shares
109
buy back price
768 difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

From a fiscal point of view, the income is non taxable when calculating profit income.
c1.2) making up new reserves:
a) Buying back shares, at a lower value then their actual nominal value:
109
=
5121
buy back price
b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%
109
1068

nominal value of shares
buy back price
difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

c2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
The accounting treatment is the same as the one presented at point c1), in the two other variants:
From a fiscal point of view we also consider that the difference between the nominal value of
shares and the buy back price is considered a dividend and the expenses is non deductible when
calculating the taxation on profit.
635

=

446

taxation on dividends
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Abstract. Higher education has always been an important priority in the public agenda as it is considered
an investment with economic return both for individuals and society. Due to rapid growth of student
enrolment in the 90’s and stringent funding allocated for higher education institutes, the decade of the 90’s
has seen a significant and consistent worldwide reform agenda for the finance and management of higher
education institutes.
With the establishment of a knowledge-based economy, all countries try to find suitable strategies and
special ways to keep up with the growing competition in the rapidly evolving global economy. The demand
of higher education thus keeps growing worldwide and especially in developing countries. Many
governments face the problem of maintaining public funding levels for higher education. Therefore the
problems and issues of funding higher education must be addressed.
The paper will discuss the funding sources and allocations for higher education that are adopted by
both private and public institutions.
Wordskey: Higher education, management, the funding sources , allocations sources for higher education;

1. INTRODUCTION
Starting from the idea that "education is the way to economic prosperity, the key of scientific and
technological development, the way to combat unemployment, the base of social equity and the spread of
political socialisation and cultural vitality" (Psacharopoulos, G., 1985), governments were interested in
financing higher education especially for the fact that the state was the main beneficiary of the system of
higher education, and it does not imply an economic burden to the public.
According to the World Bank Report since 1994, educational reform agenda was underlying the need to
reach the market orientation of education from both financial and social point of view to public governance
or governmental planning detriment.
But once the development of higher education occured, the role of universities has changed, being
oriented to the satisfaction of free labor market needs. Liberalization of trade and labor market in the
conditionsof globalization increases the hope in terms of integrating graduates of higher education despite
an increasing demand from the public system for tertiary education.
2. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION
At present, university education requires a substantial financial effort of the public budget and the
need to determine the effectiveness of using public funds for this sector becomes increasingly severe.
The education of an individual represents un example of a positive externality. The source of the
externality may be for the benefit of interaction in social work and, with better trained people. A large
proportion of worldwide studies indicate public outputs of higher education (eg productivity growth) but
there has not been yet demonstrated a strong link between these benefits and public spending for higher
education. Also, it is found that state intervention in financing higher education is not aimed at achieving
positive externalities, but rather correcting the failure of market loans for studies.
However, according to the principle of equity, the state must ensure equal access to higher education to
all persons who are able to learn, regardless of the amount of their economic resources.
Following this idea, many people consider that university education is a right which should be financed
entirely from public funds. However, one thing that is regarded as a right does not require public financing.
As an example, appears the right to have access to food or information for which no one disputes the
financial aspect.
Effectiveness and equity represent undoubtedly the main arguments for continuing the funding of
higher education from public funds, but the real problem lies in finding a private source for financing
higher education because without the necessary investment in education, the long term development can
not be sustained, and public allocations for university education are not sufficient.

So, it is expected that all beneficiaries of higher education, particularly the state, the enterprises and the
individuals to contribute to financing, according to the principle " who benefits must pay."
The market orientation of university education has led to the appearance of tuition fees that have
transferred a large part of the costs of tertiary education from tax payers to students and their parents, ie to
the final beneficiaries. In these circumstances was appealed to finance studies on loans or vouchers.
Trying to respect the principles of equity and effectiveness, EU countries have sought various solutions,
from an egalitarian policy where quality is put in danger, to a high level of funding higher education, where
quality and equity are balanced.
Financial restrictions imposed on European higher education have led to inefficiency, inequity and a
low quality of university education. But these relate to public educational institutions.
In developed and developing countries there are, in terms of financing sources, two categories of
universities: public higher educational institutions where funds come mostly from the state budget, and
private establishments of higher education where financing is done from their own resources, but may also
receive subsidies from the state budget.
Private educational institutions have, as the main source of financing, fees charged to students and, at
the same time, they can receive donations or attract sponsorship. Individuals participate in attracting funds
to finance higher education through the payment of both tuition fees and taxes owed to the state budget.
Another category of beneficiaries of higher education, the industry, also participates in forming funds
for education when granting scholarships to students in exchange for future cooperation.
Private higher education has an important role in university preparing all over the world. The most
comprehensive and rapid development of the private sector in Central and Eastern Europe took place in
Romania, where particular universities have come to cover one third of the demand for higher education.
However, private universities are criticized for the poor quality of education services and lack of
financial viability in the long term due to the unsustainability of funds coming from tuition fees. The two
aspects are attributed to unevenness of higher education.
The issue of quality in higher education is not conditioned to the membership of the education
institution at public or private sector, it should be determined by the cost-effectiveness item, the goals set
by each institution or goals set by the public authority in the field of education.
On the opposite side are found the state universities, which, while receiving funding from the state
(basic financing and complementary financing), are bound by the present conditions of the market to create
their own revenues which obliges the implementation of an entrepreneurial dimension. But it should only
contribute to creating the necessary conditions to maintain and develop the vocation of universities.
It was found that tuition fees are not a barrier to accessing this form of education, but the low level of
these fees generated the uneffectivness of the funding system and the lack of interest on the part of those
who follow this type of program, given the gratuities, in some cases, of the consumption of education and,
unconcern in terms of education quality.
3. FINANCING OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE ACTUAL CONTEXT
Higher education institutions operate in an environment characterized by constraints on growth in
demand for higher education, decentralization of the system, in terms of free movement of both teachers
and students.
In general, economic efficiency involves reporting efforts, the input of resources to the effects obtained
- the results or output. Regarding the entries in higher education system, they are presented in two forms,
namely the efforts of the society that measures the costs from the state budget needed to conduct
educational activities, and individual efforts that appear in the form of taxes and spendings that an
individual pays during the period of studies.
Funding higher education remains mainly dependent on the budget revenues, this situation being
present even in countries where universities ,both public and private, receive funds from the state.
Determining the economic efficiency of public spending for higher education has two main aspects:
a) decentralization of management of higher education with implications for the efficient and equitable
distribution of budgetary funds. It is desirable that universities enjoy the the university autonomy both in
terms of academic programs and use of budgetary funds obtained on the " lump budget." It presents some
advantages such as a more rational allocation of funds to finance higher education, correcting the
imperfections of the system of education, reduce costs and increase innovation. However, the approach
according to which decisions taken at universities respond better to the principle of maximization of social

welfare is wrong. Therefore, the best solution seems to be a compromise under which most decisions are
taken at the institutional level, and decisions on public interest and those which does not concern the
interests of the university as well as those refering to the maintenance of public interest activities of the
institution to be the task of the superior authority. This approach respects the principles of transparency
and accountability in the efficient use of public funds. Efficient use of resources at the university level can
be achieved through an appropriate policy on budget and hiring staff.
b) The institution budget should be made taking into account the principles of finance and budget
performance. However, preparing a budget performance should not focus solely on funds derived from
tuition fees that attention because the university will be transformed in a channel for attracting the widest
possible range of students and the quality of education process will take a secondary position.
Up to now, there have been done, worldwide, few studies to determine the effectiveness of investment
in education. The most comprehensive study was conducted by Psacharoupoulos and Patrinos. This study
includes a total of 98 states analyzed between the years 1960-1999. According to this study, the private rate
of return is higher than the social rate of return for all levels of education, the average worldwide rate of
profitability for private higher education is greater than the social profitability by approximately 8.2
percentage points. This gap stems in large part due to the systems of financing higher education in some
countries from this study. Thus, a large part of these systems of financing cover, almost entirely, the cost
of university education, which leads to an artificially increase in the private rates of return.
A high social rate of return expresses the efficiency of investment made by the state, through public
funds, in higher education and may be an argument in favor of increasing public spending for higher
education. However, currently, it is not known exactly whether the state should intervene more, with
additional financing, or whether the individuals in society should pay higher tuition fees. This aspect can
be adjusted from country to country taking into account the overall level of spending, both public and
private, for higher education, given the fairly large differences of these charges, worldwide.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the circumsatnces of current competition between private and public universities is absolutely
necessary to continue funding higher education from the state budget within certain limits which should not
deregulate the market of university education. Thus there must be foundthe way to take into account all
the stakeholdersin order to resolve the issues of equity access to tertiary education system.
Also, the intervention of state in financing of higher education aims at raising monetary and
nonmonetary benefits for both the individual and the economy as a whole.

In terms of individual, the

monetary effect makes its appearance when integrated into the labor market. The level of education affects
not only wages but also additional remuneration which may take the form of improving working conditions
or grant life by the employer through an assurance, a car, and so on. The nonmonetary effects aim at
health and personal satisfaction.

In terms of the economy a higher level of education affects economic

growth and sustainable development.

Given the above, the EU Lisbon strategy requirements, higher

education funding mechanisms should be adapted to each state so as not to restrict the free movement of
potential students and to integrate into a universal scheme for the recognition of studies regardless the
space in which they were conducted.
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Abstract: This article deals with the possibilities of implementation of the Activity-Based Costing method
in the enterprises of the steel industry in Romania starting from the analysis of the particularity of this
branch. Those factors are highlighted, on which the successful implementation of the ABC method
worldwide is based. Four main stages of implementation of the ABC-system within the enterprises of the
steel industry in Romania are proposed and the authors’conclusion in this respect is presented.
Wordskey: the enterprises of the steel industry, the Activity-Based Costing method, possibilities of
implementation of the abc-method.
In practice, very often confusion is created between the terms installation and implementation,
both at the level of the functional departments and at the level of the company management. Therefore it is
very useful to clarify these two concepts in order to have o very clear image on the contents thereof. We
speak about installation when we organize the interface between an information programme (software) and
our data base existing in the company. The leader of the ABC-project team is the one who must know the
correct meaning of the concept of implementation, since he is at the same time the one who establishes the
wrong or correct pronounciation regarding this term. We speak about the implementation of the ABCmethod (Activity-Based Costing), when we prepare the „ABC-project”1, which will create the change that
is so much desired by the company management. The process of implementation of the ABC-method is
rather „an art” than science. The beginning of the millenium brings along a new generation of managers,
much more practical and open towards the use of modern costing systems that supply much more reliable
information, necessary to make adequate decisions. The art of implementation of the ABC-method will
become in future the management science for the next generations of managers.
1.

POSSIBILITIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABC-METHOD

Most managers in Romania asked themselves: Is the implementation of the ABC- method
(Activity-Based Costing) possible in the enterprises?
Romania has an important traditional activity with obvious disadvantages given by the great
consumption of energy as well as by the high demand of raw materials from abroad. Nevertheless, the
present and future of the Romanian industry relies very much on the steel industry. The reorganization and
privatization have reduced its activity but have significantly improved its efficiency and competitiveness in
this field of activity. The tendency favoured by the growth of the machine-building industry in Romania –
the main branch that benefits from the steel production – is given by this sector which thus is capable of
enhancing the contribution to the economic development. Undergoing a vast program of investments and
constructions, the steel industry will be able to ensure favourable conditions for the increase of its
production on medium and long term. As a matter of fact, about 20% of the resources of steel products
(domestic production and import) are destined for these activities (in about equal proportion).
From the macroeconomic point of view, the steel industry has some peculiarities which give it
long-term sustainment but also a limitation of the growth potential, namely:
• the steel industry has a production that is sufficient to cover, in principle, the domestic demand,
the domestic consumption being lower than the production;
• nevertheless, this branch is mainly orientated towards the export, resulting in the situation that a
great part of the domestic demand is covered from the import;
• the steel industry has a high degree of production integration, fact illustrated by the high degree
of its own consumption of steel products;
• besides, it is characterized by a high degree of concentration; the first five companies providing
about 65% of the turnover of the branch and it must be highlighted that each of these concentrates the
production of a certain sub-branch (steel, aluminium, special steel types, pipes);
• this industry relies on an important amount of raw material and half-finished goods from the
import;

• the steel industry is one of the few activities with commercial surplus.
According to the specialists’ opinion, there are very many factors that lie at the bedrock of the
successful implementation of the ABC-system (Activity-Based Costing) in the steel industry of Romania.
Based on a vast study carried out in the speciality literature and taking into account the opinions of famous
experts, seven main factors have been pointed out, namely: the management’s support, the staff training,
the knowlwdge sharing, the resources, the connection between the reward and evaluation of performance,
the forging of technological information, the concern for the implementation of other systems.
The speciality studies have proved that the management’s support is the main factor in the
successful implementation of an accounting system and especially of the ABC-system (Activity-Based
Costing). Why has the staff training been mentioned firstly as main factor? The reason is very simple. The
successful implementation of the ABC-system can be carried out only with the help of the employees, since
they represent the basis of the pyramidal organization. In other words, any innovation must rely on a very
strong management support in order to be successful. The management must concentrate its efforts on the
establishment of the necessary resources, of the goals as well as on the formulation of efficient strategies
for the implementation of the ABC-system in the companies of the steel industry in Romania. The
management must encourage the use of the information supplied by the ABC-system, especially by the
communication with its employees.
Training greatly helps the company staff to understand the difference between the ABC-system
(Activity-Based Costing) and the other existing, traditional cost systems such as the stage-based method or
the order-based method. In this respect we present some of the advantages of the ABC-system:
1. The obtained production costs are much closer to reality than those obtained in the case of the
methods traditionally used in Romania and this is due to the use of a very advanced production
technology (an essential and successful factor of the ABC-method), where the indirect costs have the
greatest share in the overall production costs.
2. At present, in most of the companies, including the steel companies, an increase of the
unproductive activities (non-value) can be noticed, and the ABC-method permits the allocation of the
majority of indirect costs to manufactured goods, performed work or rendered services.
3. The ABC-method focuses its attention on the real nature of cost behaviour, thus helping to
identify the non-value activities (which do not add value to products).
4. It uses multiple cost inductors that reveal the direct relationship cause-effect between the
expenses to be allocated and the allocation bases employed.
5. It is flexible in the cost allocation to the manufactured goods, performed work or rendered
services, customers or to different strategic segments.
6. It resorts to the re-structuring of the supporting activities within the main activities. Compared
to the method of expenses centres, the latter did neither allow the re-structuring of activities according to
transversal processes nor did it surpass the limit of the established responsibility centres. Besides, the ABCmethod does not provide auxiliary centres, the costs of all the centres being charged on the costs of the
goods without secondary allocation.
7. It uses dash-boards built on the basis of some carefully selected steering indicators, thus
supplying reliable long-term information, appropriate for making long-term strategic decisions.
8. It is compatible with other management instruments.
9. It has the possibility to adapt the General Plan of Accounts in our country to the specific nature
of the ABC-method within the companies of the steel industry of Romania.
Besides, staff training encourages the knowledge sharing, offering at the same time a superior
economic measurement of information. The staff training should be achieved both on the vertical and on
the horizontal of the management system, from the manager to the directly manufacturing worker. This
training can be performed by: lecturing, discourses, explanatory projects or training on the spot, performed
by experts.
Regarding the knowledge sharing, the speciality literature refers to two manners lying at the
extremities. The first refers to the operating manner of the ABC-system that is known thouroughly only by
accountants or specialists (accounting department), in this situation existing the imminent danger of being
used only for their own purposes. One of the main reasons of the failure of the ABC-system
implementation is that accountants (specialists) are the owners thereof and they do not share it with the
others (non-accountants / non-specialists). The second situation refers to the manner of sharing2 among
accountants and non-accountants, fact that surely leads to the successful implementation of the ABC-

system (Activity-Based Costing). From this point of view, not only accountants or specialists but also the
other persons (the employees) must be considered as owners of the system. All the employees of a
company should be involved in the initial decisions, to invest in the method of Activity-Based Costing, in
the project and implementation thereof. Thus the chances of the ABC-system to be promoted and supported
by non-accountants or non-specialists will grow significantly and will be successful.
The process of planning and implementation of an ABC-system implies the use of adequate
resources by the companies of the steel industry in Romania. The necessary resources include time and the
agreement of the accountants, of the management and of the productive workers. A study published by
IMA3 shows that the implementation of the ABC-method takes a much longer time than has been
estimated at the beginning and an average period of 3 years is needed for implementation until the effective
use of the system is achieved. In order to establish the period necessary for the implementation, the most
important organization factor of the management accounting, namely the company size, shall be
compulsorily taken into account.
A study carried out by Shields and McEwen shows that for the survival of 143 companies, it was
very important to have the adequate staff resources (some very well trained and qualified employees),
which led to the successful implementation of the ABC-system. Other factors such as: external consultancy
and commercial software (own) have turned out to be less important for the successful implementation of
the ABC-system, since they contribute to a smaller extent to it.
According to the same studies performed by the above-mentioned autors, it is obvious that the
choice of the software as information system is important only for specialists (acccounants and the
company management). For the other category of employees, the external consultancy and respectively the
existence of the information system is not very important and moreover the guarantee of the successful
implementation of the ABC-system.
Starting from the previous factor, the studies of the two
authors, Shields and McEwen, show the importance of the connection between the reward, the evaluation
of performance and the implementation of the ABC-system. This is achieved by itself because the
employees pay more attention to those things which provide welfare. This prosperity is influenced just by
the system used to evaluate and reward the employees. If the employees are convinced that the ABCsystem successfully represents their interests in the performance evaluation, then they themselves are
motivated that this system should be successfully implemented.
In order to survive a very tough competition, many companies resort to forgery or creation of
technological information that does not exist in reality. Only 64% of the enterprises have recorded a score
above the average in case of use of real technological information, as compared to 36% of the enterprises
that do not use them or „create” them. The implementation of the ABC-system would be much easier if,
regarding the company technological information, it included the following characteristic features: the
better intgration of the used information sub-systems, the friendlier capacity to question the users’
demands, available data regarding the sales, the costs and performances recorded in the last 12 months and
updating of all the data of this kind.
According to a recent study performed by the „Cost Management Group” from IMA, 62% of the
companies trying to implement the ABC-system have not succeeded yet in reaching that stage of complete
use due to the concern for the implementation of other systems already in progress. Many companies assert
that they do not possess enough resources to implement the ABC-system, because of their need to
implement other systems such as TQM (Total Quality Management), JIT (Just-In-Time) or other systems
that correspond to a greater extent to their real information requirements.
2.
THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGES OF THE ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING METHOD
(ABC)
Before starting the implementation of the Activity-Based Costing method (ABC), any manager in
the steel industry would ask himself:
- How can I pass from a traditional method such as the stage-based method or the order-based
method to a much more advanced method such as the ABC method?
- How shall I start the implementation? How do I reach that what I want to implement?
The answers to the above questions can be summarized in the route to be covered in order to
implement the ABC-method, as follows:

Stage 1. Formulation of goals. Here is a set of questions formulated by the management of a
company in the steel industry:
Question

Answer - Company in the Steel Industry
The goal is not a single one. Among the goals we can mention:
What is the main goal in case of the obaining accurate information regarding the costs and not only,
ABC method?
flexibility, competitiveness, extension of the market share, etc.
Why have we decided on this The advantages of the method represent the forte in the choice of the
method?
ABC method (Activity-Based Costing).
What are the advantages and The above-mentioned ideas highlighted in the paragraph concerning
disadvantages of this method?
the possibilities of implementation of the ABC method in the steel
industry of Romania have been taken into account.
What changes can this method There are many changes and on several levels. One of the
bring about in the companies of the organization factors refers to the transversal4 organization of
the enterprise.
steel industry?
Taking into account the manner of calculation, by the suitable
Are the end-users of
the allocation of the activity costs to the products, on the basis of the cost
information satisfied with the drivers, the obtained information reflect a cost that is much closer to
accuracy of the data supplied by the reality. This cost can be used in the analysis of the steering indicators,
used in the company dashboard that lies at the bedrock of making
ABC system?
efficient decisions by the company management.
After the company management has validated the answers to these questions, it will be probably
determined to proceed to the working out and communication of an operation plan (the so-called ABC
project) by which the whole enterprise will be involved, starting from the workers to the management.
Stage 2. The drawing up of the organization chart according to the transversal organization of the
company. In this organization chart there will be included the functional departments or offices grouped
according to processes and within the processes, the component activities. A selection technique will be
used, meant to reduce the too large number of activities, possibly a reorganization of the activities within
the processes. The detailed level of the operations within the activities should not be too deep, but also not
too scarce. On the basis of questionnaires collected from the company employees, the centralized
information is analysed by the ABC project team and, based on it, a dictionary of the most important
activities is drawn up preliminarily. Besides, data on the cost drivers are collected. At this stage, the
following centralizing documents are drawn up: the activity list (catalogue), the cross matrix
activities/offices, the activity list on strategic segments.
Stage 3. The identification of the possible difficulties met after covering the two stages and the
search for future opportunities. In connection with the two aspects, a parallel table containing the following
items is drawn up:
Aspects
1. If the two stages have
developed according to
the expectations and no
problems have occurred

2. If problems have
occurred
after
the
covering of the two
stages

Answer – Action
The other stages left until the successful implementation of the ABC method
are covered. Further on, the goals are chosen, that will have priority in the
new changes necessary for the implementation of the ABC method within
the companies of the steel industry. All the established goals will be turned
into actions meant to achieve the desired changes in the internal and external
environment of the company in the steel industry: the cost determination on
strategic customer segments, the determination of much lower costs on the
manufactured goods, performed work, rendered services, etc.
The causes of the nonconformities are searched for. Each stage is analysed
carefully and efforts are made to find the causes that contributed to the
occurrence of problems, by using different specific diagnoses.

This stage is of a special importance because it represents that point which can lead us to a
successful implementation or to the failure of the implementation of the ABC method. We must make the
decision if we continue the implementation of the ABC method (Activity-Based Costing) or if we turn to
another method.
Stage 4. Testing the correct implementation manner of the ABC method using the information
supplied by means thereof. On this occasion, the impact of each initiative, action or project is tested by
recording the saved costs as a result of their application or avoidance of their application, the income
obtained by the correct application of the activity management principles. Depending on this stage, certain
changes are going to be made. These changes can be of various kinds: product designing, cost planning,
change of the employees’attitude, team cooperation by exchanging visions and opinions regarding the good
development of the activity, the hierarchic reorganization, the change of the suppliers’ and
customers’behaviour.
Gary Cokins, famous expert and author in activity-based cost management, proposes an
implementation route5 to the ABC method by covering a number of 10 stages. The author’s point of view
is an important one since he laid the foundations of the implementation of the ABC/ABM system in
many world-famous companies.
CONCLUSIONS
In the study performed by us we resorted to the simplification of the implementation route of the
ABC method in the enterprises of the steel industry in Romania because a detailing by increasing the
number of stages would have led to the creation of a much too complicated image of covering the whole
process.
Based on the facts mentioned and proposed by us, we plead for the Activity-Based Costing (ABC)
method, which can represent the ideal solution for the future of this very important branch of the Romanian
industry that is at present in a stage of economic boost.
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Abstract
Starting from one of the definitions for culture, we discuss a set of characteristics for international
commercial negotiations that are closely connected to the peculiarities of language, customs, religion,
politics etc. of the parties involved. These peculiarities may have a decisive influence on the result of
negotiations, either positively or negatively. When doing business, the main objective of negotiations is
establishing trust. Negotiation management, culture, history and own value system play an important role.
Hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity are the main elements
that are closely linked to each country‟s culture and they must be taken into account when important
international commercial negotiations take place. In the end of the article, we focus on a cultural grouping
of negotiations according to “worlds” – Anglo-Saxon, German, Latin and developing countries – and this
leads us to finding out a set of managerial characteristics for each world, sets that must be taken into
account when doing commercial negotiations.
Wordskey: definition of culture, mono- and polychronism, international commercial negotiations.

DEFINITION OF CULTURE
Culture may be defined as “the totality of ways of living, including art, faith and institutions belonging
to a population, that have been transmitted from one generation to another. Culture is the way of living that
is valid for an entire society. For example, this includes behavior in society, dress code, language, religion,
rituals, laws and morality of individuals that are part of the respective society.
Anthropologists use the term culture in order to refer to the ability of people to classify, encode and
communicate their experience in a material and symbolic way.”1
Culture is, in fact, “a set of values, customs, behaviors and ways of thinking that the members of a
society use in order to live in their world, among other people and which is transmitted from one generation
to another during life and by means of education.”2
CULTURE AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
In any international commercial negotiation, the ability of the decision-makers to master the cultural
differences will lead to the success of their projects.
Employees are not always very sensitive to intercultural differences and they do not pay attention to the
consequences these differences may have on their business. One may notice that there are malfunctions and
misunderstandings, but they may have been avoided. For example, being late for a meeting may be seen as
a disaster by a Danish, Swedish or Norwegian, but the same fact may be easily forgotten by a Senegalese. It
is a well-known fact that some cultures, especially North-American, Scandinavian and German cultures,
have a poor communication context, meaning that their messages are explicit and to the point. On the
contrary, Asian cultures, Middle Eastern cultures or Latin American cultures pay attention to the context,
which may influence the result of some negotiations even if it starts from unanimously recognized
humanistic principles.
National culture is a complex reality. Values, symbols, myths, heroes, religions, they are all part of a
common frame of reference for each and every individual.
In order to understand the culture of the person we negotiate it is necessary that we make a structural
analysis that is based on some principles. In the following paragraphs, we will focus on these principles, as
they are very important to international commercial negotiations. We will carry out this analysis in a strict
way, but we will also take into consideration the managerial techniques and company policies.

1
2
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PRINCIPLES TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Language issues
The first issue that is to be discussed in international commercial negotiations is that of language.
Using an international language, such as English, may lead, from the beginning, to the establishment of
a certain distance and even reciprocal distrust among the interlocutors. They may have the feeling that their
ideas have not been correctly and fully understood by their business partners.
Apart from vocabulary issues, individuals from different cultures do not decode messages on the same
referential basis. For example, Chinese and Indian people do not have the same perception on notions such
as truth or negations as their European counterparts.
Even if the language is perfectly understood, the core ideas will probably be altered during
communication process. An European citizen will understand differently the language, for example
English, that is used by a British speaker and by an American speaker.
It is even more difficult to lead negotiations in the language of the business partner, because (s)he may
be tempted to understand part of the phrases with all the subtleties a mother tongue involves and this may
not be in favor of the speaker. From this point of view, it is preferable to lead negotiations in a language
that is not perfectly mastered by any of the speakers.
Gestures issues
In intercultural communication, language is but a component of the transmitted message. The receiver
may interpret additional nuances, meanings of the verbal message as well as those associated with the
gestures, behavior and intonation of the interlocutor.
The same gestures may have completely different meanings according to the culture: a Spanish winking
during the conversation may infuriate an Englishman!
Social behavior issues
Every culture has its own values, its preferences as far as social behavior is concerned – for example,
good manners and greeting formulas – as well as its heroes and symbols. Knowing very well such practices
means avoidance of misunderstandings and of distrust towards the interlocutor.
Thus, for example, raising your head may be interpreted as “no” in Greece.
Dialogue in a short physical distance, as it is the case in the Middle East, may be seen as aggressive by
Germans and Anglo-Saxons.
Warm hand shaking should be avoided when meeting Japanese people.
In some countries from South-East Asia (Thailand, Malaysia), pointing an individual with your foot is
disrespectful, since feet are the least noble part of the body. At the same time, touching head must not be
done, since the head is the home of the soul.
“Chileans greet each other with warm hugs and kisses, since this is a way of shortening the distance
between themselves and foreigners. This kind of greeting is very unusual in India or in China. Indians do
not have a person to person conversation style that could be compared to the European style. They do not
make jokes as it is the case of Germans. In China, for example, persons of any age but having the same
gender hug each other often and walk around hand in hand – this fact would be seen as unusual in other
countries.”3
The importance of the communicative context
Not every country pays attention to the context of communication. It is generally believed that NorthAmericans, Scandinavians and Germans have a poor communicative context, meaning that their messages
are explicit and are to be interpreted word by word.
On the contrary, in Asian, Middle Eastern or Latin American cultures there is much attention paid to the
context. For example, if you can talk directly to a North-American about money, this is not the case and
should be avoided when talking to a Latin-American!
Time management
See also The influence of culture in our behaviour – commentaries within a workshop organized by Melton Foundation,
2008 http://carlaconcha.tripod.com/id9.html
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North-American phrase time is money is not always welcome when doing business internationally!
Punctuality, planning and following the terms of a contract are surely basic values both in the USA, and
in other Anglo-Saxon countries, as well as in the German and Scandinavian worlds, where efficiency is at
the core of their preoccupations.
There are regions in the world where one may find a more flexible concept about time: Africa, China,
India, Indonesia, and even Japan, where things must be left alone and time must pass until a good decision
may be reached.
Efficiency is not evaluated by means of time. Forcing a customer to sign a contract is the worst thing that
may happen. It is best if one can obtain even a partial verbal agreement or, at the end of a working day, one
may invite a customer to dinner or to a show, and save some time and sign the contract the next day.
Mono- and polychronism
Monochronic cultures are those cultures that pay major attention to time efficiency and they can only do
one thing at a time. The schedule is rigid and the solutions to be found are sequential. Any distraction from
the envisaged result is a bad omen.
Polychronic cultures try to outline the ability of the individual to do a lot of things at the same time:
answer the mobile phone during business talks or carry out two different issues. This can be achieved easily
by a Moroccan or even by a Frenchman!
Understanding this cultural difference is very important since it allows relativization of some frustrating
situations that may arise. It is even more important nowadays when information technology and
communications allow one to use performant means so that one may achieve a lot of things without too
much effort.
Links to the past
Some cultures have strong connections with the past. Chinese, African or Indian cultures believe that
following traditions is essential, as well as respecting old habits and history.
Other cultures are present-oriented. This is the case of some Latin cultures, French culture and even
Romanian culture. What matters most is the present status of the company and its opportunities to close
deals in a short time.
There are also culture that are future-oriented. They favor innovation, investment, risk taking and
sometimes they involve too many risks and they cannot be easily understood by other cultures.
Business trust
Business trust is essential to a good business relationship.
“A posteriori” trust versus „a priori” trust
There are cultures that have a system of establishing business trust a posteriori and other cultures that
establish business trust a priori.
Among the systems of establishing business trust a posteriori we mention the following cultures: Latin,
Semitic, Slav, Asian, African or Middle-Eastern. In such systems, establishing trust can only be achieved
after sharing the private lives of the business partners.
The intrusion of affection in business relationships gets different nuances from one case to another. In
South America, this intrusion is achieved by vivid conversations and sharing feelings about each other,
while in Asia the intrusion is achieved in a more discreet manner. In both cases, affection is involved in
doing business. Once trust was gained by the business partner, (s)he is willing to start making some
concessions, such as admitting that the merchandise will be delayed.
In the cultures that establish business trust a priori, business partners trust each other from the very
beginning.
Affection is totally useless and it may even be considered a barrier. If reciprocal trust is lost during
discussions, the rupture is definite and not following the standard behavior is unacceptable.
Credibility at national level
Studies show that a chubby person of a certain age has better conviction power in some African
countries. For others, trade dynamics is synonymous with good physical shape, but there are markets where
women are in top when doing business.
One may even find out that there are perception differences according to the nationality.

For example, the image of France in African countries is different from the image of Germany.
The same may be said about the image of Romania among the European Union member states, since
there are different perspectives in Italy, as there are in France or in Belgium.
While French people appear in the eyes of foreigners as proud, romantic, luxury people, who appreciate
quality, Romanian people appear as modest, selling cheap things, who are price-oriented, good merchants
who are not afraid to trick a business partner.
Written or verbal agreement?
Trust is best visible in a written or in a verbal agreement.
In Northern cultures, written agreements come naturally; they are very precise and essential in a
commercial agreement.
In Southern cultures, writing may be considered secondary and it may arise from informal factors.
Showing insistence to make everything formal by writing an agreement may be interpreted as lack of trust.
For example, a verbal agreement in Maghreb or in China is as valuable as a written agreement.
This is the point where misunderstandings and malfunctions appear when designing a contract.
In some cultures, it is better to focus on informal factors and some terms in the agreement should be
flexible, so that unfulfillment of the contract is avoided. On the contrary, in Anglo-Saxon cultures, there is
the tendency to write everything exhaustively and include all the terms of a contract. In such cultures,
maximum attention must be paid to the interpretation of the texts that form the basis of the contract.
MANAGERIAL SYSTEMS AND COMPANY’S POLICY
Negotiating with companies from another country involves taking into account the different managerial
systems. Understanding these systems allows the identification of the true decision-makers.
On the other hand, if branches are to be implemented in a different country, these branches must adapt
their managerial system to the practices of the respective country. Many times, unfulfillment of this leads to
“cultural shocks” among managers and workers, both of them having different nationalities. The same
thing may happen when the managerial team decides to hire foreign employees because there is a lack of
domestic labor force or the team decides there should be economy in payment.
In fact, each company has its own culture, its own history, its own system of values. Yet, these may be
more or less influenced by the national culture.
It may even be considered that the following four elements are conditioned by the national culture of
each country4: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity.
Hierarchical distance
Hierarchical distance may be defined as the perception of inequality between the person who has the
power and his direct subordinates. Within organizations, this may be translated as the degree to delegate
power and as a more or less autocratic leadership.
In cultures with a big hierarchical distance it is difficult to have participatory leadership by means of
objectives, because in such a company, there cannot actually be any kind of negotiation between the
managerial team and its subordinates. The management is carried out by leaders who gain their respect.
On the contrary, in cultures with small hierarchical distance, decentralization is indicated and consensus
is sought among the participants.
Among the countries that have big hierarchical distance we can mention Malaysia, Panama, Guatemala,
Philippines, Mexico, Arab countries, West Africa, together with France and Romania.
There are countries with small hierarchical distance, such as: USA, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia,
Great Britain, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Israel.
As far as treaties are concerned, special attention should be given to face interlocutors with the same
hierarchical level when negotiating with countries that have big hierarchical distance, otherwise,
negotiations may be stopped. For example, one cannot delegate a simple trader to close a deal having as his
business partner a manager.
Individual decisions
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While some cultures allow individuals to make decisions by themselves, in other cultures important
decisions are arrived at by more actors (these are communitarian cultures). In this case, the actors must be
identified as well as the role each of them has within the decision-making process.
In individualistic cultures, the individual may act in his own interest. That is why (s)he must be
compensated by means of a bigger salary, of continuous training and education.
In a communitarian culture, recruitment must take into account the relationship an individual has with
the group (s)he is part of, so that possible conflicts are avoided.
Among the countries that have an individualistic culture we mention: USA, Australia, Great Britain,
Canada, Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, France and Romania.
Countries where communitarian culture is favored are the following: Malaysia, Hong Kong, Chile,
West Africa, Thailand, Singapore, South Korea, Peru, Pakistan, Indonesia, Colombia, Panama.
Aversion to uncertainty
It is a known fact that uncertainty appears in every business. When an agreement is signed, it is difficult
to evaluate the real risk and its influence in the long run.
Some cultures encourage risk taking, meaning that taking risks does not necessarily lead to problems.
On the contrary, in countries where aversion to uncertainty and risk is high, individuals have difficulties
in adjusting themselves to such situations, they tend to be nervous and want to regulate everything, but this
is difficult to be achieved.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that take risks: South Africa, New Zealand,
Indonesia, Canada, USA, Philippines, Malaysia, Ireland, Sweden, Hong Kong.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that show great aversion to taking risks: Costa Rica,
Chile, Greece, Portugal, Guatemala, Belgium, Japan, Spain, France, Romania.
One may notice the tendency of the Latin countries to control uncertainty. This quality is often
perceived by negotiators from different cultures (that take risks) as lack of ambition and courage within the
projects they support.
In the above mentioned situations, a plus of entrepreneurship is useful and it should be doubled by a
cautious attitude towards the business partner.
Masculinity
This phrase does not simply refer to the issue of men – women relationship within a company.
It is a known fact that modesty, foregrounding of personal relationships, interest for the quality of life,
help, environmental issues are values that are supported mainly by feminine cultures.
On the contrary, parade, power, ambition are values that mark masculine cultures.
In countries with a masculine culture, such as Japan, Austria, Venezuela, Switzerland, Italy, Mexico,
Ireland, Great Britain, Germany, Philippines, South Africa, Australia, Ecuador or USA, negotiation is
nothing but a form of competition and success is connected to figures and financial results.
In the other group of countries, such as France, Spain, Peru, East Africa, South Korea, Guatemala,
Thailand, Portugal, Chile, Finland, Costa Rica, Denmark or the Netherlands, human relationships among
the actors of negotiation process play an important role in the decision making process.
Cultural ranking according to the area of specific management
Establishing cultural regrouping among different countries is almost impossible to be achieved. Neither
the language criterion, nor the wealth or on the contrary the lack of material resources are worth being
taken into consideration.
Yet, one may try to relatively classify not the countries, but the “worlds” to which they belong from the
point of view of specific management.
According to this vision, one may distinguish among four categories of worlds: Anglo-Saxon, German,
Latin and Developing countries.
Anglo-Saxon world
From a managerial point of view, the Anglo-Saxon world is characterized by the central role of the
owner of the company.
His decisions are recognized and the managerial team is often obliged to respond for its actions in front
of the manager.

Every time a strategic decision is arrived at, the formal or informal acknowledgement of the owner is
mandatory. In most of the contracts, direct support of the owner is more valuable than the efforts of the
negotiators.
The company itself is seen as a “contract knot”, and each person feels they are closely connected with
the organizational structure by means of a contract.
German world
In the German world, legitimacy must be democratic and concerted.
A company is seen as a community. To convince means to obtain group adhesion, not of a single
interlocutor.
We are thus dealing with a rigorous approach, based on written documents, seriously studied and
commented before confrontation.
Unions also take an active part in their own organization by means of supervising councils and by
means of negotiations with the management.
Latin world
In the Latin world, legitimacy is connected to “grandeur” and honor.
The ethics of the worker is based on the fulfillment of regulations, even if this does not always happen.
Hierarchy plays an important role. Thus, there are some managerial similitudes with the Asian type of
management, to which one adds respect for the “superior”.
Rank within an organization, social success or diplomas attract the linking of the decision-making
factors.
Romanians, just as French, belong to this world and they do not have difficulties in adjusting to
commercial negotiations.
Affective factor may play tricks during discussions. Being “friends” with your collaborators or with
negotiators, mixing professional life with private life may be the causes of misunderstandings and wrong
decisions. That is why time is needed to fully understand those human relationships that may influence, in
one way or another, managerial decisions.
Developing countries
In this world, the company is a kind of “brotherhood”, a family, dominated by one person. The myth
about the “founding father”, together with a paternalistic type pf management, is characteristic for the
majority of the structures.
Important decisions are made by the historic leader of the company. As a consequence, if we deal with
such companies, it is important that we identify the leader and get in touch with him.
The leader, either formal or informal, does not play a direct operational role. Yet, ignoring the leader by
an unskilled negotiator could lead to difficult situations.
Another characteristic of the developing courtiers, corruption, is the real trial for foreign negotiators. In
many circumstances, what is thought to be corruption in other countries, is seen as “legitimate” by the
business partners from this world. Gifts, honor grades, tips are frequent and they are thought to be part of
the business relationship.
On the other hand, “to be liked by the superior” is a central element of the managerial policy belonging
to negotiators from this world. That is why, every gesture or attitude during negotiations must not lead to a
situation in which the negotiator would not accept the deal on the grounds of not being liked by the superior
(see also the size and importance of the gifts as compared to those offered to superiors).

CONCLUSIONS
Trying to culturally regroup the countries according to “worlds” led to defining, for each world, some
managerial characteristics we must take into account in the process of commercial negotiation.
Thus, if we deal with partners from the German world, one must pay attention to minute preparation,
based on written documents and one must not neglect the position of he unions.

If our business partners are part of the Latin world, one must not neglect friendship, while if our
partners are part of the Anglo-Saxon world it is very important to know the owner, the decision maker,
while our partners are from the developing countries, one must have serious and thorough documentation
on the meaning of corruption in their country.
No matter the world they are part of, it is good advice to take into account the four elements that are
conditioned by the national culture in each country: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to
uncertainty and masculinity that may manifest themselves differently according to the nationality of the
business partner.
In the end, one should always take into account genera principles, such as those connected to language,
gestures and social behavior, communicative context, time management, mono and polychronism, links to
the past as well as establishing maximum trust during the negotiation process.
What we presented above is nothing but a set of recommendations for international negotiation
processes, that are based on studies and observations. Of course, each negotiator may improve this process
according to personal experience, which is valuable in the context of rapid evolution of factors from the
international trade5. We are talking about the development of information technology and communications
(ITC)6 that allows negotiators access to information about the partner, historic data about the company,
data about the owner of the company and the country of origin, the history of the country and a lot of data
about
the cultural evolution of the geographical area that is interesting for us.
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Abstract : At the Lisbon European Council (March 2000), the governments representatives set a
fundamental objective for the EU, to be accomplished until 2010: to become “the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustained economic growth with more and
better jobs and greater social cohesion”. A central element of this strategy is lifelong learning, not only to
competitiveness and employability, but also to social inclusion, active citizenship and personal
developmen. In a Communication from the European Commission, adopted on November 21, 2001,
it is formulated the common goal of a European Area of Lifelong Learning. Its aim is ”to empower
citizens to move freely between learning settings, jobs, regions and countries, making the most of their
knowledge and competences, and to meet the goals and ambitions of the European Union and the candidate
countries to be more prosperous, inclusive, tolerant and democratic”. The achievement of this goal
demands the existence of a lifelong learning framework to bring together education and training, important
elements of existing European level processes, strategies and plans concerned with youth, employment,
social inclusion, and research policy. The document also gives a lifelong learning concept definition:
the process of learning from pre-school to post-retirement that should encompass the whole spectrum of
formal, non formal and informal learning. Among the major objectives of lifelong learning are: active
citizenship, personal fulfilment and social inclusion, as well as employment-related aspects. The principles
which underpin lifelong learning refer to: the centrality of the learner, the importance of equal
opportunities and the quality and relevance of learning opportunities.
Wordskey: lifelong learning, knowledge society, Charter on Lifelong Learning for Europe’s
universities.
1.

Lifelong learning: from idea to a higher education reality

Trends V report, issued by EUA (European University Association), is a fundamental document of
the education reform developed by the Bologna Process. Published in 2007, this has a double merit: on the
one hand, it offers a comprehensive image of the European higher education, presenting the outcomes
obtained by universities in the Bologna reforms, on the other hand, it points out the main challenges to
come and draws up the process priorities. Approaching topics of major importance for the European higher
education reform (Structural reform: implementing the three cycles, Bologna tools for mobility and
recognition, Student support services and student participation, Quality assurance), Trends V reserves a
chapter to lifelong learning – Lifelong learning and widening access. This proves the lifelong learning
process importance within the fundamental change under the Bologna Process, aiming to create, until 2010,
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA), as the foundation
for the knowledge-based society, the essential goal of the Lisbon Agenda. The report focuses on some
major interest issues: the priority of lifelong learning in European higher education institutions, lifelong
learning practices at European higher education institutions, lifelong learning – widening access and the
social dimension, lifelong learning and the qualifications framework for the European Higher Education
Area, lifelong learning and recognition of prior learning. The Trends V analysis gives a good image of how
the lifelong learning process is perceived, assimilated in the national education systems and policies and
implemented by the higher education institutions. By their vocation, universities are the most appropriate

institutions to develop, beside the traditional academic provision, new educational forms, on the
background of the needs for widening social access to quality higher education.
According to the report, despite the expectations situating lifelong learning at the centre of the
reform processes, this remained rather on the periphery of the institutional strategies. Nowadays, when the
economic development reasons and the achievement of the knowledge society demand an effective
workforce, lifelong learning becomes a major issue. The demographic changes, the ageing population, the
declining younger generations, the increase in representation of women in the student population are set to
have a major impact at European level. In this context, some institutions may merge or close, but many
may diversify their educational offer and target different profiles of students. That is why the lifelong
learning agenda challenges institutions to reorient their offer to give a broader range of persons the
opportunity to fulfil their potential. A central element of this agenda is widening access. The experiences of
the European institutions show a certain lack of coherence concerning the understanding and
implementation of lifelong learning, although some of them realize that lifelong learning represents a space
of growth, with diversified funding sources, with important possibilities for the regional cooperation and
development. Universities have a variety of offers from the non-formal or informal education range
together with offers of professional education. The education offers and practices differ among countries
and include: full-time mature students, general adult education, part-time degrees, diplomas for those in
work (post-experience), continuing professional development and training courses, staff development, open
access courses, regional development through open and distance learning, and networks of partnerships and
collaboration with local stakeholders. Some institutions have developed innovative practices in this area.
“Junior” university courses prepare or motivate young people to take an interest in higher education. There
are also courses addressing to specific secondary schools in order to attract the best students in universities.
The report shows, in turn, the lack of access courses directed specifically towards socially disadvantaged
students. In the context of a diversified education offer, there are instead “senior” university courses, many
of them being of a “self-improvement” character, addressed to the persons over 55 years or to the retired
population. An increasingly important role, in a large number of universities, have the part-time students,
an important possibility for institutions to diversify both access and funding, as these students pay for their
study programmes or the costs are paid, at least in part, by employers. In the UK, 40% of the students are
part-time, and the government intends to take measures for funding this student category.
The report notes that increasing the student diversity is not a priority for institutions. There are few
incentives to encourage widening access, and future funding seems dependent on demonstrable “academic
quality”. In these conditions, many institutions focus on increasing their competitiveness, trying to attract
the best students, than on improving the diversity of the student base. The lifelong learning agenda does not
imply only the widening of access, but also the diversification of the educational offer, more funding
opportunities with the goal of improving employability. In the debate on the relationship between quality
and diversification, many consider that diversifying the student body means lowering quality. In the future,
the quality of education will be perceived in relation to institutions’ capacity to respond to the diversity of
citizen needs. Widening participation demands measures related to the career structures, so that not only
excellent research is rewarded in academic careers, but also excellent teaching and student success.
Although widening of participation in non formal or informal programmes is not a priority for institutions,
yet both increasing and widening the participation in higher education are key elements for the creation of a
European knowledge society. A lot of things are to be done to open up access to learning opportunities for
citizens throughout their lives. In the process of reconsidering their traditional curriculum on the actual
societal needs background, institutions must take into account the fact that learning takes place in several
contexts, which has implications on the study programmes structure, on teaching and assessment. It is
necessary therefore that such means as flexible learning paths, the accreditation of work placements,
blended learning, company in-house training, distance education, e-learning and learning through work

schemes to be developed and formally integrated in the higher education provision. Though such issues
have been considered only on the margins of institutional strategic development, yet the introduction of
flexible learning paths is essential for the European Higher Education Area, while combining the different
tools developed through the Bologna Process gives the potential for major innovation and transformation.
Implemented in a simple and flexible way, these instruments could determine the development of the
education offer for a diverse population. Among the means which sustain flexibility, transparency, mobility
and academic quality are a range of tools and processes to recognise prior learning: Accreditation of Prior
Learning (APL), Accreditation of Prior Certificated Learning (APCL), Accreditation of Prior Experiential
Learning (APEL) and Work-Based Learning (WBL). It is expected that these tools to be combined with
ECTS for expressing prior learning outcomes through credits and linked to the different levels of
qualification frameworks. At the centre of an increasing number of processes and needs addressed to the
higher education and lifelong learning, universities must make efforts to connect these processes in a
coherent approach, in the direction of some clearly defined goals.
The conclusions drawn by Trends V are critic and express in essential terms the situation of
lifelong learning in Europe. According to them, dialogue on lifelong learning provision with employers and
other societal stakeholders is currently lacking. Excellence in all higher education missions needs to be
rewarded, as institutions require greater incentives to respond to the challenges of broadening their
educational offer to “non traditional” students. National qualification frameworks are currently an
aspiration rather than an actual tool for most systems. To be effective, they should be designed coherently
with broad societal consultation and strong involvement of higher education institutions. In the process of
reconsidering their traditional curriculum institutions need to give a higher priority to lifelong learning and
to consider this agenda as a central element of institutional strategic development.
2.

European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning

In a EUA seminar on lifelong learning in the Sorbonne (December 2007), it was affirmed the
necessity of a Charter on Lifelong Learning for Europe’s universities and for society in the future. The
document has been adopted by the Rectors’ National Conferences in the EUA Council of 4 July 2008, and
launched in the EUA Conference Inclusive and Responsive Universities ensuring Europe’s
competitiveness, held in Rotterdam in 23-25 October 2008. The Charter has appeared in a complex and
dynamic context for the European higher education, as universities are involved in the process of making
the knowledge-based society. In the Preamble, it is shown that, in the 21st century, European universities
confront with increasing expectations and needs from society, while the entire process of social and
economic development evolves around the concept of Europe of Knowledge. The achievement of this goal
needs strong, autonomous, inclusive and responsive universities, able to offer research-based education and
learning. The actual social and economic challenges are determined by the increasing speed of
globalisation, Europe’s demographic ageing, the fast technological progress. All these evolutions influence
the whole society and have a powerful impact on the labour markets, involved in a dynamic adaptation to
the new conditions. In this process, universities have the central role, since they are the pillar of the
knowledge society, the fundamental goal of the Lisbon Agenda, assumed and developed within the
Bologna Reform.
The higher education reform in Europe, started under the Bologna Declaration (May 25, 1999),
has set two major goals: the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area
(ERA). Until now, in the European higher education, a series of changes and evolutions have taken place,
which need to be consolidated and developed to respond to the lifelong learning challenges. In this context,
the achievements and the good practices of the European universities concerning the diversified student
communities must be taken into consideration. As regards the lifelong learning notion, it embraces many
concepts: initial education for disadvantaged groups, continuing education and training for well-qualified

graduates, post-retirement opportunities for cultural enrichment. At the same time, lifelong learning can be
organized at local, regional and national levels.
For developing lifelong learning in Europe, the education policy set among its major objectives to
achieve a culture of European inclusive and responsive universities. The 21st century university, a central
institution of the knowledge society, must be inclusive, that is to address by its study programmes to all the
social categories with the potential to learn and develop through education, to include in these programmes
students who have not taken benefit from the higher education learning opportunities, young people or
adults willing to continue the studies, improve their training or be initiated in new areas of knowledge. In
the new metamorphosis, university must also be responsive, therefore to respond to the societal needs, to
assume an active and reactive role in relation with diverse population categories and with their diverse
needs, being this way a key-factor in achieving social cohesion, in education and development in the spirit
of knowledge, qualification, competitiveness and performance. In the area of institutions able to develop
lifelong learning, universities rank the first, since they offer research-based higher education.
As for the participation rates in the higher education, Europe is not too well situated as compared
with other world regions. Therefore, one of the reform major objectives is widening access to higher
education, its opening to more social categories and areas. This widening must be understood not as
integrating less qualified students, as a lowering of the quality standards for favouring everybody’s access,
but as a support for all with the potential to take advantage from the access to the higher education, who
can bring benefits to society. Having in view the increasingly broad range of learners, their diverse
motivations and interests, the university offer must refer, on one hand, to programmes for professional
development adapted to a fast-changing labour market and, on the other, to the growing need for personal
development opportunities through cultural university offer.
The transformation of the academic institutions in inclusive and responsive universities, open to
the societal needs, is a process included in the European higher education reform evolutions, in the spirit of
quality, performance, competitiveness in education and research. Within this process, lifelong learning has
a double mission: to offer a wider range of educational services to the new candidates or to those willing to
continue their study experiences and to ensure the continuity of the learning opportunities during the entire
life. For universities, widening the social access to the lifelong learning programmes becomes, in these
conditions, a priority. The establishment of systems for fair assessment and validation of all forms of prior
learning, the achievement of relevant, creative and innovative educational programmes are also priorities of
lifelong learning. For reaching the goal of an extended access to wider social areas with a learning
potential, universities must reinforce dialogue with society more broadly than until now. The employers
and employee organisations, parents and students are categories with a special relevance to the higher
education and lifelong learning institutions. One of the most appropriate and effective ways in achieving
this aim are the partnerships, especially those at the local level, where individual and social needs are better
defined and expressed.
In the Charter, the European universities take ten commitments for lifelong learning development,
as a “decalogue” of the higher education reform. Universities commit to: 1. Embedding concepts of
widening access and lifelong learning in their institutional strategies; 2. Providing education and learning to
a diversified student population; 3. Adapting study programmes to ensure that they are designed to widen
participation and attract returning adult learners; 4. Providing appropriate guidance and counselling
services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Embracing lifelong learning in quality culture; 7. Strengthening
the relationship between research, teaching and innovation in a perspective of lifelong learning; 8.
Consolidating reforms to promote a flexible and creative learning environment for all students; 9.
Developing partnerships at local, regional, national and international level to provide attractive and relevant
programmes; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong learning institutions.

Each of these commitments is sustained in the Charter by a series of arguments. Starting with the
first one, universities must understand the opportunity to develop lifelong learning as a central element of
their mission and strategy and as part of a wider definition of excellence (1). European universities must
respond to the increasingly diverse demand from a broad spectrum of students for high quality and relevant
higher education throughout their lifetime. This public includes post secondary students, adult learners,
professionals who seek to up-grade skills for the workplace, senior citizens with cultural interests and
others. Diversification of the student categories and of the education forms is an important premise in the
achievement of a culture of success and innovation in institutions and society. A challenge addressed to
universities is to create the conditions for interaction among the diverse student categories within a
supportive mutual learning environment (2). For all the possible learners to access and succeed in higher
education in all its different forms, flexible and transparent learning paths are necessary. Universities have
also the responsibility to ensure their educational offer high quality. In the conditions of the learner needs
diversity, universities – which have an important role in promoting widening participation and continuing
education – have the responsibility to adapt their programmes and ensure the development of appropriate
outcomes in a learner-centred perspective (3). Universities must offer all the students – of all ages and from
all the social and cultural environments – relevant academic and professional guidance, as well as other
psychological counselling (4). It is very important for the universities to create systems to assess and
recognise all forms of prior learning, in order to ensure the access of all with the potential to benefit from
higher education provision. This is essential in the context of lifelong learning in the globalisation era,
when knowledge is acquired in many different forms and places (5). Europe’s universities have taken
important steps in developing internal quality culture, assuming prime responsibility for the quality of their
provision. This process has to adapt to an evolving framework for lifelong learning in order to ensure the
provision of appropriate support services for an increasing number of more diverse learners (6).
Universities’ research and innovation missions can be strengthened through lifelong learning strategies,
while universities’ specific contribution to lifelong learning must be sustained by research. A good example
of lifelong learners are researchers, whose own educational needs are continually evolving, also taking
account of the changing skills required by the labour market. At the same time, lifelong learning can be a
source of new research methodologies and topics (7). Universities need to exploit the potential of the
reform processes and their tools (ECTS, Diploma Supplement, European Standards and Guidelines for
Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc.) to enhance the development of a creative lifelong
learning environment, open to a more diverse population of learners. The full integration of lifelong
learning in the mission of universities is essential to develop the creativity and innovation profiles of
institutions (8). Institutions cannot provide on their own a relevant educational offer in a lifelong learning
context. They need partnerships for a flexible and innovative offer to meet the society needs. The
partnerships can be done with a range of other educational institutions, employers, employees’
organisations (trade unions) and other stakeholders (9). Providers of higher education and research,
universities are also major employers. Therefore they have the potential to act as role models in society by
offering lifelong learning opportunities for their own employees – academic, administrative, technical and
auxiliary staff. Universities must also be key actors in promoting coherent policy development in national
systems (10).
For these commitments to become reality, governments and regional partners must take concerted
actions in providing appropriate legal environments and funding. That is why the Charter provides ten more
commitments which governments should assume in order to create suitable environments for universities to
develop their contribution to lifelong learning. Here are the commitments universities expect from
governments: 1. Recognising the university contribution to lifelong learning as a major benefit to
individuals and society; 2. Promoting social equity and an inclusive learning society; 3. Including lifelong
learning objectives in the missions and work of national QA agencies and systems; 4. Supporting the
development of appropriate guidance and counselling services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Removing

specific legal obstacles that prevent many potential learners from returning to higher education; 7. Ensuring
autonomy and developing incentives for lifelong learning universities; 8. Encouraging partnerships at
regional level with local authorities, employers and agencies; 9. Informing and encouraging citizens to take
advantage of lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong
learning institutions.
As for the second “decalogue”, the Charter also brings a series of arguments and essential
explanations for each of the designed commitments, expected to be assumed by European governments.
Accordingly, governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities are valued for their
contribution to lifelong learning, which must not be understood as a minor addition to the roles of higher
education institutions (1). Governments must make efforts to ensure that lifelong learning is valued by
individuals, public and private employers and other actors, and that a culture of learning throughout life is
seen as a common societal goal. Citizens need information on accessing lifelong learning educational
opportunities, and universities need support to ensure that such opportunities are accessible to all who have
the potential to benefit from higher education any time in their life (2). Attention to issues of lifelong
learning in quality assurance processes is necessary to ensure that lifelong learning is recognised as a
national priority (3). Professional academic guidance, careers advice are essential for all learners, but
particularly for those exposed to the risk of failing to complete higher education programmes, who do not
benefit of support. Such services are important for the students of all ages, from all the social and cultural
environments (4). Governments have the responsibility to support and motivate institutions in recognising
all forms of prior learning. This can be facilitated through the provision of appropriate incentives to
institutions and by full integration of prior learning in qualifications frameworks (5). Governments must
remove the systemic obstacles that discourage many potential learners from taking advantage of lifelong
learning opportunities. These obstacles refer to: social security rights, precariousness of employment rights,
lack of financial support for lifelong learning and loss of pension contributions during periods of study (6).
Governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities have sufficient autonomy, but also
sufficient incentives to be rewarded for developing this key mission. Such a framework of autonomy and
incentives strongly influences the progress in developing lifelong learning provision (7). Regional
partnerships with higher education institutions and social partners need to be developed, since they are vital
to the successful planning and delivery of lifelong learning educational services (8). An essential aspect of
the implementation of national lifelong learning strategy, governments have a special responsibility to
ensure that citizens are informed on the diverse opportunities of university based lifelong learning
provision (9). Like universities, governments can set standards in society by acting as role models for the
policies they develop. Governments must ensure that public sector employees are encouraged to benefit
from the lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities and other providers (10).
3. The importance of lifelong learning for the knowledge society
A recent EUA publication, European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning represents a
major contribution to the higher education reform process in Europe. It is an essential document for the
continuation of the education reform, which offers a coherent perspective on lifelong learning and draws
the fundamental evolution directions of this process for the years to come. The Charter succeeds in bringing
together the most important lifelong learning issues and integrating them in a systematic essential approach
which, from now on, will form the basis of the European evolutions in this area.
The lifelong learning idea generates a change of philosophy in the concept of learning. The
development of the lifelong learning notion and process determines a revolution in the idea of university
and post-university education. A remark should be made in this point: the fact that learning is a permanent
necessity of the human being affirms a truth well known from the ancient periods of thinking, from the
Greek philosophers to the present moment. Therefore the idea is not new in itself, since it translates an

eternal truth of the human being, whose existence – according to Descartes – is defined by two fundamental
attributes: doubt and thinking. New is the recovery of this idea in a system of thinking, its promotion as an
essential need of the individuals and of the society, confronted with unprecedented challenges. The lifelong
learning reform in Europe, having at the centre of its philosophy the human need to learn throughout the
lifetime, makes an essential movement from idea to action, from a generally accepted truth to a complex
process, in a coherent, open to the future conceptual and administrative context.
The lifelong learning concept brings a new perspective upon the mission of university as higher
education institution, addressing, in a pyramidal hierarchy, to elites. In a period of tough competition at a
world scale, in the context of a fast globalisation process, knowledge becomes a priority for all nations,
since it provides the force that generates change, competitiveness and prosperity. The knowledge society is
to be achieved through education and research, in modern higher education institutions able to enhance
quality, excellence and performance, to respond to the economic and societal challenges. In this context,
the 21st century university must change itself and become an inclusive and responsive institution able to
address to a diverse student population and to actively respond to the changing needs of society. In the new
condition, in the spirit of widening access to education, the inclusive and responsive university opens its
educational provision to all the social categories with the potential to learn and to take benefit from
learning. The two attributes of university, inclusive and responsive, enhanced in its adaptation process to
the society demands, are fundamental elements for the lifelong learning achievement. The lifelong learning
idea extends the university mission on three dimensions: social, temporal and spatial. In the first situation,
university educational provision addresses to a more diversified population, to all those who haven’t
accessed higher education or to the persons willing to continue their education and training on an existing
educational background. Secondly, the university learning provision exceeds the traditional student age and
practically abolishes the temporal limits as regards its targeted population, particularly focusing on the 30
to 50 groups, but addressing to younger or older students as well. In the third case, through the prior
learning recognition, through the Bologna processes and tools – mobility, ECTS, Diploma Supplement,
European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc. –, the personal
educational experiences, irrespective of the place where they have been achieved, are recognised and
integrated in the student academic education.
Widening social access, inclusive and responsive universities, many and diverse education offers,
in relation with the student population diversity, within the lifelong learning process, all these innovations
must not be equated – according to some fears expressed across Europe – with lowering quality in
university education. Through its very philosophy – to respond to the social and economic needs and to
take part in the creation of the knowledge society – the lifelong learning process associates itself with the
idea of quality in education and training in the sense of competence, competitiveness and performance. In
this context, universities remain the key institutions in the lifelong learning area, which can ensure, by their
mission, a substantial, flexible and pragmatic education, according to all the higher education quality
standards, engaged, through the Bologna Process, in changing Europe into “the most competitive
knowledge-based economy in the world”.
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